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Welcome to
France
Designed for English-speaking people looking
for good tips and good addresses in France,
“Best OF France” by Petit Futé is an essential
how-to guide to find an accommodation, a
restaurant, to organize your visits and outings
to be sure you won’t get lost in the largest
country in Western Europe and the European
Union.Indeed France is huge and full of
charm: Metropolitan France extends from
the Mediterranean Sea to the English Channel
and the North Sea, and from the Rhine to
the Atlantic Ocean. France has many sites
listed as Unesco World Heritage and features
cities of high cultural interest, like Paris,
Bordeaux and many more.But also beaches
and seaside resorts, ski resorts, and rural
regions known for their beautifullandscapes
and tranquillity.That’s why France is ranked
as the first tourist destination in the World
Tourism rankings compiled by the United
Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO)
with 83 million foreign tourists in 2012.
With this guidebook, Petit Futé has done
everything possible to give you a selection
of addresses gathering the must-sees as the
hidden treasures for a successful stay in the
country of human rights and gastronomy
and to enjoy the best of France.
Welcome to France!
PRINTED IN FRANCE
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PARIS AND ITS REGION
Paris

Paris, the city of light, is a destination of choice whether
it is for a short or a longer stay. And if Paris wasn’t built
in one day, you can’t visit it in one day either. Paris
is one of the rare cities in the world to offer many
monuments, museums, sites, on such a restricted
surface. Besides, the banks of the Seine are classified
as a Unesco World Heritage site because they concentrate a maximum of places to visit. Paris has also its
tendencies which vary according to those who do and
undo fashion. Currently, craft is back, breakfast away
from home is very popular, food street is a success, beer
and coffee are top drinks, neo-bistros are very popular
and shops ephemeral – pop up stores welcome creators
in search of customers. This small guide presents the
Capital by large neighbourhoods including several
districts. Not one of these arrondissements has escaped
the sagacity of Petit Futé’s investigators who reveal
to the reader what is paramount or unusual to see, to
make, to live. A selection of addresses allows you to
find accomodation, recharge your batteries, shop, go
out on your own, with your family or between friends.
Everything starts in Paris...

OFFICE DE TOURISME DES BAHAMAS
113-115, rue du Cherche-Midi (6e)
& +33 1 45 26 62 62
www.bahamas.fr

Sightseeing

PLACE DE LA CONCORDE
ET L’OBÉLISQUE
The most beautiful view in Paris, breathtaking in the
early morning (when it is still uncrowded), shaped
like an Octagon, between La Seine, Champs-Elysées
and the Tuileries Gardens. The Jeu de Paume museum
overlooks the square, Place de la Concorde which is
adorned with the famous Luxor Obelisk. It is over

3300 years old and is engraved with hieroglyphs in
honor of Ramses II.

PLACE VENDÔME
M° Opéra ou Tuileries
Open all year. Free. Guided tour (to consult the site of
the Tourist Office of Paris or to print the card concerning
the neighborhood on page HTTP: //www.paris.fr/loisirs/
se-promener-a-paris/se-promener-a-paris-copy/
parcours-d-architecture-un-autre-regard-sur-lepatrimoine-parisien/rub_9947). Shop.
Vast urban planning undertaken by Louis XIV and
designed by Jules Hardouin-Mansart, Place Vendôme
must first of all house prestigious public buildings that
will overlook the square where the equestrian statue of
the king stands; however the project must be abandoned
for lack of funds. Those with great fortunes then took
possession of the already built buildings and converted
them into sumptuous private mansions. When the
Revolution occurred, the name of the place, which was a
symbol of the former regime of privileges, was changed
into Place des Piques (bloody name recalling a group of
women who butchered and carried the bodies of several
assassinated royalists), the statue of the monarch was
unbolted. Danton installed the temporary government
of the Republic there. In 1810, Napoleon had built the
Vendôme Column, like the Trajan’s Column of Rome,
thus paying tribute to his great army. The same column
will be reversed during the Commune on the initiative
of the painter Courbet who will pay the toll all his life
as he had to finance its reconstruction. He died before
seeing the column built again on the famous place, under
the third Republic. Today, this place is the high place of
French and international jewellery. The windows offer
the most beautiful and most precious contemporary
creations. Note that the last (full time) inhabitant of the
place was the singer Henri Salvador who spent 46 years
at the number 6 before dying in 2008.

Tour operator

ARTS ET VIE
251, rue de Vaugirard (15e)
& 01 40 43 20 21
www.artsetvie.com – info@artsetvie.com
Other agencies in Grenoble, Lyon, Marseille and Nice.
Five continents, sixty countries, a trip specific to each, whether you like fluvial or maritime cruises, festivals
to attend great European cultural events, stays in art cities, discovery tours, long treks, nature trips in great
landscapes, strolls and hikings, getaways to roam across the Europe of culture... Also remember the National
Heritage discovery weekends and days, the new stays in Arts et Vie residences, in Brittany for example.

A new holiday residence in Brittany

Arts et Vie Plozévet
A full comfort residence in the heart of nature
1800 m from the Atlantic Ocean

• 80 large apartments with a full comfort rental package,
with 2, 3, or 4 real bedrooms
• Indoor heated swimming-pool, SPA, sauna, itness center,
private tennis courts, multi-sports ground
• Available to residents : billiards room, library,
and a full program of activities in the high season
• High speed wireless internet in every apartment
RESIDENCE ARTS ET VIE PLOZÉVET
Chemin de la Corniche
29710 Plozévet
Tel. 33 (0)1 40 43 20 21
Mail: plozevet@artsetvie.com

www.artsetvie.com
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PLACE DES VOSGES
M° Bastille, Chemin Vert or Saint-Paul
In 1605, Henri IV decided to create a royal square.
There used to be a royal residence, Tournelle palace,
which gave way to the thirty-six almost identical
pavillons. At n° 6, the apartment where Victor Hugo
lived for more than 15 years… The place is overrun
with (expensive) restaurants and Art Galleries.

PLACE DU TERTRE
The pleasure is getting up early and going to Mère
Catherine to enjoy a cup of coffee – an «institution»
open since 1793 - before the cohort of painters and
portraitists of all kinds landed with their easels and
the chairs and cafe tables invade the square. Then,
it’s better to escape, unless you want to have your
portrait drawn. As these are difficult times and the
competition is tough, everything can be negotiated,
even the prices.

Monuments

THE SAINTE-CHAPELLE
Palais de Justice de Paris
6, boulevard du Palais (1er)
& +33 1 53 40 60 80
M° Cité or Saint-Michel
Dates, schedule and rates in the variable concerts.
A classical music concert in king Saint-Louis’s famous
royal chapel, the Sainte-Chapelle, located in the
middle of Paris, on the île de la Cité, is an unforgettable experience. With its famous multicoloured
stained-glass windows, the Gothic architecture of
Sainte-Chapelle is a beautiful setting to enjoy the
beauty of the music. On schedule, more than a hundred
concerts each year including the most famous works
of the classical repertoire, performed by artists and
groups of international stature. You can purchase
tickets online.

ÉGLISE SAINT-EUSTACHE
2, impasse Saint-Eustache (1er)
& +33 1 42 36 31 05
www.saint-eustache.org
paroisse@saint-eustache.org
M° Les Halles. RER Châtelet Les Halles.
Open all year. The church is open Monday to Friday from
9.30am to 7pm, Saturday from 10am to 7.15pm, Sunday
from 9am to 7.15pm. Free. Activities.
It took more than a century, between 1532 and 1640,
for this church to be constructed on the edge of the
Halles garden. With a gothic and renaissance design,
the Saint-Eustache church has an eighteenth century
façade. Overlooking Rambuteau street, a turreted
portal offers another entry. This large church has
twenty-four chapels which contain paintings and
sculptures from different eras. You need to see a
triptych by Keith Haring (twentieth century) and the
tomb of Colbert, shaped by Coysevox Tuby according to
Brown (XVII). Here, you can also admire the beautiful
stained glass windows dating from 1631 in the choir,
and an organ from 1854 with eight thousand pipes.

Note that concerts are frequently organised in this
church with excellent acoustics. A church service with
an organ and choirs are given every Sunday.

PYRAMIDE DU LOUVRE
M° Louvre – Rivoli
It is the centrepiece of the Grand Louvre, desired by
François Mitterrand and designed by the architect Pei.
It is 21.64 metres high and its base is 35.42 metres
large. It is made of glass and metal. It is located at
the centre of the Napoléon courtyard of the Louvre
Museum. Three pyramidions surround it.

BIBLIOTHÈQUE NATIONALE
DE FRANCE SITE RICHELIEU
58, rue Richelieu (2e)
M° Bourse
The bibliothèque Nationale Richelieu (Richelieu
National Library) saw its book collections join the
François Mitterrand site. Drawings, prints, the cabinet
of medals and thousands of other treasures and rare
pieces were left on site. Beautiful exhibitions are
organized. Do not miss the façade of the courtyard,
made by Robert and Jules-Robert de Cotte – 1729 to
1735.

CATHEDRALE NOTRE-DAME
DE PARIS
Place Jean-Paul-II
6, parvis Notre-Dame (4 e)
& +33 1 42 34 56 10 / +33 1 53 40 60 80 / +33
1 53 10 07 00
www.notredamedeparis.fr
Open all year. Monday to Friday from 8am to 6.45pm;
the weekend from 8am to 7.15pm. Free. Closed: January
1st, May 1st, December 25th. E8.50. TR: E5.50. Free:
0-18 years, 18-25 years of the EU, unemployed people.
The construction site of the Notre-Dame de Paris
Cathedral is one of the most Pharaonic that the French
history has ever known. Two centuries of work started
in 1160 on the order of Maurice de Sully. At that time,
the bishop of Paris wanted to replace two small
churches that were setup in the southeast side of
the city’s island. Concerning its architecture, the
dimensions of this cathedral express the magnitude of
this Gothic art masterpiece: 5,500 m ² of floor surface
area, a 130 m long, 48 m wide, 35 m high under vault,
69 m at the summit of the towers. Visitors enter the
monument by a majestic façade, composed of three
portals: that of the Virgin, the last judgement and
Sainte-Anne. Overlooking the structure are two
towers having «Emmanuel», the famous bell of 13 tons
on one side and a staircase of 387 steps offering an
impressive view over Paris on the other. During the
850th anniversary of the cathedral, many events
punctuated the year 2013. The splendour of the
cathedral was honoured through various musical
and cultural events (congress, shows, exhibitions,
concerts, books...). Extensive restoration work is
equally expected, it is expected to have a new tenor
with eight new bells, the repairing of interior lighting,
the restoration of the great organs, etc. The cathedral
treasury is also accessible at certain hours, at E4.

Sightseeing - PARIS


MÉMORIAL DES MARTYRS
DE LA DÉPORTATION
Square de l’Ile-de-France (4e)
& +33 1 46 33 87 56
info@martyrsdeportation.fr
Open Tuesday to Sunday. From October 1st to March 31st
from 10am to 5pm. From April 1st to September 30th
from 10am to 7pm. Site closed with the public on January
1st, May 1st, July 14th, August 15th and December 25th.
Inaugurated in 1962, this moving memorial designed by
the architect Georges-Henri Pingusson pays tribute to
men, women and children deported from France in the
Nazis concentration camps during the Second World War.
Consisting of a crypt and galleries, it houses the remains
of an unknown deportee, a well as urns containing soil
from the camps and ashes taken crematoria.

LE PANTHÉON
Place du Panthéon (5e)
& +33 1 44 32 18 00
www.paris-pantheon.fr
M° Cardinal Lemoine. Luxembourg RER.

nlm
Because of the climatic risks, the monument is likely to

modify its schedule of visits. Last access 45 min before
closing. From January to March and from October to
December circuits days from 10am to 6pm. From April
to September every day from 10am to 6.30pm. Closed on
January 1st, May 1st and December 25th. Free for under

18-year-olds. Adult: E8.50. Group (20 people): E6.50.
Reduced rate: E6.50. Cartes Paris Museum Pass accepted.
Free also for the 18-25 years (amenable to the non-European
EU and regular residents on the territory of the EU), disabled
person + guide, petitioning employment, card culture, ICOM.
Built in the eighteenth century as a church to house
the shrine of Sainte Genevieve, it became civic temple
in 1885 for the funeral of Victor Hugo. Today it honours
great personalities. A presentation summarizes the life
and work of those who are buried here, from Voltaire to
Rousseau through Alexandre Dumas, André Malraux and
Marie Curie. Foucault’s pendulum, placed here in 1851,
proves the rotation of the Earth. Currently undergoing
renovation, the tarp of the works has been entrusted to
the artist JR. By his photos, he has 4,000 anonymities
enter the Pantheon.
ÉGLISE SAINT-SULPICE
Place Saint-Sulpice (6e)
& +33 1 42 34 59 98
M° Saint-Sulpice or Mabillon
Open all year. Every day from 7.30am to 7.30pm. For the
guided tours, a permanent reception service is proposed each
Saturday from 2.30pm to 5.30pm, (sacristy).
This is a monumental church which overlays three architectural styles: Doric, Ionic and Corinthian. The Saints-Anges
Chapel is decorated with paintings by Delacroix, but the
strangest thing is a gnomon of the eighteenth century.
This astronomical measuring instrument, consisting of a
vertical rod projecting the shadow of the sun or the moon
on a horizontal screen, permits people to measure their
heights well above the horizon...

EGLISE SAINT-GERMAIN-DES-PRES
3, place Saint-Germain-des-Prés (6e)
& +33 1 55 42 81 10
www.eglise-saintgermaindespres.fr
accueil@eglise-sgp.org
M° Saint-Germain-des-Prés
Open on Monday from 3pm to 6pm; Tuesday to Friday from
10.30am to 12pm and from 3pm to 6pm. Schedule of the
masses: Monday to Friday at 7pm, Saturday at 12.15pm
and 7pm, and Sunday at 9am, 11am, 5pm and 7pm.
Owner of a vast agricultural area, The Saint-Germaindes-Prés abbey has existed for centuries, from the
6th century to the French Revolution and today, only
the abbey palace (16th century; Abbaye Street) and
the church (11th century) remain. Though it has been
extensively revised several times, only its bell tower;
the part that rises up to the top of its arches, made in
the 12th century has not been damaged. The interior
of the building mixes Romanesque and Gothic styles,
note that important restoration works of this church
were undertaken in the 19th century, particularly by
the architect Victor Baltard. The Saint-Germain-des-Prés
church more or less regularly hosts classical, religious
or profane music concerts. According to the case, the
entrance in these concerts is paying or free. Concerts
with entrance fee are usually held on Thursday or Friday
and start at 8.30pm unless otherwise specified. Concerts
with free entrance (organ recital organized by organists
of Saint-Germain-des-Prés) are held on the last Sunday
in early afternoon.

PARIS AND ITS REGION


MÉMORIAL DE LA SHOAH
17, rue Geoffroy-l’Asnier (4e)
& +33 1 42 77 44 72
www.memorialdelashoah.org
M° Saint-Paul or Pont Marie
Open all year. Every day except Saturday from 10am to 6pm,
and Thursday until 10pm. Closed on Saturdays, certain
national public holidays (January 1st, May 1st, July 14th,
August 15th and Christmas).
Like a duty of remembrance, Mémorial de la Shoah is
presented in a permanent exhibition which tells the
story of the France’s Jews during the Second World War
by showing documents from the documentation centre
of this institution. Organised in a chronological course,
the adopted angles evoke individual destinies and the
general fate of the Jewish community. A way to pay
homage to the victims of the segregative laws of the Vichy
regime and the genocidal policy of the occupying German
forces. A special programme is dedicated to children,
from the age of 8. Temporary exhibitions are added to
the visit of this museum, as well as meetings, debates,
conferences, shows and concerts. Travels to Auschwitz
or other places of remembrance are also organised. Also
see: the crypt where you can find mixed ashes of victims
collected in the camps of death and in the ruins of the
Warsaw’s ghetto; the wall of the Names where the list of
the 76,000 deported France’s Jews is displayed, including
11,000 children; the wall of Righteous (outside) where
you can identify nearly 3,000 non-Jewish people who, in
France, contributed to save their human brothers. Also
note that the Drancy memorial, transit area of French
deportees, also welcome the public.
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PONT ALEXANDRE-III
Quai d’Orsay
Cours de la Reine (8e) (7e)
M° Invalides

oOn one side the Invalides, on the other the Grand and Petit

Palais... A breathtaking perspective! This bridge bears the
name of the terrible Tsar Alexander III, whose son, Nicolas
II, the one who was executed by the Soviets with his family,
laid the first stone during his official visit to France in 1896,
thus expressing the Franco-Russian friendship, which
would then make up an essential alliance in the course
of the First World War. It is at the Universal Exhibition of
1900 that it was inaugurated. Composed of a single steel
arch, this typical structure of the Belle Époque has a fussy
decoration: in the centre, nymphs of the Seine and the
Neva (famous river in Saint-Petersburg), candelabras,
four of which are decorated with angels gilded with fine
gold, garlands of shells with masks... On each side of the
bridge, there are two monumental pylons of 17 metres.
They present and evoke the great moments in the history
of France: the Middle Ages, the Renaissance, the reign of
Louis XIV, the modern and industrial era whose success
was celebrated at that time. At the top soar the famous,
sets of antique inspiration statuaries including the winged
horse Pegasus and a woman holding a trumpet. The first
symbolizes Arts, others Science, Combat and Industry.
They are golden, like many decors. A masterpiece that
will remain etched in your memory!

THE EIFFEL TOWER
Champ-de-Mars (7e) & 33 8 92 70 12 39
www.toureiffel.paris
M° Bir-Hakeim or Trocadéro.

onl
Open all year. Every day from 9am to midnight from mid-

June to beginning of September and from 9.30am to 11pm
the rest of the year. Admission ticket + lift (to E2 the floor):
E11. Admission ticket + lift (top): E17. Admission ticket
+ staircase (to E2 the floor): E7.
The tower built by Gustave Eiffel for the Universal
Exhibition of 1889 - which marks the centenary of the
Revolution – and whose destruction was scheduled
20 years later, is finally preserved for scientific reasons.
The feet of the building coincide with the four cardinal
points, they weigh more than 10,000 tons. It was the
highest monument in the world until 1931. The tower
rose to over 320 m since 1957, the year when the French
television’s antenna was hoisted. From the second floor,
located 115 m above the ground, it is estimated that
we can see clearly up to 55 km to the South, 60 to the
North, 65 to the East and 70 to the West. The restaurant
Jules Verne, taken over by the group of Alain Ducasse, is
a gourmet restaurant open seven days a week. It is very
popular. The third floor is a closed space punctuated
with viewpoints where you can see a reconstruction
of the style «Grévin museum», showing Gustave Eiffel
with Thomas Edison. If you are bold enough to climb the
750 steps leading from the bottom to the second floor, it
is cheaper (4.50 E), much more sportive and much easier
when you buy your tickets. Among the many attractions

of the tower, the shops, its champagne bar at the top
and its many restaurant points, including its gourmet
restaurant, the Jules Verne. Sublime!

ARC DE TRIOMPHE
Place Charles-de-Gaulle (8e) & +33 1 55 37 73 77
www.paris-arc-de-triomphe.fr
M° Charles de Gaulle Étoile

ol
Closed on January 1st, May 1st, May 8th (morning), July

14th (morning), November 11th (morning) and December
25th. Because of the climatic risks, the monument is likely
to modify its schedule of visits. Free for under 18-yearolds (and -25 years amenable to the countries to the
European Union and non-European regular residents on
the French territory and unemployed on presentation of
a -6 month old certificate). Adult: E12 (reduced rate:
E9). Group (20 people): E9. Tourism label & Disability.
Free admission for the disabled people and their guide on
presentation of a written proof.
The Arc de Triomphe is located on a beautiful perspective:
in the East you have the Champs-Elysées, the Concorde
square, the Tuileries Gardens and the Louvre. In the West
lies the neighbourhood of La Défense and its Grande Arch.
To help you identify the important sites of the capital, you
have orientation tables on the terrace where you will find
a small museum that tells the story of the building. The
latter was commissioned by Napoleon I with the aim of
paying homage to the French armies. Started in 1806, its
construction was completed 30 years later, during the reign
of Louis-Philippe. Designed by the architect Jean-François
Chalgrin, the Arc has a height of 50 m and a width of 45 m.
It is decorated with high and low reliefs sculpted by about
fifty artists. The most famous work is «La Marseillaise» by
François Rude (Champs-Élysées side). On the arch you can
still read the names of generals and victories won by the
revolutionary and imperial armies. Under the monument,
in 1921, was installed the tomb of the Unknown Soldier in
memory of soldiers who died during the First World War.
A flame is revived every day at 6: 30 pm.

THE CATHÉDRALE
SAINT-ALEXANDRE-NEVSKY
12, rue Daru (8e) & +33 1 42 27 37 34
www.cathedrale-orthodoxe.com
M° Ternes or Courcelles
Open on Tuesday, Friday and Sunday from 3pm to 5pm.
Built in 1861, the building has the traditional shape of
a Greek cross and is represented by five turrets ending
with bulbs. Many works of sacred art, including icons,
are to be discovered inside this cathedral. If you have the
opportunity to come, do not hesitate to attend a mass,
you will be surprised!

ÉGLISE DE LA MADELEINE
Place de la Madeleine (8e)
& +33 1 44 51 69 00
www.eglise-lamadeleine.com
M° Madeleine
Open all year. Every day from 9.30am to 7pm. Mass at
12.30pm with the church Monday to Friday and Tuesday
to Friday at 6.30pm with the chapel of week.

Sightseeing - PARIS


GRANDE SYNAGOGUE DE PARIS
44, rue de La Victoire (9e) & +33 1 40 82 26 26
www.lavictoire.org – infos@lavictoire.org
M° Le Peletier or Notre-Dame-de-Lorette
Open all year. Offices Friday evening at 6.30pm and
Saturday morning at 9.30am.
The Victoire Synagogue is the testimony of the history of
the Parisian Jewish community since the 19th century.
Built between 1867 and 1874 by the architect AlfredPhilibert Aldrophe, it combines two styles, the romanesque and the Byzantine, giving a particular alchemy to
this building. Damaged during the dark moments of the
Occupation, it regained its glow only in 1967. The services
of the Central Consistory and the Consistory of Paris are
established in the outbuildings. Within this spectacular
place of worship, we find among others a series of twelve
stained-glasses symbolizing the tribes of Israel.

OPÉRA NATIONAL DE PARIS –
PALAIS GARNIER
Place de l’Opéra (9e)
& +33 8 92 89 90 90 034
www.operadeparis.fr
M° Opera
Open every day from 10am to 5pm (last visit at 4.30pm).
From 10am to 1pm at the time of the representations in
morning. Closed on January 1st, on May 1st and the days
of events. Shows mainly at 7.30pm and 2.30pm. Until 6pm
from July 16th to September 5th. Free for under 12-yearolds. Adult: E11. Reduced rate: E7. Guided tour. Shop.
The masterpiece of Charles Garnier, constructed between
1852 and 1870, presents opera shows and ballet performances. Admire the sculpted groups on the façade

depicting arts of instrumental music, opera drama, the
famous Danse de Carpeaux, without forgetting the lovely
Chagall ceiling inside.

LE MANOIR DE PARIS
18, rue de Paradis (10e)
lemanoirdeparis.fr
contact@lemanoirdeparis.com
M° Poissonnière
Variable closings. Open on Friday from 6pm to 10pm; the
weekend from 3pm to 7pm. Adult: E25. Child (from 10 to
15 years old): E20. Fast Pass (priority entrance): E35.
Be ready to face the obscure face of the capital. Le Manoir
de Paris proposes to make you discover the smallest
corners of a conceal city, that of the darkness and the
Sabbaths. If it is a daring bet, there is no doubt that its
seventeen interactive activities will chill your blood.

BASILIQUE DU SACRÉ-CŒUR
DE MONTMARTRE
Parvis du Sacré-Cœur (18e)
& +33 1 53 41 89 00
www.sacre-coeur-montmartre.com
M° Anvers or Abbesses then funicular.

oOpen all year. Every day from 6am to 10.30pm. Schedule

of the dome: Every day from 8.30am to 8pm from May
to September; and from 9am to 5pm from October to
April. Schedule of the crypt: Every day except Tuesday
and Wednesday, from 10am to 5pm. Free. Visit of the
dome: E6. Shop.
Immediately after the tragic events of the years 1870 and
1871 - the defeat of the war against the Prussians and
the ephemeral Paris Commune which experienced its
beginnings in Montmartre and was terribly repressed
– two laymen appointed; Alexandre Legentil and Hubert
Rohault vow to build an expiatory church dedicated to
the worship of sacrificial heart of Christ. Their project was
approved by the National Assembly in 1873 and took
the of Roman-Byzantine basilica style, which was later
called Sacred Heart. The work took nearly half a century
to be completed. Six different architects succeeded in
completing this work begun by Paul Abadie. Important
foundations were necessary, 83 pillars supported the
building constructed on a former lime quarry. Completed
in 1914, the basilica waited until 1919, before being
dedicated, until the end of the First World War. Famous
worldwide, the Sacred Heart welcomes all year round flood
of impressive visitors. From its square, and also from the
dome of the basilica, the view over Paris and its environs
– south side – is striking. Inside, the decor presents a
large mosaic, a great Cavaillé-Coll or again an encrypted
treasure. Note that religious services are held several times
throughout the day and even at night. As a result, there is
no guided visit inside and it is recommended that visitors
be as quiet as possible. In contrast, a guidebook is available
in several languages in the bookshop at E5 (closed on
Mondays) as well as a more religious booklet entitled
Visiter... Prier à la basilique du Sacré-coeur. There is also
an audio guide course in 4 stages (French and English)
and accessible to all smartphone users: you just need to
flash the code at the entrance!

PARIS AND ITS REGION

An exceptional site, a majestic building! The Madeleine
Church dominates the Saint-Honore district and the wide
boulevards with its entire splendour. It has an ancient
temple-shaped facade that is in perfect symmetry with
the Bourbon palace, located opposite it on the other
side of the Seine via the rue Royale and place de la
Concorde. Its construction started in 1763 and saw a
succession of several architects until its inauguration in
1842. Meanwhile, there were plans to transform it into
the National Assembly, a temple of the Revolution or a
temple dedicated to the Grande Armée de Napoléon I,
before finally being consecrated to the Catholic worship.
Surrounded by Corinthian columns, the church is rich in
carved and painted works, including a large fresco of
Jules Ziegler, adorning the choir and telling the story of
Christianity. Thanks to Aristide Cavaillé-Coll, the great
organ of La Madeleine is renown as well as the acoustics
of the building. Note that some Masses are musical and
the church frequently hosts classical concerts. If you
have a few minutes, take time to admire the exterior
pediment of the church carved by Henri Lemaire. Just
below, you can read the Latin inscription: «D.O.M. SVB.
INVOCAT S. MAR. MAGDALENÆ» that can be translated
as: «To God almighty and great by the invocation of Mary
Magdalene». This quote is an invitation to discover the
patron saint of the church on the pediment, kneeling to
the right of Christ. You will also admire the bronze doors
of the monument that are unique in size. They are even
larger than the bronze door of Saint-Pierre of Rome.
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Museums
MUSÉE DU LOUVRE
Place du Carrousel (1er)
& +33 1 40 20 50 50 / +33 1 40 20 53 17
www.louvre.fr – handicap@louvre.fr
M° Palais-Royal Musée du Louvre
Open Wednesday to Monday from 9am to 6pm. Until
9.45pm Wednesday and Friday. Closed on January 1st,
on May 1st and on December 25th. Collections: E15.
Free for under 18-year-olds, less than 25 years of the EU,
unemployed people, the recipients of social minimums,
the disabled people and their guide; for all 1st Sunday of
each month and on July 14th. Guided tour. Restaurant.
Coffees. Bookstore. Shops. Auditorium.
This museum finds its origins in the 12th century when
Philippe Auguste decided to build a stronghold. François
I transformed it into a luxurious residence and Henri IV
into a palace. When he built the castle of Versailles,
Louis XIV abandoned the Louvre. The idea of opening
a museum only came up during the Revolution. At the
end of the 20th century, under the presidency of François
Mitterrand, Pei, the architect built a trio of glass pyramids
in the courtyard of the Carousel. Only a 58 470 m² piece
of land out of the 160 106 m² hosts the collections! The
works include Western art from the Middle Ages to 1848,
but also Islamic arts and ancient civilizations especially
those that influenced Western art. Eight major departments, divided into three wings – Richelieu, Denon and
Sully -, serve as benchmarks: Oriental, Egyptian, Greek,
Etruscan and Roman Antiquities, Islamic Art, sculptures,
art objects, paintings and graphic arts. You should visit
spontaneously, following what captures your attention.
Those fleeing the Mona Lisa or The Raft of the Medusa
can take a look at the furniture, which is most of the
times wrongly shunned, or at the silver works. Another
alternative: a tour in the footsteps of the heroes from
the Da Vinci Code novel and film, in the places, in front
of the artworks and around the themes at the heart of
the plot... Finally, another magical place is the basement
where remains of medieval bases, rediscovered during
renovation works, can still be admired.

LES ÉTOILES DU REX
1, boulevard Poissonnière (2e)
& 33 825 05 44 05
www.legrandrex.com
M° Bonne Nouvelle
Open all year. Wednesday to Sunday from 10am to 6pm.
Every day during school holidays of the areas A, B et
C, except Monday morning. Adult: E11. Reduced rate:
E9. Guided tour of Grand Rex + Les Etoiles du Rex:
E16.50 (at certain dates). Reservations and information on
www.legrandrex.com or by e-mail with visites@legrandrex.
com or to the &+33 1 45 08 93 58.
Have you ever dreamed of being behind the big screen?
Then go to Les Etoiles du Rex, in a historic backstage.
A unique adventure that takes you to several places that
is unknown to spectators, just like the editing room or
the director’s office. In a fully interactive audio-guided
tour, you will discover what happens behind the scenes,
and not just any. If the biggest stars have been on the

stage and cheered on the comfortable chairs in the
hall since the creation of this great Cinema, none have
actually entered the shade of the eaves or the projection
booth. Half an exhibition with real archives – number of
entries at Le Grand Rex in 1961, the Eiffel Tower and the
Louvre, retrospective Rex -, set of dialogues with «Stars»
who brought them to the top and of course a word
about the little hands that make every manifestation
successful... It is half a show with special effects, tricks
and tips on the sequences of filming and special effects.
You wanted to make an unusual trip? Take the footsteps
of professionals when you visit and pay attention to
details! An impressive staging is at reach of everyone
so that everyone can discover the many facets of the
seventh art and enjoy a few minutes of fame just like
the biggest names in cinema.

MUSÉE CARNAVALET
16, rue des Francs-Bourgeois (3e)
& +33 1 44 59 58 31 / +33 1 44 59 58 32
www.carnavalet.paris.fr
M° Hôtel de Ville or Saint-Paul
Closed public holidays. Certain rooms are closed in
alternation. Open Tuesday to Sunday from 10am to 6pm
(last visit at 5pm). Free.
In 1866, the City of Paris acquires the Carnavalet hotel
to create a museum devoted to its history. The result is
fascinating: the tour begins from Prehistory, and you will
discover hundreds of drawings and engravings illustrating
the birth and numerous transformations of the city.

MUSÉE D’ART ET D’HISTOIRE
DU JUDAÏSME
71, rue du Temple (3e) & +33 1 53 01 86 60
www.mahj.org
M° Rambuteau or Hôtel de Ville

onlm
Open from Monday to Friday from 11am to 6pm; Sunday

from 10am to 6pm. Permanent collection: Full price: E8.
This museum is located in the Saint-Aignan hôtel,
built by Pierre Le Muet from 1644 to 1650 for Claude
Mesmes, Count of Avaux. It was bought in 1688 by Paul
de Beauvilliers, Duke of Saint-Aignan. In short, this is
one of those splendid mansions that contributed to
the reputation of the Marais. Since 1998, it houses the
Museum of Art and History of Judaism, the successor
of the Museum of Jewish Art of Paris created in 1948.
Its collections contain religious objects, ancient and
contemporary works of art and furniture among others.
Apart from the fact that this place is beautiful, it is worth
the visit for its varied exhibitions. Let’s mention some:
Arnold Schönberg – Lore Krüger an exiled photographer,
1934-1994 - Edouad Moyse, painter of the Jewish life in
the 19th century – Michel Nedjar Présences – Myriam
Tangi Mehitza. What women see – Moïse Figures of
a prophet... And for its thematic concerts which are
always attractive: Fête de la musique Shefita. The Israel
rock-oriental music diva – Paul Dukas – From Berlin
to Hollywood Composers in exile, 1898-1930... These
concerts are held in a superb auditorium of 198 places.
Lectures, conferences and activities for children complete
the program.
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MUSÉE NATIONAL
PICASSO-PARIS
5, rue de Thorigny (3e)
& +33 1 42 71 25 21
www.museepicassoparis.fr
M° Saint-Sébastien-Froissart

l
Open Tuesday to Friday from 11.30am to 6pm; the weekend

MUSÉE NATIONAL
D’ART MODERNE –
CENTRE POMPIDOU
Place Georges-Pompidou (4e)
& +33 1 44 78 12 33 – www.centrepompidou.fr
M° Rambuteau

onlm
Closed on May 1st, and at 7pm 24 and December 31st.

Open Wednesday to Monday from 11am to 10pm (last
visit at 8pm); Thursday from 11am to 11pm. Free for under
26-year-olds. Adult: E14 (reduced E11). Pass from E42 to
E69. Tourism label & Disability.
The museum is located on the 4th and 5th floor of the
Pompidou Centre. It has a collection of 60,000 works
which make up the first European funding and the
second in the world after the MoMA in New York. From
this fund, 1500 to 2000 works are exhibited in rotation.
The presentation is done in a chronological order and
allows you to better understand the evolution of plastic
art during the last hundred years. You will find works
dating from 1905 to 1960 on the 5th floor of the centre
and on the 4th floor, you will find contemporary artwork.
From these floors, you can access the halls where major
exhibitions are offered regularly on a theme related to
the history of a creator’s modern artwork. Finally, three
terraces extend these spaces with imposing sculptures
of Henry Laurens, Joan Miro and Alexander Calder.
The tour of the museum is almost maddening as you
can see masterpieces of painters and sculptors who
have changed our view of the world. All major trends
and movements are represented: the fauvism (Derain,
Matisse, Vlaminck, Dufy, Van Dongen, Rouault, etc...),
the cubism (Braque, Picasso, Léger, Gris, Gleizes, etc...),
the dadaism and the surrealism (Duchamp, Man Ray,
Picabia, Magritte, Dali, etc...), the futurism (Boccioni,
Russolo, Magnelli, etc...), the expressionism (Kirchner,
Kokoschka, Dix, etc...), the School of Paris (Chagall,
Modigliani, Soutine, etc...), the different patterns of
abstract art (Kandinsky, Mondrian, Malevich, Pollock,
Rothko, de Kooning, Hartung, Soulages, Zao Wou Ki,
etc...), the brut or informal art (Fautrier, Dubuffet,
Tapies, Chaissac, etc...), the New Realism (Arman, Klein,


MUSÉE DE CLUNY / MUSÉE NATIONAL
DU MOYEN ÅGE
6, place Paul-Painlevé (5e)
& +33 1 53 73 78 16
www.musee-moyenage.fr
contact.musee-moyenage@culture.gouv.fr
M° Cluny La Sorbonne
Closed on January 1st, May 1st and December 25th. Open
Wednesday to Monday from 9.15am to 5.45pm (last visit
at 5.15pm). Adult: E8. Reduced rate: E6. E0.50 extra in
period of temporary exhibition. Free for under 26-year-olds
of the EU; for all 1st Sunday of each month.
At the beginning of the 17th century, a wealthy art lover
bought the former residence of the Cluny abbots so as to
set up his Middle Ages Roman Gaule collections. Among
the jewels, there are sumptuous pieces of silverware
and enamelling of the Middle Ages, a large collection
of ivory and the Dame à la licorne, a set of six tapestries
that became the most famous hanging in the world!

MUSÉE DE L’ARMÉE
Hôtel national des Invalides
129, rue de Grenelle (7e)
www.musee-armee.fr
M° Invalides, La Tour-Maubourg or Varenne
Every day from April 1st to October 31st from 10am to 6pm
and from November 1st to March 31st from 10am to 5pm.
Closed on January 1st, May 1st and December 25th. Free
for under 18-year-olds. Adult: E11 (reduced rate: E9).
The Army museum tells the story of weapons and the
art of war from the Middle Ages to the Second World
War. You will discover beautiful weapons and armours,
uniforms such as the Empire Marshalls’ or Poilus’ blue
horizon uniform, as well as historic souvenirs like Francis
I of France’s sword, Napoleon I’s frock coat and hats.
Extremely rich, the museum is divided into four sections
which follow a chronological order. Connoisseurs will be
delighted to visit the exceptional Artillery department
that showcases guns, cannons, small sizes of all kinds
of artillery.
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from 9.30am to 6pm. Night until 9pm third Friday of
the month. Free for under 18-year-olds. Adult: E12.50.
Musée Picasso was fully refurbished after five years of
work and the exhibition space is now close to 3,800 m².
To discover more than 5,000 works and numerous
personal archives of the artist, you just follow three
different paths: the Magistral Picasso on the ground
floor and in the two first floors, the «Dialogues» on
the third floor and the «Ateliers» and their souvenirs
in the basement.

Tinguely de Saint-Phalle, Caesar, etc...), the Pop Art
(Warhol, Rauschenberg, Johns, etc...), Fluxus (Beuys
Paik, Filliou, Ben, etc...), the minimalism (LeWitt,
Serra, Stella Buren, Morellet, etc...), the Arte Povera
(Manzoni, Penone, Kounellis, Pistoletto, etc...), the
Narrative Figuration (Adami , Cueco, Erro, Fromanger,
Rancillac, etc...). It is impossible to mention them all! In
addition to the above mentioned artists who often went
from one movement to another during their journey,
it is important to mention individuals like Rousseau,
Signac, Delaunay, Klee, Giacometti, Arp, Rivera, Kahlo,
Bourgeois, Bacon, etc... To all these treasures can be
added depicting pieces of the architecture history and
design during the same period (Le Corbusier, MalletStevens, Prouvé, Loewy, Paulin, Garouste &amp; Bonetti,
Starck, Nouvel, Portzamparc, etc...). Finally, note that, in
front of the centre, the Atelier Brancusi is the last place
of employment for the Romanian sculptor, Constantin
Brancusi (1876-1957). This establishment designed by
Renzo Piano allows you to see the works as well as tools
and personal belongings of artists, through windows
from a small closed garden.
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The Emblems department (flags, banners, pennants
etc.), gathers a collection of 150,000 figurines, without
forgetting the works in the Painting department,
sculptures, collection of prints, drawings and photographs.
An extensive museum and it will take you more than a
day for a full tour. You can think that the Army museum
is not completely a must-see with children. That’s not
exact: grandparents, parents, schedule the Army museum
on your outing program with children or grandchildren,
because they will be fascinated by the Room of artillery
models and the Room of figurines, Museum’s exhibition
space recently opened in what is called in the Museum
the «Cabinets insolites» as a designation referring to
the cabinets of curiosities appeared in the 18th century.
The Room of figurines: it is perhaps less common today,
but formerly, little boys collected tin soldiers. Many
collectors have preserved or purchased some and the
Museum acquired some of these collections. Now, nearly
5,000 of these figurines are displayed, reflecting the
diversity of the collection of the Army museum, which
has nearly 140,000 in total. This room exhibits the four
major types of figurines: first, the card figurines, made
of stiff cardboard from the beginning of the 18th century
– Figurines so called «tinplate», made in the second half
of the 19th century and the tin figurines, at the orginis
of the famous «toy soldiers» mentioned above. Finally,
there are the plastic soldiers from the 20th century,
strong and inexpensive. The Room of artillery: this is one
of the largest collections of its kind in the world, with
a thousand items. It opens onto the royal and princely
rooms and continues with models displaying private coat
of armsn most of them are honorary presents. Curiosity:
project weapons models that have not been adopted,
designed to improve guns are also exhibited.
MUSÉE D’ORSAY
1, rue de la Légion-d’Honneur (7e)
& +33 1 40 49 48 14
www.musee-orsay.fr
M° Solferino or RER Musée d’Orsay

onlm
Closed on January 1st, May 1st and December 25th. Open
on Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday to Sunday from 9.30am
to 6pm; Thursday from 9.30am to 9.45pm. Free for under
18-year-olds. Adult: E12. Child: E9. Tourism label &
Disability. Children welcome (child workshop, 2am, E7,
by reservation). Guided tour (E6). Catering facilities.
Shop. Activities. Games in family: E4.50 in addition to
the admission fee (only Sundays).
In 2011, renovation works in certain areas were
completed. For the gallery dedicated to Impressionists,
the architect Jean-Michel Wilmotte created a place
that recalls the dark gray bourgeois interiors where the
paintings were exhibited. Solid glass benches designed
by Tokujin Yoshioka were installed. The same Wilmotte
has also transformed the Hall of Columns in a space

devoted to temporary exhibitions. Dominique Brard in
his turn created five levels of exhibition in the Upstream
pavilion, which is dedicated to decorative arts, with large
painting formats and wall paintings by nabi artists. The
collections of the Orsay museum reflect the diversity of
artistic creation of the Western world from 1848 to 1914.
Masterpieces presented here are countless. Regularly,
large and prestigious exhibitions attracts a large crowds
of visitors to this must-see museum. Finally, you will no
doubt appreciate the restaurant which is located on the
site (chandeliers, painted ceilings, gilt ...). Don’t miss it
for anything, both for its collections and for its building!
MUSÉE DU QUAI BRANLY –
JACQUES CHIRAC
37, quai Branly
206 or 218, rue de l’Université (7e)
& +33 1 56 61 70 00
www.quaibranly.fr
accessibilite@quaibranly.fr
M° Alma Marceau, Bir Hakeim

onlm
Closed on May 1st and on December 25th. Open on Tuesday,

Wednesday and Sunday from 11am to 7pm; Thursday to
Saturday from 11am to 9pm. Free for under 26-year-olds.
Adult: E10. Reduced E7. Tourism label & Disability.
A lot has been said and written about the Arts Museum
that was first initiated by Jacques Chirac. Forget about
your principles and visit it as soon as possible. The Jean
Nouvel building exposes its gigantic figure opposite the
Seine, with earth colour, fire, wood, an amazing mass
of metal and glass. The façade seems to have been
invaded by vegetation just like a cascade of greenery.
The garden is designed as a plant museum: 18 000 m²
of trails, small hills, roads paved with stone, streams,
ponds, 169 trees and thirty plant species. Start the visit
by passing through a smooth ramp that bypasses a huge
glass column in which we have thousands of tom-tom
and other artefacts: a fascinating effect! The ground of
holograms which flickers invites visitors to read the words
that appear between their feet, other projections on the
walls, sounds and light effects, and along a strange white
pleated curtain, created by a fashion designer called
Issey Miyake. In an organic maze, neophytes discover
masterpieces and various objects setup by continent
according to a scenography which is sometimes confusing.

MUSÉE MAILLOL
59-61, rue de Grenelle (7e)
& +33 1 42 22 59 58
www.museemaillol.com
contact@museemaillol.com
M° Rue du Bac
Open all year.
This place dear to sculpture lovers has been revamped! In
addition to its rich permanent collections of sculptures,
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paintings and drawings by the famous Aristide Maillol,
the museum is known for its successful exhibitions whose
guidelines allow great freedom to curators.

MUSÉE GRÉVIN
10, boulevard Montmartre (9e)
& +33 1 47 70 85 05
www.grevin-paris.com – contact@grevin.com
M° Grands Boulevards.

onl
Open all year Monday to Friday from 10am to 6pm and


CHOCO-STORY –
LE MUSÉE GOURMAND DU CHOCOLAT
28, boulevard de Bonne-Nouvelle (10e)
& +33 1 42 29 68 60
www.museeduchocolat.fr
M° Bonne Nouvelle, Strasbourg-Saint-Denis.
Open all year. Every day from 10am to 6pm (last visit at
5pm). Free for under 6-year-olds. Adult: E11. Child (from
6 to 12 years old): E8. Rate senior and student: E10.
Did you think you knew everything about chocolate?
Come to experience the new taste of chocolate...!
wDiscover the history of chocolate
Immerse yourself in the fabulous chocolate universe for
an enthralling adventure through time!
wMeet chocolate makers
Demonstrations are held throughout the day for the
pleasure of adults and kids as well! Chocolate maker will
detail you how to make the best chocolates…
wEnjoy without moderation
Are you adventurous and do you want to discover the
Aztec or Spanish chocolate recipes? Are you an expert
to find the cocoa grand crus hidden flavours? Or you’re
just a food lover who want to taste everything, even the
sweets pralines?
wMake your own chocolates
Many workshops for all ages are offered in order to
create your own chocolates! Unveil the chocolate maker
hidden in you.

MUSÉE D’ART MODERNE
DE LA VILLE DE PARIS
11, avenue du Président-Wilson (16e)
& +33 1 53 67 40 00 / +33 1 53 67 40 95
www.mam.paris.fr
M° Alma Marceau or Iéna

nlm

Open Tuesday to Sunday from 10am to 6pm (cash
desks closing at 5.15pm). Night Thursday until 10pm
(exhibitions only, cash desks closing at 9.15pm). Closed
public holidays. Permanent collections: free access.
Temporary exhibitions: from E5 to E12 depending on
the exhibitions.
Located in the Palais de Tokyo and constructed for the
Universal Exposition of 1937, this museum was inaugurated in 1961. Its rich collections with over 8000 works are
representatives of the 20th Century art. Many temporary
exhibitions embellish the two permanent paths.

MUSÉE DE L’HOMME
Palais de Chaillot
17, place du Trocadéro (16e)
& +33 1 44 05 72 87
www.museedelhomme.fr
contact@museedelhomme.fr
M° Trocadéro
Closed on January 1st, on May 1st and on December
25th. Open Wednesday to Monday from 10am to 6pm.
Evacuation of the rooms 30 minutes before closing time.
Adult: E10 (reduced rate E8).
Depending on the Natural history museum, this institution was created in 1937. The objective is to design a
place where the history of humanity from its origins,
its organic features, fashions of social organisation, its
relation to the environment etc. will be presented. In
the meantime temporary exhibitions and its activities
take place outside.

MUSÉE MARMOTTAN-MONET
2, rue Louis-Boilly (16e)
& +33 1 44 96 50 33
www.marmottan.com
marmottan@marmottan.com
M° La Muette
Closed on January 1st, May 1st and December 25th. Open
Tuesday to Sunday from 10am to 6pm. Thursday until 9pm.
Adult: E11. Reduced rate: E7.50. Free for under 7-yearolds and disabled people. Shop. Activities.
The Marmottan Monet Museum is found in a beautiful
nineteenth century mansion where Jules Marmottan
and his son Paul collected ancient arts works of the First
Empire. Bequeathed to the Fine Arts Academy, their
residence became a museum in 1934. It has collections
of their paintings, drawings, prints, miniatures, medals,
sculptures, furniture, bronzes, porcelain... Over time,
the museum was enriched with other funds. One of
its rooms is devoted to French, Italian, Flemish and
English illuminations dating from the thirteenth to
the sixteenth centuries. The third strength of this place
is its collection of Impressionist works. At the heart
of it, one hundred paintings and major drawings of
Claude Monet (1840-1926) cover the whole of his
career. Among these treasures are famous paintings
like «Impression Soleil Levant», and «Nymphéas»,
landscapes of Trouville, Argenteuil, Paris or London.
Berthe Morisot (1841-1895) is another artist whose
museum also has a unique collection: oil paintings,
watercolours, pastels, drawings, notebooks. See also:
works by Pissarro, Renoir, Sisley, Caillebotte, Signac,
Gauguin, Jongkind...
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weekends and school holidays all areas confused from
9.30am to 7pm. Annual closing from January 2nd to January
6th, 2017. Free for under 5-year-olds. Adult: E18. Child:
E15.10 (variable rates depending on the date of visit. To
consult the website). Special offers on the Web site. Souvenir
shop. Tourism label & Disability.
Located in the heart of the capital, Musée Grévin promises
singular souvenirs to share with your family or between
friends. You will be able to discover its thematic déco
and take a picture with more than 200 wax celebrities
truer than natural: from George Clooney to Omar Sy, from
Lady Gaga to Pope François, from M.Pokora to Nolwenn
Leroy or even Louis XIV and Mozart... They are all there!
A guided tour for the children is proposed.
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MUSÉE NATIONAL DE LA MARINE
17, place du Trocadéro (16e)
& +33 1 53 65 69 69 / +33 1 53 65 69 53
www.musee-marine.fr/paris
reservation@musee-marine.fr
M° Trocadéro
Open on Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday
and Sunday from 10am to 6pm. Closed on Tuesday. Cash
desks close 45 minutes before. Rooms close 10 minutes
before. Closed on January 1st, on May 1st and on December
25th. Adult: E8.50. Concessions: 6E. Full price exhibition
+ collections: E10.
Located since almost 80 years in the Palais de Chaillot,
the National Maritime Museum in Paris will soon begin
its transformation to raise awareness about current
and future important issues revolving around the sea.
The new museum will be a lively place, interactive,
transmitting emotions and knowledge; it will be an
invitation to travel and to pass a taste of the sea on to
the younger generations. It will be a museum of the
maritime adventure of France.

MUSÉE NATIONAL DES
ARTS ASIATIQUES GUIMET
6, place d’Iéna (16e)
& +33 1 56 52 53 00
www.guimet.fr
contact@guimet.fr
M° Iéna or Boissière

onlm
The museum is open every day except Tuesday, from

10am to 6pm. Rates of the permanent collections: 7,50E
(reduced: 5,50E) – Ticket twinned temporary exhibition
and permanent collections: 9,50E (reduced: E7). Guided
tour. Catering facilities. Shop. Activities. Library.
Tens of thousands of rooms tell the evolution of major
civilizations marked by Buddhism, Hinduism and the
great philosophical currents of China. Also: the Buddhist
Pantheon, its Japanese garden and house where tea
ceremonies are held.

CITÉ DES SCIENCES
ET DE L’INDUSTRIE
Parc de La Villette
30, avenue Corentin-Cariou (19e)
& +33 1 40 05 70 00
www.cite-sciences.fr
infocontact@universcience.fr
M° Porte de la Villette

onlm
Closed on January 1st, May 1st and December 25th. Open

Tuesday to Saturday from 10am to 6pm; Sunday from 10am
to 7pm. Specific schedule for certain sites of the City. Free
admission but access fee with certain sites. + Planetarium
explored E12. + Geode explored E19.50. Tourism label
& Disability. Children welcome. Catering facilities. Shop.
It is one of the biggest scientific museums in Europe. This
vast city will allow you elucidate many mysteries in a
pleasant way. It is recommended to visit it several times
if you want to discover all the wealth of the place. Access
to information areas is free but many sites are visited at

a fee (note that several pass options are offered). One of
the most famous is the Géode, cinema in the shape of a
metal ball: it is dedicated exclusively to large format films
projected on a 1,000 m2 semicircular giant hemispheric
screen. In the Planetarium, embark on the discovery of
planets, the Milky Way and the galaxies thanks to a system
known as immersive image 360°. The City also invites you
to visit Argonaut, a submarine which was the flagship of
the French Navy in 1950, as well as exhibitions dedicated
to the Earth, the Universe, technical innovations, sound,
images, light, mathematics, steel... Another strong point:
two Cités des Enfants (for 2-7 years and 5-12 years) that
allow children take part in smart and funny activities.

Walks & Strolls

JARDIN DES PLANTES
57, rue Cuvier
2, rue Buffon – 36, rue Geoffroy-Saint-Hilaire
– place Valhubert (5e) & +33 1 40 79 56 01
www.jardindesplantes.net
valhuber@mnhn.fr
M° Gare d’Austerlitz
Low season: open every day from 8am to 5.30pm. High
season: every day from 7.30am to 8pm.
This is one of the musts in the capital, stormed in winter
and summer but never crowded. Ball games and others
are forbidden, you can enjoy the precious calm. From the
small alpine garden to the more picturesque one with
historic trees, the landscapes vary from one theme to
another, peacefully exposing themselves to the gaze
of passers-by. It is an ideal place to take your baby for
countryside in his stroller or to start 2-3 years olds to the
«science» of vegetation. More attractive, the Mexican
greenhouse will entertain them with its plant species
broken during the drought and covered with thorns.
Finally, to stretch your legs, you can take a walk around
«Carrés de la perspective», more than 2 acres of land
bordered with plane trees and abundantly flowered in
summer! Both children and parents will be delighted.

JARDIN DU LUXEMBOURG
Place Edmond-Rostand –
Place André-Honnorat
Open all year. Guided tours, ensured by one of the gardener of Jardin du Luxembourg, are generally organized
1st Wednesday of the month.
This «official» garden – which depends on the Senate
– however has a charming piece of land nicely fitted for
locals and casual walkers, all lovers of the Latin Quarter
and its tourist-student atmosphere. For young children,
it’s really ideal! Playgrounds – sandpits, wooden horses,
swings... – being closed, young children can roam freely
around the place. And their parents, settled on the green
wrought iron chairs can calmly flip the magazine pages!
One can later on take the stroller to visit the exhibition
or stroll through the alleys of the park – there are only
few stairs. It is beautiful... The vegetation is presented
as in a setting, with the name of shrubs highlighted on
their trunk. Ponds and fountains soothe the atmosphere.
Something to delight the entire family, and makes
everyone forget the hour!

NATIONAL
MARITIME
MUSEUM
PARIS

Paris-Palais de Chaillot
Metro Trocadéro
musee-marine.fr
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PARC FLORAL DE PARIS
Bois de Vincennes
Esplanade du château de Vincennes (12e)
& 39 75
M° Château de Vincennes
Open every day from 9.30am. Closed between 5pm
and 8pm depending on the season. Free. Wednesday,
Saturday and Sunday from June to September: E5.
Reduced rate: E2.50. Free for under 7-year-olds.
Opened in 1969 on the occasion of the third
International Flower Show, the garden has 30 hectares
spread over several hundred halls and pavilions, including the Vallée des Fleurs, the garden of Dahlias, the
4-Seasons garden or the Iris garden.

PARC ZOOLOGIQUE DE PARIS
Croisement de l’avenue Daumesnil et de la route
de la Ceinture du Lac (12e) & +33 8 11 22 41 22
www.parczoologiquedeparis.fr
M° Porte Dorée
Open all year. Low season: Monday to Friday from 10am
to 6pm; the weekend and public holidays from 9.30am to
7.30pm. High season: every day and public holidays from
9.30am to 8.30pm. Adult: E22. From 12 to 25 years old:
E16.50. Child (from 3 to 11 years old): E14. E 1 discount
if purchase of the online ticket. Free for under 3-year-olds.
Catering facilities.
Nice gift for its 80th anniversary! The animal park of
Paris National Museum of Natural History, spread out
over 15 ha, created in 1934 in the Bois de Vincennes,
reopened its doors in spring 2014 after 6 years of works. The
ground has been remodeled into five biozones: Patagonie,
Sahel-Soudan, Europe, Guyane-Amazonie, Madagascar.
New trees are established. As for the animals, except the
giraffes, too large to find a new shelter, all were rehoused
during the works.

PARC DES BUTTES-CHAUMONT
Place Armand-Carrel – Rue Manin –
Rue Botzaris – Avenue Simon-Bolivar (19e)
& 39 75
www.butteschaumont.free.fr
Open all year. Every day from 7am. Closed between 8pm
and 10pm depending on the season.
It is one of the largest parks in the capital (nearly
250,000 m² of greenery) and probably the most original
with an impressive altitude but also cliffs, caves, gazebos,
a suspension bridge, a rocky island with a picturesque
temple of Sybille and a huge lawns where you can come
sunbathe or picnic.
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AU CHIEN QUI FUME
33, rue du Pont Neuf (1er) & +33 1 42 36 07 42
www.auchienquifume.com
M° Châtelet or Pont Neuf
Open Sunday to Friday from 12pm to midnight; Saturday
from 12pm to 1am. Up to E44. À la carte: Around E25.
Children’s menu: E11.90 (up to 12 years).
This house was founded in 1740, which actually makes it
one of the most authentic traditional Parisian brasseries!

In 1920, the place was named «Chien qui fume» (a dog
that smokes) with an owner whose poodle and Griffin
smoke cigar for the first and pipe for the other. Chien
qui fume is now Bazil, and here everything honours its
species, from paintings to statues. Chien qui fume has
remained the same with its illuminated counter with
«chienquifumes». We like this address typical of Halles
with an alert staff, a joyful clientele and a brasserie cuisine
that we delighfully enjoy. Seafood and seashell delight
the lovers all year round. But the menus are balancing
between the land and the sea. Very classic but a must-eat,
the onion soup gratin of the fish soup with its rouille and
croutons sauce. To remain on the actual trend, the chef
serves a homemade hamburger and Pont Neuf apple that
are very successful. But we always like the steak tartare or
the duck breast, caramelized pear with raspberry vineagar.
The sea wind blows thanks to the pan-fried cod and its
vegetable tagliatelle.
And finally, the rum baba, whipped cream and candied
fruit, or the tiramisu with amarena preserved cherries.
It is always a pleasure to walk through the door of this
place full of history and delicacies!

PASSAGE 53
53, passage des Panoramas (2e)
& +33 1 42 33 04 35
www.passage53.com
restaurantpassage53@gmail.com
M° Grands Boulevards
Open Tuesday to Saturday from 12pm to 1pm and from 8pm
to 9pm. Booking is essential. Set menu at E150. Lunch
menu: E70. Wine by the glass. 2* Michelin.
Do you have a craving for culinary pleasure? So, visit
the passage des Panoramas, the most gourmet street in
Paris. This nice address of the 2nd district is discreet and
magnificent. In a minimalist design with chic decor black
and white (slightly sterile), you can discover innovative
cuisine under the sign of surprise. In this establishment
like no other, the few 20 seats are guided by the chef,
Shinishi Sato (has been at L’astrance and Mugaritz). Every
day, he prepares unique menus for lunch and dinner. On
the tables, there is no menu. Guests follow the creative
impulses of the chef from the starter to the dessert. The
result? A colourful and innovative cuisine. It is nice, light,
good, and we want more...

LE SANCERRE
87, rue des Archives (3e)
& +33 1 42 72 65 20
M° Filles Du Calvaire or Arts Et Métiers
Open every day from 7am to 0h30. Service from 11am to
11pm. À la carte: Around E30. Lunch menu: E15.80.
Wine by the glass.
Le Sancerre has the beauty of a Parisian bistro, with tiles
of yesterday, stone walls, old furniture, and many local
residents come to rest at any time of the day to enjoy their
favourite place. Breakfast on the terrace? It’s possible.
A Sunday brunch? Likewise. And for the rest, a drink
with friends around a plate of cold meats and cheeses
or a meal to enjoy true home made cooking in the best
sense of the term. We can only appreciate the complete
large burger with bacon, egg, cheddar cheese and fries,
a veal steak morel sauce and new potatoes, and conclude
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with tatin pie or cheesecake. The day of our passage,
the daily specials were numerous, and it was difficult
to choose: raviolis and basil cooked au gratin, veal chop
with Guérande salt, Back of pollock and eggplant caviar.

LE SULLY
6, boulevard Henri-IV (4e)
& +33 1 42 72 94 80
«Maître Restaurateur» label. Open all year. Monday to
Saturday for lunch. Continuous service from 8 to 8pm.
Menu from E19 to E24. Daily special: E12 (up to E20).
American Express, Chèque Restaurant. Terrace.
Opposite the Saint-Louis island, in a quiet area, four
generations of the family Vidal active itself to make
this brasserie live. Spirit of the years 1920 revisited,
pottery, wood panelling, orange curtains, bright... Good
taste. The chef is a maître restaurateur, everything is
homemade and the daily menu is composed of many
dishes with traditional sauce, a Bourguignon with
Faugères, sauteed veal with Marengo, duck breast with
peaches. A snakéed tartare, the cheeseburger (with 180g
of meat) and artisanal sweet-and-sour pickles. The wines
of Languedoc are those with Sylva Plana, but also the
Pouilly Fumé of Maison Blondelet.

BOUILLON RACINE
3, rue Racine (6e) & +33 1 44 32 15 60
www.bouillon-racine.com
bouillon.racine@wanadoo.fr
M° Cluny − La Sorbonne or Odéon
Open every day from noon until 11 pm. Menus from
E31.90 to E41.90. À la carte: around E40. Children’s
menu: E14.50. Lunch set menu: E15.95.
Bouillon Racine Restaurant: more than 100 years of history
in the heart of Paris! Welcome to Bouillon Racine, the
famous “bouillon” (an ancestor of the Parisian brasseries)
enjoying an Art Nouveau style created in 1906 by the
Chartier brothers between Quartier Latin, Odeon and St
Michael. Now classified as Historical Monument, Bouillon
Racine, run by Luc Morand, perpetuates the unique
atmosphere of Paris of the 1900s in a magnificent jig-sawn
decor of wood panelling, bevelled mirrors, opalines and
fondue glasses. Alexandre Belthoise has been the chef
at Bouillon Racine for 15 years and has offered flavours
that subtly oscillate between contemporary French cuisine
and traditional dishes.


LE BOSQUET
46, avenue Bosquet (7e) & +33 1 45 51 38 13
www.bosquetparis.com
bosquet@wanadoo.fr
M° École Militaire
Open Monday to Saturday from 8am to 11.30pm. Set menu
at E22 (starter/main course/dessert). À la carte: Around
E30. Lunch menu: E22 (starter/main course/dessert).
Located not far from the Eiffel Tower and the very commercial Cler street, is found the angle bar known as Le Bosquet.
The place is large, perfect for hosting groups, but it is
also warm and comfortable, a real cocoon for romantic
meals... We love the perfect service that proves that in
Paris, we can also be friendly and caring! The food is simple,
traditional but tasty, prepared with great dedication. So
you can enjoy French specialities such as a vegetable cream
soup, cidre caramel roasted camembert duck confit from
the Arnabar farm and its new potatoes, sea bass with
thyme à la plancha or warm lamb shank with herbs. It
has a lovely terrace open on sunny days.

LE BŒUF SUR LE TOIT
34, rue du Colisée (8e)
& +33 1 53 93 65 55
www.boeufsurletoit.com
M° Saint-Philippe-du-Roule
Open every day from 12pm to 3pm and from 7pm to 11pm.
Friday and Saturday until midnight. Menu from E29.50 to
E36. À la carte: Around E59. Children’s menu: E11.90.
Created in 1922, this house has received many
artists, including the famous «groupe des six» which
made it the haven of its agapes. Now owned by Groupe
Flo, it continues to attract Tout-Paris, under the direction
of the chef Nicolas Jollivet this time, who prepares you
dishes such as grilled rump heart, a charolais beef tartare
or a cod back lacquered with sesame. Among the pleasures
offered by the restaurant, let yourself be tempted by the
homemade duck foie gras, the pan-fried liver with herb
butter and profiteroles with ice-cream with bourbon
vanilla and hot chocolate.
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L’ARSENAL
36, rue Saint-Antoine (4e) & +33 1 42 74 45 77
Open all year. Daily for lunch and dinner. Continuous service.
Salads and omelettes between 10 and 13E.
Jean-Paul Azemar from Castelnau-de-Mandailles in
Aveyron livens up this old-fashioned café-brasserie located
200 metres from Place de la Bastille and 50 metres from
Place des Vosges, it’s to say whether the location is
excellent. The address is always full and, scarves around
the neck, the whole team actively sends sausage aligot
(served all year round), truffade and sirloin of Salers. The
menu is simple but effective for people with big and small
hunger, in the kitchen, Minouche prepares you vegetable
soup, Lozère salad (specialty of the Arsenal), omelettes...
And to end on a sweet note, a flanc à la louche of the day.


LES BOUQUINISTES
53, quai des Grands-Augustins (6e)
& +33 1 43 25 45 94
www.lesbouquinistes.com
bouquinistes@guysavoy.com
M° Saint-Michel
Open Monday to Saturday from 12pm to 2.30pm and from
7pm to 11pm; Sunday from 12pm to 2.30pm and from
6.30pm to 11pm. Set menu at E89 (« in 6 services»).
À la carte: Around E80. Lunch menu: E32 (and E45).
A decor designed by Jean-Michel Willemotte: set of mirrors,
glass partition walls and glass bottle walls reflecting the
show of the banks of the Seine. All of these form different
spaces that suit the desires of each client. This restaurant
is of one of the best value for lunch in the district. It is
the work of a whole team led by Guy Savoy and Stephen
Perraud. We owe all the dishes on the à la carte menu to
him, such as the pressed beef in a pot-au-feu and foie gras,
vegetable condiment, then a cod coated with dried fruit,
white butter, cabbage and snow peas and and to finish a
floating island with pink praline. It’s just perfect all the
more as Guy Savoy has slightly cut his prices.
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LE CARRÉ
12, place Saint-Augustin (8e)
& +33 1 44 69 00 22
www.restaurant-le-carre.com
contact@restaurant-le-carre.com
«Maître Restaurateur» label. Booking by phone or via the
Internet form 24h before minimum. Open from Monday
to Friday from noon to 11 pm; on Saturday from 10 am to
1 am. Continuous service. Breakfast from 8am.
First of all, a chef, Christophe Binet, sacred Maître
restaurateur in 2010 as a result of hard work and talent
he has shown in Paris, Spain and the UK. Of course, there
is a pure and simple setting where the beige stands out
from other colours depending on the lounges used
for business meals or dinner with friends, just after a
cocktail at the bar. Here, we are first interested by the
plate where the graphic design suits the taste. The
menu is filled with dishes prepared with precision with
High-end and well-highlighted, seasonal products.
Thus, we will remember the traditional dishes like
rossini steak with its beautiful slice of pan fried foie
gras. You find the Asian dishes in the Wok of beef
fillet marinated with a crying tiger sauce, as well as
a Wok of grilled gambas with cashew nuts and both
accompanied by crunchy vegetables, fried onions,
Chinese noodles and black mushrooms. As for sea
dishes, homemade ravioli with parsleyed crayfish and
emulsified cream of shellfish, the scallops, snacked
prawns with safron cream, pan-fried carrots and herbs
salad. As for desserts, revisited classic, mark the final
touch: chocolate soufflé with 64% of guayakuil, royal
gala apples tart, cream chiboust with bourbon vanilla
or the fabulous homemade melting sphere, organic
Andoa to black chocolate mousse, hot chocolate and
vanilla sauce will delighfully rejoice the palate. In the
morning, you can also enjoy the cosy velvet armchairs
to have breakfast in a serene atmosphere. An address
to enjoy without moderation.

L’ARÔME
3, rue Saint-Philippe-du-Roule (8e)
& +33 1 42 25 55 98
contact@larome.fr
M° Saint-Philippe-du-Roule
Open Monday to Friday from 12pm to 2pm and from
7.30pm to 10pm. Booking advised. Menu from E99 to
E120. Lunch menu: E59.
Thomas Boullaut, a starred chef, refines a lively and
cheerful cuisine which titillates the palates and excites
curiosity. Taste the cannelloni of Breton cake, daikon
radish, a variant on pink grapefruit, purple shiso, avruga
and continue with its milk-fed veal and its pan-fried
Corrèze mushrooms with macadamia nuts, Solliès figs,
blackberry vinaigrette. Then, seduced? Yes, for us.

HARD ROCK CAFÉ
14, boulevard Montmartre (9e)
& +33 1 53 24 60 00
www.hardrock.com/paris
paris_sales_coord@hardrock.com
M° Grands Boulevards or Richelieu Drouot
Open every day from 11.30am to 11.45pm. Set menu at
E22.45 (starter/main course/dessert/drink).

The famous Hard Rock Café brand is present in the world
for over 40 year and it also has its address in one of the
most beautiful cities of the world that is Paris! What could
be more normal. On the menu, you can find the classics
of the brand, mainly authentic American specialties,
foremost among them the must-eat burgers, fajitas and
other salads in XXL format Ceasar type, cooked on site with
fresh and quality ingredients. As for the atmosphere, it is
of course very rock! That would certainly delight the rock
and pop music fans from 7 to 77 years old. You can select
songs that you want to listen during your meal and visit
the café with a member of staff, who will present to you
the history of each item hanging on the wall and which
belonged to the greatest pop-rock artists. Children are
not left behind, since entertainment is provided for them
every Sunday between 1pm and 4pm.

LE P’TIT BARCELONE
10, rue de la Boule-Rouge (9e)
& +33 1 40 22 96 39
www.leptitbarcelone.fr
leptitbarcelone@orange.fr
M° Cadet or Grands Boulevards
Open Monday to Saturday from 11.30am to 2am.
Continuous service. Booking advised. À la carte: Around
E25 (tapas between E5 and E8, cocktails at E6).
Lunch menu: E15.
Festive and good-natured atmosphere in this cozy bistro,
all dressed in red, with a menu inspired by the Catalan
cuisine and the best Iberian products. After some tapas
and others tortilla, croquetas, patatas bravas, manchego,
we can not advise you too strongly the Huevos estrellados
(fried egg, potatoes and sausage) the chisteras (small
sausages from there served grilled) or the Pescaditos Fritos
(small fish the size of your little finger perfectly fried and
served generously that is swallowed whole after enhacing
them with a splash of lemon juice, caliente)! All that is
sprayed with tinto de verrano (red wine, lemonade, lemon
slice), sangria or cocktails (El Toto, Nino, Barcelonito)
that blooms well in the summer. For those who are
never satisfied, the Spanish Burger (meat of Galicia,
Espelette pepper, garlic, parsley, homemade aioli, sheep’s
milk cheese and range of belotta) or the piece of meat
(between 500 and 600 grams) are beautifully made, like
the Spanish plates of cold meats and cheese. Finally, do
not miss the latest innovation of the house: every Friday
and Saturday, you can have paëlla at an unbeatable price!
Young and charming service in the room and in the bar.
Everything is homemade.

CHEZ CASIMIR
6, rue de Belzunce (10e)
& +33 1 48 78 28 80
ruedebelzunce.com
M° Gare du Nord
Open all year. Monday to Friday from 11.45am to 2.30pm
and from 6.45pm to 11pm; the weekend from 10am to
7pm. Booking advised. Menu from E24 to E32. À la
carte: Around E40.
Do you like Chez Michel, the neighbour? You will
adore Chez Casimir, his little bistronomic brother
and second property of Thierry Breton. A bonvivant establishment which could have been called
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JULIEN
16, rue du Faubourg-Saint-Denis (10e)
& +33 1 47 70 12 06
www.julienparis.com
M° Strasbourg-Saint-Denis, lines 4, 8 and 9
Open every day from 12pm to 3pm and from 7pm to
midnight (until 10pm Sunday and Monday). Menu from
E19.90 to E37. À la carte: Around E40. Children’s menu:
E11.90. Lunch menu: E25.
Immersed in Art Nouveau era, you will dine elsewhere,
caught by the indescribable magic of the place. You
will happily stop at this legendary place after a show at
Grands Boulevards, thanks to its late hours for a quality
and traditional cuisine.

L’AMI PIERRE
5, rue de la Main-d’Or (11e) & +33 1 47 00 17 35
greiner-kiwall@wanadoo.fr
M° Ledru-Rollin or Faidherbe-Chaligny
Open Monday to Saturday from 7.30pm to 11.30pm;
Tuesday to Saturday from 12pm to 2.30pm. À la carte:
Around E38. Lunch menu: E15. Wine by the glass.
On the showcase we read «À l’ancien rebouteux Bistrot
à vin»... Yes before Ami Pierre it was indeed a cabinet
of bonesetter that replaced the ruffled nerves and the
tendons that had jumped... Since 1990 it became a wine
bar, held now by Robin and Nico, two bonesetters of the
soul thanks to their friendly welcome, their good bottles
and what accompanies them. It feels a bit like home in
this little neighborhood bistro with simple charm and no
fuss. The chef proposes a traditional bistro cuisine that
never get tired: charcuterie plates, Burgundy snails in a
cassolette, raviolis with white truffle of Alba, rib steak
of Normandy Béarnaise sauce, calf’s head pot-au-feu,
creme brulee, half-cooked with chocolate custard... The
homemade desserts are perfectly realized and many
are the guests who benefit from the lunch menu which

includes a main course and an entrance or an entrance
and a dessert as well as a café. The choice of the wines
is varied, about sixty wine references of all sources, and
will be appropriate for all tastes. Do not hesitate to ask for
advice to find best the wine corresponding to your meal
and your taste. Service, and especially the atmosphere,
are mastrefully orchestrated by Robin who bends over
backwards to satisfy his guests.
BISTROT PAUL-BERT
18, rue Paul-Bert (11e)
& +33 1 43 72 24 01
M° Faidherbe Chaligny
Open Tuesday to Saturday from 12pm to 2.30pm and from
7.30pm to 11pm. Set menu at E38. À la carte: Around
E42. Lunch menu: E19. Wine by the glass. Terrace. Valet.
We sometimes wonder why most inhabitants of Paris
love coming here. It looks like all these slightly outdated
Parisian bistros, weathered by time yet still in its original
state. However, there may be something a little extra
that the boss knows how to bring to this restaurant. In
addition to that, the cuisine is well-prepared, the wine
list is beautiful and our favourite bistro is yours!

LE CHARDENOUX
1, rue Jules-Vallès (11e)
& +33 1 43 71 49 52
www.restaurantlechardenoux.com
laurence.mentil@cyrillignac.com
M° Charonne
Open all year. Every day from 12pm to 2.30pm and from
7pm to 11pm. Set menu at E39. À la carte: Around E42.
Lunch menu: E22 (and E27).
The cuisine is like the place, bistro, unlike the bling-bling
of Le Quinzième, the other restaurant of Cyril Lignac. Here,
you let yourself be lulled by the authentic, mitonnage,
the domestic tradition. Quality dishes, not necessarily
surprising but well mastered and that is what matters
in our eyes.

CASA DE ESPANA
72, avenue Ledru-Rollin (12e)
& +33 1 43 41 58 11
www.casadeespana-paris.com
contact.casadeespana@gmail.com
M° Ledru-Rollin
Open every day from 10.30am to 3pm and from 7pm to
1am. Menu from E16.50 to E25. À la carte: Around
E30. Lunch menu: E12.
In a setting dominated by flamenco, Mathias, the owner
of the restaurant who manages so well the host welcome
and the cuisine offers Spanish delicacies to his guests.
Serrano ham thrones on the counter and an LCD screen
broadcasts live sports events. This warm atmosphere will
get you totally immersed into the Iberian Peninsula. Its
specialities include the famous hot and cold tapas. You
can then go for paella de la casa which you can take-away
after ordering two hours in advance, Spanish meats,
grilled cuttlefish, octopus with potatoes, olive oil and
paprika to name just these delicious homemade dishes.
For desserts you can go for rice pudding (arroz leche) and
Catalan cream (crema catalana de la casa) which are also
a best-sellers of the house.
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«Bonne Franquette» (meaning «at the casual») as
well. Everything is simple here, a little as at home.
From the cheese dish to the homemade countryside
terrine, via a series of bistro dishes like the pig’s trotter
carpaccio, the skate, the vielle fillet in grand’s mother
way accompanied by glasswort, beef cheek, the
French toast, chocolate mousse, there’s more dishes
and the best as well. They are never disappointing,
always make you enthusiast. Soon from the starter,
the piperade and poached egg causes an effect. Fresh,
light, coloured, it’s top. We continue with a candied
pork shoulder with its celery boulangère. The meat
is tender, the vegetables are tasty, the seasoning is
delicious, we have nothing to say. A starter a hearty
main course that only little place for the dessert
remains but the millefeuille with orange appeals to
you at the neighbouring table and you cannot resist
a long time. And it is really delicious! The biscuit is
perfectly laminated, the cream is soft, the fruits are
powerful in mouth. A meal at a bargain price that
makes us say «see you very soon». Perhaps even for
a brunch, the must of the house. Baptized «Traou
Mad» («good things» in Breton), it is made of richly
furnished buffets and as much as you want in starter
and dessert.
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NEW SANNA
111, avenue de Villiers (17e) & +33 1 46 22 28 72
M° Pereire or Porte de Champerret
Open daily for lunch from 12pm to 2.30pm and for dinner
from 7pm to 11.30pm. Menu at E13 (weekday lunchtime),
E16 and E22. À la carte from E25.
An elegant address: bright dining room playing on
deep ochres and reds, white tablecloths and pretty
place settings, and some paintings as discrete exotic
reminders. The cuisine confirms the good general impression by beautiful specialties of tandooris and curries, the
discovery of dishes and traditional side dishes ignored
by many menu à la carte elsewhere and by a respect for
the cookings done with charcoal and not with gas when
needed... As a starter, quails macerated in a yoghurtbased sauce, bouquet of spices and herbs are cooked in
a true tandoor (Bater Tandoori), the same preparation
for the prawns (Jungha Tandoori). Biryanis classically
available with lamb, chicken, shrimps or consisting of a
vegetable range, and rarer preparations such as a lamb
with ginger sauce or a fish curry simmered with crème
fraîche are authentic flavours to discover here. The vegetarian dishes do not lack taste either: potato curry with
peas or seasonal vegetables. To accompany this cuisine,
7 bread rolls prepared in the Pakistani way cooked with
tandoor, whether they are simply with garlic, filled with
minced meat or with vegetables and fresh coriander: that
pleasantly changes usual cheese naans. Here is thus a nice
restaurant which can distinguish itself by a know-how
and an authenticity without Bollywood dramatisation
of the decor and the dish. The very reasonable prices are
moreover an invitation to renew this first-class travel.

AU PETIT CHAVIGNOL
78, rue de Tocqueville (17e)
& +33 1 42 27 95 97
M° Wagram
Open all year. Monday to Saturday for lunch and dinner.
À la carte: Around E30. Terrace.
The owner, Bernard Roque-Bouges is from Laguiole, you
don’t see it at first, since the business rather feels like a
bouchon Lyonnais with vine stocks and a list of property
wines where Marcillac figures. But beware, Bernard RoqueBouges will be the first to make you discover some little
marvels produced everywhere in France. And he has
exceptional and varied products: vegetarian dishes with
raw hams, 12 months of drying, without forgetting the
homemade chips and the sausages from Conquet. He does
not forget the stir-fry pork with sorrel, roasted foie gras on
toast, and the tripe of Naucelle inevitably served with boiled
potatoes. We truly feel that the owner, a gourmet who took
over the business again in 2000, made it evolve as more
Aveyronnais but as an open-minded gourmet, he doesn’t
forget the name of his establishment, and always honours
the Chavignol goat cheese served warm on salad. As a
dessert, the homemade lemon meringue pie, grapefruit
salad from Florida with grand marnier, strawberry crumble
and ice-cream with almond milk are a treat.

LA BANDE A BON EAU
63, rue Cloys (18e) & +33 1 42 64 10 12
Open all year. Monday to Saturday from 7am to 11pm.
À la carte. Lunch menu: E13.

Corinne Cantal and Jean-Claude de Rodez, have been
there for ten years. Upon their arrival in this popular
neighbourhood, they changed the name of the brasserie
to echo the first car robbery by the band at Bonnot which
took place right in front of the brasserie in 1911. Here all
suppliers are from Cantal and Aveyron, in this brasserie
they work in close partnership with the country. On the
menu Aubrac burger, charcuterie and cheese boards,
tripoux de Naucelles. Aligot and duck breast are on the
menu. Desserts are homemade.

LE SARMENT DE MONTMARTRE
62, rue du Mont Cenis (18e)
& +33 1 42 58 61 91
Open all year. Monday to Saturday for lunch and dinner.
Continuous service from noon to 2am of the morning.
Dishes between E11 and E20.
In this vine shoot, meats and grilled fish are cooked
with plancha, not with wood fire. The address is great
for a romantic lunch away from the major tourist roads
of Montmartre. An interior decoration in the purest
neighbourhood bistro style. A beautiful terrace and a
slate market menu renewed every day. Daily arrivals of
fish, shellfish (oysters from the sea), butcher’s Tribolet
meat… On the plate ribs glazed with honey and ginger
or French onion soup with ravioli of the moment. The
Gallic burger with bleu d’Auvergne and slice of bacon is
delicious. This wine cellar atmosphere pays tribute to the
vineyard tradition hill, with vintage Le Temps des Cerises,
Languedoc that can be enjoyed at will.

AU COCHON DE LAIT
23, avenue Corentin-Cariou (19e)
& +33 1 40 36 85 84
Open all year. Monday to Friday for lunch and dinner from
7pm to 9.30pm. All à la carte. À la carte: Around E23.
Bruno and Frederic took over the business, in September
2016, which has remained authentic since 1964. The
address is an institution: it’s indeed the last restaurant
in the «bistro with meat» spirit of the Villette’s slaughterhouses. Here, the Aveyron spirit reigns, but that’s not all:
on the menu of the day, Flemish carbonade and sausage
with razor clam from Capenlin beside Rodez, oysters
of Jean Cancale, and especially the Villette undercut
(served in logs). Here, they work a lot with meat: the
aubrac, the pork ribs, the filet mignon, the AAAAA Duval
andouillettes ... The sauces are immediately made, and
the fresh vegetables of the day. A sheer delight!

LE BARATIN
3, rue Jouye-Rouve (20e) & +33 1 43 49 39 70
M° Pyrénées or Belleville
Closed in August. Open Tuesday to Friday from 12pm to
2.30pm; Tuesday to Saturday from 7pm to 11.30pm.
Booking is essential. À la carte: Around E45. Lunch menu:
E19. Wine by the glass.
You will go in for a drink or join a table of friends; the fun
is always the same. At Baratin, the pavement of broken
cement tiles, the old wooden tables, the mismatched
chairs and the bench are from another era. However, the
unique cuisine of Raquel is available and if the volume
of the music is at its peaked, then it is only trying to
remind you of the good that is said about the place
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and its bistro cuisine stripped of all superfluous to get
to the essence of taste and products. The reservation is
strongly recommended.
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LA MAISON FAVART
5, rue de Marivaux (2e) & +33 1 42 97 59 83
www.lamaisonfavart.com
stephanie.boivent@lamaisonfavart.com
M° Richelieu-Drouot

E330 to E750; suite from E750 to E1,300. Breakfast
included. Parking: E33. Babysitting. Free Internet access.
This hotel has a wonderful story. In 1745, the director of
the Opera Comique, Charles Simon Favart is captivated
by a young actress Justine Duronceray, known as miss
Chantilly. He married the same year and they lived in
this house. The hotel was completely renovated, but
we however dive into their world through objects
and antique furniture. Fabrics such as silk or velvet or
Toiles de Jouy wallpapers recreating a new eighteenth
century atmosphere. The rooms each have a very
evocativesuggestive meaning: Chantilly is the result
of the iconic house – decorations are inspired by the
film Marie Antoinette by Sofia Coppola-, Sweet Kiss,
Swedish Boudoir, etc.. what is more interesting is the
small swimming pool with waterfalls and its wall
mirrors, sauna in the vaulted cellar and the table of
automatic free massage are the extras.

HOTEL JULES & JIM
11, rue des Gravilliers (3e)
www.hoteljulesetjim.com
M° Arts-et-Métiers

Abca
Open all year. Reception 24/24. 23 rooms. Double room

from E210; suite from E310. Buffet breakfast: E19.
Free for child of less than 2 years for the use of a cot
and a child of less than 12 years for the use of a bed
available. Pets allowed (on request with supplement).
Free Wifi. Satellite TV.
Remember: Le Tourbillon de la vie, Le Tourbillon de
l’amour, Truffaut, Jeanne Moreau, Jules and Jim. It is
all that Antoine Brault and Geoffroy Sciard choose to
integrate in their high hotel. The rooms are spread in
three buildings. The “Hi-Macs” have a backlit composite
shell which separates them from noise and from light,
in the middle of which a very spacious bed takes a
preide of place.

HÔTEL CARON DE BEAUMARCHAIS
12, rue Vieille-du-Temple (4e)
& +33 1 42 72 34 12
www.hotel-marais-paris.com
M° Hôtel de Ville or Saint-Paul

Ac
Open all year. Reception 24/24. 19 rooms. Double room

from E145. Breakfast: E13. Extra bed: E20. Babysitting.
Free Wifi. Satellite TV.


FAMILIA HOTEL
11, rue des Écoles (5e)
& +33 1 43 54 55 27
www.familiahotel.com
hotelfamilia@wanadoo.fr
M° Jussieu, Cardinal Lemoine or Maubert
– Mutualité

cOpen all year. Reception 24/24. 30 rooms. Single room

from E72; double room from E98; triple room from
E169. Breakfast: E7. Parking: E25 (per day only by
reservation). Free Wifi. Satellite TV.
Built in 1865 in Haussmann style, Le Familia Hotel is
an outstanding establishment. In one part, the hall
serves as a breakfast room with its tapestry which
adorns the wall and we sit on small pedestal style
chairs so as to enjoy croissants and coffee. The rooms,
with wood panelling, exposed beams and soothing
tones are comfortable. The most pleasant ones are
those with a balcony – on the 2nd, 5th and 6th floors -.
They are equipped with tables and chairs overlooking
Notre-Dame and its towers and rooftops of Paris, ideal
for a romantic breakfast. The places are decorated with
frescoes made by an artist from the Beaux-Arts School,
representing Parisian monuments. Overlooking the
courtyard, the rooms have a view of the mural fresco
wall depicting the great Impressionists: Sisley, Van
Gogh and many more...

DESIGN SORBONNE HOTEL
6, rue Victor-Cousin (5e)
& +33 1 43 54 58 08
www.hotelsorbonne.com/fr
reservation@hotelsorbonne.com
M° Odéon or RER B Luxembourg

Abc
Open all year. Reception 24/24. 38 rooms. Single room from

E110; double room from E130. Buffet breakfast: E14.
This hotel, very close to Saint-Germain-des-Prés, is
surprising by its decoration fosuning on “Photography in
all its forms” with different unusual themes. The rooms,
in tonic and warm colours, are equipped with an iMac.

PARIS AND ITS REGION

uAbcwaj
Open all year. Reception 24/24. 37 rooms. Double room from

This hotel that blends history and hospitality is set
at the center of the Marais. The place is a faithful
reconstitution of an 18th-century building, modelled
on the house in which the insolent and famous Mariage
de Figaro’s author, Beaumarchais would have been able
to live (he grew up in this street). The decoration was
designed by the owner, Alain Bigeard who researched
documents on the era: walls of embroidery according to
the originals, Burgundy stone floors, plaster medallion,
antique furniture, chandeliers and crystal chandeliers.
The entrance hall looks like a musical cabinet with
a 1792 piano forte, a harp, a card table and a Louis
XVI fireplace. The rooms are refined, very pleasant
and very comfortable. The bathrooms are made with
earthenware and inspired by Rouen and Nevers models.
The lounge with wood fire during winter is very warm.
The welcome is attentive and the hotel is ideal for those
who wish to travel back in time and revive the spirit
of Enlightenment.
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HÔTEL SAINT-JACQUES
35, rue des Écoles (5e)
& +33 1 44 07 45 45
www.hotel-saintjacques.com
hotelsaintjacques@wanadoo.fr
M° Maubert – Reciprocity or Saint-Michel

uAbca
Open all year. Reception 24/24. 36 rooms. Single room

from E139; double room from E143; triple room from
E255. Buffet breakfast: E14. Babysitting. Internet corner.
Free Wifi. Satellite TV.
This charming and recently renovated hotel will delight
fans of the Belle Époque atmosphere and yesteryear
aesthetics. The rooms with a romantic and cosy decor
(flowery fabrics, paintings, trompe-l’oeil frescoes, ceiling
mouldings, etc.) have a small eighteenth century side
and some overlook Pantheon. Those on the ground
floor have ancient ceilings, higher than the others. At
the end of the day, you can rest in the Toulouse-Lautrec
lounge, extended by a zinc bar and a charming breakfast
room decorated in a cabaret style, where you can taste
an absinthe drink. For cinema fans: Cary Grant and
Audrey Hepburn shot Riddle scenes here. The reception
is particularly pleasant.

SUNNY HOTEL
48, boulevard de Port-Royal (5e)
& +33 1 43 31 79 86
www.hotel-sunny-paris.fr
infos@hotel-sunny.com
M° Les Gobelins or RER Port-Royal

AOpen all year. Reception 24/24. 37 rooms. Single room

from E92; double room from E102; triple room E145.
Breakfast: E7.20. Free for a child of less than 3 years for
the use of a cot. Free Internet access. Free Wifi. Satellite
TV, Canal+.
This family hotel is very well located on the borders of
the 5th and the 13th districts, close to the Latin Quarter
and the Luxembourg Gardens. Located in a beautiful early
twentieth century building, its decoration is outstanding
and very warm. You would immediately love its sober
decoration and warm tone colours. The rooms are simple,
soundproofed with different tones and well equipped. The
breakfast room is modern and elegant. It is recommended
for those who love cosy and calm places.

THE BEST WESTERN HOTEL TRIANON RIVE
GAUCHE
1 bis and 3, rue de Vaugirard (6e)
& +33 1 43 29 88 10
www.trianonleftbank.com
trianon.rg@wanadoo.fr
M° Cluny, Odeon or RER Luxembourg

Abca
Open all year. Reception 24 hours a day. 110 rooms. Single
room as from E 140; double room as from E 166; triple
room as from E 190. Breakfast: E 16. Free Wifi. Business
centre with free internet access. Satellite TV.
Within walking distance from the Luxembourg Garden,
ideal for a morning jog, this hotel included in the Best

Western chain displays a cosy and flamboyant atmosphere
giving us the impression to live back in another century
when luxury and beauty combine to yield a stunning
pleasure. Rooms are very colourful, a bit too much for
us, but are comfortable despite everything. Some have a
balcony; others have a wonderful view over the rooftops
of Paris including some monuments (Eiffel Tower, Notre
Dame, Montmartre, Centre George Pompidou, Sorbonne,
Pantheon, etc.). Bathrooms are refined and elegant. A
hotel suitable for both business men and tourists loving
distinguished places.

HOTEL DES 2 CONTINENTS
25, rue Jacob (6e) & +33 1 43 26 72 46
www.hoteldes2continents.com
continents.hotel@wanadoo.fr
M° Saint-Germain-des-Prés

ubc
39 rooms. Single room from E125 to E205; double room

from E135 to E225; triple room from E177 to E270;
suite from E190 to E340. Parisian breakfast at E12 (in
room: E13). Free Wifi. Internet Corner. Satellite TV.
This charming hotel in the shadow of the Saint-Germaindes-Prés church is an oxygenating break during your
stay in Paris. This is the refinement in all its splendour,
luxury and pleasure put together to give a cosy and
friendly atmosphere. The idea of the designer was to
blend Europe to North America. Breakfast is also served
in front of a beautiful fresco depicting the moment when
the Treaty of Independence of the United States and
England was signed in the Jacob street. Each room has
its own atmosphere, romantic, functional, flowered. In
addition, the bathrooms are modern and all in marble.
The rooms on the 2nd and 3rd floors are less expensive
because they are not accessible through an elevator.

VILLA DES PRINCES SAINT-GERMAIN
19, rue Monsieur-le-Prince (6e)
& +33 1 46 33 31 69
www.villa-des-princes.com
villadesprinces@wanadoo.fr
M° Odéon

cOpen all year. 11 rooms. Single room from E130; double

room from E141. Buffet breakfast: E11. Extra bed: E20.
Free for a child of less than 2 years for the use of a cot..
Free Wifi. Satellite TV.
This lovely hotel setup in a stone building of the
seventeenth century and acquired by the prince of
Condé in 1612 was recently renovated. The decoration of
the 12 rooms blends with that of the clear and resolutely
modern living room.

WELCOME HOTEL
66, rue de Seine (6e) & +33 1 46 34 24 80
www.hotelwelcomeparis.com
welcome-hotel@wanadoo.fr
M° Odéon or Saint-Germain-des-Prés

uc
Open all year. Reception 24/24. 29 rooms. Single room from

E82; double room from E96; triple room from E115.
Breakfast: E12. Free Wifi. Individual air conditioning.

Sleeping - PARIS

Welcome Hotel is a charming hotel in this popular touristic
area with a friendly atmosphere and offers affordable
prices. It occupies the top five floors of a building at the
corner of Seine Street and the Saint-Germain Boulevard.
Its decoration is simple with a warm rustic side. The
bathrooms have been refurbished in a contemporary
style and are very bright. The rooms overlooking the
lively Seine Street have double glazing. Note that a small
attic room – No. 62 - offers a beautiful angle view of the
Saint-Germain Boulevard.

Abp
Open all year round. Reception 24 hours a day. 20 rooms.

Single room as from E186; double room from E204 to
E218. Breakfast: E11. Free for a child under 2 years
for the use of a cot. Pets allowed (additional fee of
E10 per night). Free Wifi.
Enter through the doors of this charming hotel to leave
the hustle and bustle of the street and discover peace
and serenity in an internal garden, madly vegetable,
reminiscent of Italian terraces. The rooms are very
comfortable and they all have an elegant country style.

HÔTEL DE VARENNE
44, rue de Bourgogne (7e)
& +33 1 45 51 45 55
www.hoteldevarenne.com
info@hoteldevarenne.com
M° Varenne

uAbcpa
Open all year. Reception 24/24. 24 rooms. Single room

from E156; double room from E198; suite from E339.
Buffet breakfast: E15. Parking: E35 (per day without
reservation). Free for child of less than 2 years for the
use of a cot and a child of less than 12 years for the use
of a bed available. Babysitting. Free Wifi. Satellite TV.
Jean-Marc Pommier is the owner and manager
of the Hôtel de Varenne. His main concerns are to
welcome his guests and the general maintenance
of his establishment which he renovated in a classic
and traditional style. The rooms are calm and you will
enjoy the garden which you discover as you get close
to it. It is very green and you can stay for a drink or
breakfast. Wood panelling from the 18th century style
lounge brings a soft warmth and sets the tone of this
hotel which offers a Parisian and French atmosphere.

VILLA SAXE EIFFEL
9, Villa de Saxe (7e)
& +33 1 47 83 86 90
www.villa-saxe-eiffel.com
hotel@villa-saxe-eiffel.com
M° Saint-François Xavier

Abcaj
Reception 24/24. 47 rooms. Double room from E180.
Buffet breakfast: E19. Free for a child of less than 2 years


LES PLUMES
10, rue Lamartine (9e)
& +33 1 55 07 88 00
www.lesplumeshotel.com
info@lesplumeshotel.come
M° Cadet

uAca
Open all year. Reception 24/24. 35 rooms. Double

room from E266 to E304; suite from E342 to E384.
Breakfast: E15. Parking: E34 (per day). Free for a child
of less than 2 years (in cot). Pets allowed (on request
without supplement). Free Wifi. Satellite TV.
Les Plumes is a unique institution that combines,
humourously, historical allusions and technology. It
is a beautiful guest house in modern times in which
the past and the future perfectly blend together...
It is also a journey of the 21st century in to the
romantic Paris of the 19th century. The lobby has
two small alcoves that accommodate the portraits
of George Sand and Alfred de Musset. The elevator
is dressed with trompe l’oeil lattice. The rooms are
divided into five versions with evocative names.
Cabane for rooms with «whipping stories» as an
invitation for a romantic moment with soft colours
and charming items like the bed suspended like a
swing on a tree... The George and Alfred rooms vary
between female lace and male costumes, pink and
grey, boots and top and a bed wearing high heels.
The Hugo and Juliette rooms in a palette of blue
and grey have the setting of a cosy, intimate and
charming living room that invites for a conversation. A frieze shows one of the famous acrostic of
the correspondence of George and Alfred. Paul and
Arthur, an ultra-chic dress code for this men’s room
atmosphere in which Prince of Wales check, Scottish,
striped or houndstooth fabrics invade curtains,
cupboards and wallpapers, all under a stormy sky.
The Grenier et Secrets bedrooms are on the last floor,
lined with strips of different wallpapers, inspired by
recycling craft with antiquated lighting and printed
ticking in which you will find love notes, love letters
and poems. On the ground floor, the Cabane room is
surprising by its light, wallpaper imitating bleached
wood, large bed in the middle of the room and its
small garden terrace. This address is suitable for
lovers, business trips or tourism.

PARIS AND ITS REGION


HOTEL DE LA TULIPE
33, rue Malar (7e)
& +33 1 45 51 67 21
www.paris-hotel-tulipe.com
hoteldelatulipe@wanadoo.fr
M° La Tour-Maubourg or Invalides

for the use of a cot. Seminars. Internet corner. Free Wifi.
The Villa Saxe Eiffel has been transformed and completely restructured to provide a harmonious and serene
atmosphere. This place is located in the shadow of the
Eiffel tower and attracts not only a tourist clientele
but also businessmen. The space with their beautiful
height in the lobby are bended with a mesh curtain
that falls from the ceiling. The breakfast lounge,
illuminated by a light shaft, is decorated in an Eiffel
style. The art is at all levels thanks to sculptures and
objects placed in the hotel. The rather contemporary
and refined rooms, explore alternative variations
of gold, silver or corten steel. The furniture is quite
minimalist but very functional. Bathrooms with
mineral notes are shrewd and bright.
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HOTEL LE MARCEL
11, rue du 8-Mai-1945 (10e)
& +33 1 73 03 22 22
www.lemarcelhotel.com
contact@lemarcelhotel.com
M° Château Landon

lmuAbc
Open all year. Reception 24/24. 28 rooms (standard room

from E94. Superior room from E112). Double room
from E258. Breakfast: E15. Extra bed: E50. Free for a
child of less than 3 years (in cot). Babysitting. Free Wifi.
Rooms have a typical Parisian and avant-gardist
decor. Spacious and bright, they all inspire relaxation
and peace with their harmonious colours in which
the white colour, punctuated with indigo touches,
predominates. Real tribute to Marcel Proust after
whom the hotel is named, however he is always near...

THE ELEMENT HÔTEL***
3, rue d’Aix (10e)
& +33 1 42 08 09 04
M° Goncourt

uReception 24/24. 36 rooms. Single room from E76;
double room from E81; triple room from E115; suite
from E131. Breakfast: E12.50. Parking: E2.50 (per
hour without reservation). Babysitting. Free Wifi.
Satellite TV.
This hôtel appeals to young couples for its atmosphere
and its designer decor. All the rooms of very correct size
are equipped with bathrooms or walk-in shower. They
are very clean and very soundproofed. It’s an excellent
hotel for its quality/price ratio and its location.

GRAND HÔTEL DORÉ
201, avenue Daumesnil (12e)
& +33 1 43 43 66 89
www.grand-hotel-dore.com
grand-hotel-dore@wanadoo.fr
M° Daumesnil

cOpen all year. Reception 24/24. 40 rooms. Single room

from E117; double room from E144; suite from E304.
Buffet breakfast: E12. Free Wifi. Satellite TV.
The hotel offers a refined style neither too modern
nor too classic to suit all the tastes. The rooms, very
comfortable, are all personalized and decorated
from a theme declined by paintings adorning the
wall above the bed.

L’INTERLUDE***
258, avenue Daumesnil (12e)
& +33 1 43 43 61 36
www.hotelinterlude.com
contact@hotelinterlude.com
M° Michel Bizot

A hotel on a human scale, guests feel at home: a newspaper
corner, a peaceful atmosphere and good value for money.
3 family rooms can accommodate 4 people. The rooms
have all equipment so that the business traveler or the
passing tourist feels like at home.
ABEROTEL MONTPARNASSE
24, rue Blomet (15e)
& +33 1 40 61 70 50
www.aberotelparishotel.com
aberotel@wanadoo.fr
M° Sèvres-Lecourbe or Volontaires.

bcp
Open all year round. Reception 24 hours a day.

28 rooms. Single room as from E145; double room as
from E160. Breakfast: E12. Parking: E18 (per day
without reservation). Children are not accommodated
in this hotel. Rates depending on the season. Permanent
rate reduction of 5% on the hotel’s website and on
discounted rates. American Express, Diners Club. Pets
allowed (additional E7 per day). Free Wifi. Satellite TV.
An Oriental influence bears witness to the travels of
the hostess: exotic furniture and trinkets, soft lights,
ocher palette… The rooms are not very large but
they all are in harmony and some overlook a small
inner garden.

HOTEL CARLADEZ CAMBRONNE
3, place du Général-Beuret (15e)
& +33 1 47 34 07 12
www.hotelcarladez.com
carladez@sfr.fr
M° Vaugirard

Acp
Open all year. Reception 24/24. 28 rooms. Double room

from E123; suite from E155. Breakfast: E10. Extra
bed: E22. Parking: E21 (per day without reservation).
This charming hotel is located on a tree-lined place.
It is in the middle of the 15th arrondissement in a
lively, shopping and very safe district. The Parc des
Expositions of Porte de Versailles, the Eiffel Tower and
the Montparnasse district are just minutes away by
subway. All the rooms are regularly renovated and
all the bathrooms have been refurbished. Colours,
furniture and fabrics offer you a cosy and intimate
atmosphere. The rooms located on an inner courtyard
are very quiet even if the others are soundproofed.
A suite of 26m2 is ideal for a family. It consists of
2 separate communicating rooms and a large
bathroom. A large bed of 160x200 and two single
beds are available for a peaceful and restorative night.

HOTEL HAMEAU DE PASSY
48, rue de Passy (16e)
& +33 1 42 88 47 55
www.hameaudepassy.com
hameau.passy@wanadoo.fr
M° La Muette or Passy

cCitotel. Open all year. Reception 24/24. 43 rooms. Abp
Single room from E72; double room from E79. Buffet Open all year. Reception 24/24. 32 rooms (variable
breakfast: E11. Free for a child of less than 3 years for
the use of a bed available.

prices depending on the attendance). Single room from
E113; double room from E120; triple room from E180;

Malakoff - HAUTS-DE-SEINE

suite from E227. Breakfast included. Extra bed: E15.
You have to push the gates of a cul-de-sac overlooking
an extraordinary garden to discover this charming
hotel hidden in the heart of the village of Passy. It is
a place of calm surprising with bird song as a unique
diversion: the countryside in Paris. All the rooms have
armchairs with colourful plexiglasses and, some of
the windows open onto the trees, with well-equipped
bathrooms. Those in the attic are the prettiest, but you
have to climb three floors to deserve them. On sunny
days, you can have breakfast on the terrace. And for
lovers of a golf course is less than three kilometres!

uAcrp
Open all year. Reception 24/24. 85 rooms (including

3 suites). Single room from E138. Breakfast: from 7am
to 10.30am in room or in the garden (when the weather
is nice); from 7am to 11am in room. Double room from
E157. Suite Balneo from E271.
Located in full heart of Paris and just stone’s throw
from the Opéra Garnier and Gare du Nord (where
Thalys and Eurostar arrive), Hôtel Opéra Cadet is a
perfect haven for your stay in the capital. The cozy
hotel in Art Déco style is suitable for all types of stays:
family, individual, with friends... you will always be

welcomes by a pleasant, multilingual and motivated
team who will be very caring! The inner courtyard
and the garden offer a place of tranquillity and very
appreciable serenity on sunny day.

Guesthouses

VILLA MONTABORD
3, cité des Fleurs (17e) & 33 6 14 88 74 06
www.villamontabordparis.com
M° Brochant

p4 rooms (double rooms with bathroom and toilets private).

From E199 to E229. Cheaper rates as from 3 nights
consecutive. Breakfast included (table d’hôte). Possibility
of placing 8 people on the whole. Free Wifi.
La Cité des Fleurs is a charming private lane very close
to Batignolles and at the foot of the Montmartre hillock.
Isabelle and Jérôme have completely renovated their
19th century mansion into a guest house. Four rooms
– Amaury, Charlotte, Clémentine and Alexis – have a
nice surface (33 to 35 m2). They have a charming charm
with their molded ceilings, marble fireplaces, Hungarian
tiled flooring, family furniture or left and right chairs, and
paintings of artists from the 19th and early 20th centuries.
All that are complemented by top-notch bedding and a
touch of humour founded in each room. The bathrooms
have a contemporary style, with beautiful black granite
vanities and large mirrors. A little extra: a flowered patio.

Hauts-de-Seine
Malakoff
Le couvert

LA CAMARGUE

LE NEW MAIL
31, rue Eugène-Varlin
& +33 1 40 84 83 42
ion
Digital vetorsbuy
offered r guide
any pape

M° Malakoff – Plateau de Vanves
Open all year. Monday to Saturday for lunch. À la carte:
Around E16. Daily special: E10.50. Terrace.
A little and unpretentious place, with a vast and modern
decor and in a quiet corner of Malakoff! You do not have
to book at New Mai, there will always be place for you
in this address where you will enjoy a simple cuisine at
very soft prices. Grilled meats, traditional and hearty
dishes are quickly served, it is par excellence the good
address for a fast lunch.

Travel guides
on more than

700 destinations
www.petitfute.com
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HOTEL OPÉRA CADET****
24, rue Cadet
& +33 1 53 34 50 50
www.operacadet.com
info@operacadet.com
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AU TIMBRE POSTE
1, rue Rouget-de-L’Isle
& +33 1 46 56 79 69
www.autimbreposte.fr
Open every day from 9 am to 2 am. Lunch menu:
E19 (starter, main course and dessert). Evening menu
at E21. Terrace. Bar. Concerts.
This is certainly one of the most unusual restaurants
in the Paris region: indeed, bargain hunters may feel
as in a flea market! Inside, very old rooms, old enamel
signs or advertisements, adorn the walls; outside, a
considerable number of old advertising signs will
undoubtedly remind you that the property is unique.
The dishes will take you straight to the Southwest,
especially towards the Basque Country: fish soup
with lobster bisque, Bayonne ham dish, royal garbure
confit, cassoulet with homemade confit, duck breast
with pepper or cassis... The menu also has a good
selection of meats including a Black Angus beef, a
sausage from Troyes, fish and even the frogs’ legs
with mushrooms. Here, the atmosphere is as colourful
as the interior of the restaurant, where you will be
welcomed with open arms, provided that places
are free. The place is indeed very crowded and it is
advisable to book.

Saint-Cloud
The name of Saint-Cloud comes from Clodoaldus,
name of a monk canonised in the 7th century. The
castle of this city that is located on a hill played an
important role in the history of France, especially
when Napoléon Bonaparte made his coup there,
on 18 Brumaire Year VIII (November 9th, 1799). The
castle was burnt down during the siege of Paris by
the Prussians in 1870. It will be later destroyed, but
its park is still famous. Today, Saint-Cloud has nearly
30,000 inhabitants.

Open daily 9 am to 2 am
1, RUE ROUGET DE L’ISLE
92240 MALAKOFF
TÉL. +33 (0)1 46 56 79 69
FAX 01 46 56 52 31
www.autimbrepostecafe.com

MUSÉE HISTORIQUE DU DOMAINE
NATIONAL DE SAINT-CLOUD
& +33 1 41 12 02 90
www.saint-cloud.monuments-nationaux.fr
M ° Pont de Sevres line 9
Open at weekends from 10am to 1pm and from 2pm to
6pm. Park open every day. Free.
In 1577, Catherine de Médicis offers her squire a
small domain a small domain located on a hillside
overlooking the Seine. In 1658, Louis XIV bought the
property for his brother, the future duke of Orleans.
In the second half of the 17th century, the house was
transformed into a castle by Jules Hardouin-Mansart
and Le Nôtre designed a 460 hectare park with a
Grande Cascade, which you can still see today. This
property became the summer residence of all French
sovereigns until the fall of Napoleon III. Burned during
the war of 1870, the castle was razed in 1892. Through
paintings, sculptures, porcelains, photographs and
various documents, the museum tells the story of the
castle and the estate. History buffs (but not only) and
adults as children will all be fascinated by the beauty
of these historical testimonies.

Saint-Denis - SEINE-SAINT-DENIS

Sceaux


OFFICE DE TOURISME DE SCEAUX
Pavillon du jardin de la Ménagerie
70, rue Houdan
& +33 1 46 61 19 03
www.tourisme.sceaux.fr
maison-du-tourisme@sceaux.fr
RER B Seals
Low season: open Tuesday to Sunday from 10am to
12.30pm and from 2pm to 5.30pm. High season: Tuesday to
Sunday from 10am to 12.30pm and from 3pm to 6.30pm.

Sightseeing

DOMAINE DÉPARTEMENTAL
DE SCEAUX
Musée du domaine départemental de Sceaux
Château de Sceaux
& +33 1 41 87 29 50
museedomainesceaux@cg92.fr

onlm
Park open every day of the rising to the sunset. January:

8am-5pm. February: 8am-6pm. March: 7.30am-7pm then
7am-8.30pm starting from the national change of hour.

Sèvres
Created by Childebert at the same time as the SaintGermain-des-Prés abbey, «Savara» alias Sèvres, is quoted
in the founding charter of the 6th century. In 1756, the
transfer of the royal porcelain factory from Vincennes
to Sèvres encouraged the growth of the city and gave
it its international reputation that still prevails today.
Nestled in the hollow of Ru de Marivel, it has more than
23,000 inhabitants, who enjoy a green environment
between the Saint-Cloud park, the Meudon forest and
that of Fausses-Reposes.

Seine-Saint-Denis
Saint-Denis

reaching nearly 2,000 inhabitants per year on average
since the 1990s.

Born in the Gallo-Roman period, the city of Saint-Denis is
named after the first bishop of Paris. It owes its fame to
its Gothic Basilica and royal necropolis, which is a major
attraction for any visitor of the Paris region. Industrial city
from the 18th century, Saint-Denis has been experiencing
a new growth for about twenty years, especially in La
Plaine district where Stade de France was built in 1998,
for the football World Cup, and where tertiary companies,
television studios, even the city of cinema, designed
by Luc Besson, have settled, and opened in late 2012...
The town has today approximately 110,000 inhabitants
and has the largest population growth of the region,


BASILIQUE CATHÉDRALE
DE SAINT-DENIS
1, rue de la Légion-d’Honneur
& +33 1 48 09 83 54
www.saint-denis.monuments-nationaux.fr
M° or T1 Basilica of Saint-Denis
Closed the January 1st, May 1st, December 25 and during
certain religious offices. Low season: Monday to Saturday from
10am to 5.15pm; Sunday from 12pm to 5.15pm. High season:
Monday to Saturday from 10am to 6.15pm; Sunday from 12pm
to 6.15pm. Free for under 18-year-olds. Adult: E8.50 (reduced
rate: E6.50). Group (20 people): E6.50.

PARIS AND ITS REGION

Sceaux is a town located on a top and the two slopes of
a hill of 102 m high with nearly 20,000 inhabitants, a
stable population since the 1960s. Its existence is attested
since 1203, when it was established as an independent
parish. This city is famous for its huge park designed
by André Le Nôtre, vestige of a personal domain of
Colbert, whose imposing castle was destroyed under
the Consulate. Two-thirds of the 181 ha of the park are
on the territory of the town, the remaining are on that
of Antony. It can hosts huge concerts: Supertramp,
Madonna and Johnny Hallyday, for example, performed
there. Another castle was built by the Duke of Treviso
under the Second Empire. It houses the museum of
Ile-de-France, and many architectural beauties, just a
short distance from Paris.

April: 7am-8.30pm then 7am-9pm. May: 7am-9.30pm.
June: 7am-10pm. July: 7am-10pm. August: 7am-9pm.
September: 7.30am-8.30pm (8pm starting from September
10th). October: 8am-7pm then 8am-5pm starting from the
national change of hour. November: 8am-5pm. December:
8am-5pm. Free admission for the park. Museum: E3 adult.
Guided tour (paying).
The Domaine de Sceaux straddles the towns of Sceaux
and Antony. Colbert built a castle there in 1670 . Le Nôtre
takes care of the park: two perspectives, large waterfall
that extends into the basin below the Octagon ... This
organisation is in the purest classical French style of
the 17th century. On the death of Louix XIV’s finance
inspector, his son expanded the field which reached
220 hectares. Le Nôtre intervenes once again and the
architect Jules Hardouin -Mansart builds the Orangery.
The Park buildings can be visited freely. The castle,
rebuilt in the 19th century, welcomes the collections
of the Ile-de-France Museum. The Orangery receives
statues from the park and is transformed into a concert
hall for a summer festival dedicated to the renowned
chamber music. In the park, there are still kiosks where
you can drink and have snacks, a restaurant, a playground
for children, a fitness trail ... Note that some bodies of
water are available to anglers and fans of naval models
(enquire) . As far as the park is concerned, its large space
gives room for the organisation of huge concerts. Starting
from June, a successsion of the open air operas, for the
greatest pleasure of the music lovers.
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The construction of the basilica was organized over the
centuries around the tomb of saint Denis, martyred circa
250. Different architectures followed one another from
5th to the 13th century. In addition to a Carolingian crypt,
remains of the building dedicated to Charlemagne in 775,
the basilica preserve the evidence of two determinant
buildings for the evolution of religious architecture: the
Suger’s chevet, anthem to the light, manifest of the new
Gothic art and the rebuilt part, at the time of Saint Louis,
whose transept, of an exceptional size, was intended to
accommodate the royal tombs. The impression of height
is very strong in the basilica. The project managers used in
particular pillars formed by several engaged colonnettes,
each one corresponding to the ribs of the various arches
of the vaults. Forty-two kings, thirty-two queens, sixtythree princes and princesses, ten nobles of the kingdom
rested there. More than seventy recumbent figures and
monumental tombs are still visible. The basilica is also a
meeting place very appreciated by music lovers who come
here to attend the classical music concerts every June.
Last project concerning the building, the reconstruction
project of the north arrow and the tower of the basilica
may sound a little insane, but it is indeed in the works. If it
is imagined that it would take many years to successfully
complete this project, you can already imagine to build
them on the plans of François Debret, the architect already
in charge of the basilica restoration in the 19th century.

LA CITÉ DU CINÉMA
20, rue Ampère & +33 8 25 05 44 05
www.studiosdeparis.fr
alizee@studiosdeparis.com
M ° Pleyel Crossroads, line 13

oTo obtain the dates of the visits, to go on the www.cultival.

fr site. Adult: E12.50. Nobody of less than 26 years: E9.
It is the history of an extraordinary industrial conversion
due to the will of only one (and famous) man: Luc Besson.
It was in fact at the end of 2012 that the Cité du cinéma
of Saint-Denis was inaugurated. Articulated around
gigantic and sublime hall, which only dimensions (18 m

high, 200 m long), topped with a large glass roof, used to
formerly supply electricity to the Parisian metro, the place
is simply vertiginous of vastness. You can understand that
the goal of the filmmaker, able to make a film from A to Z
all in one place, is from now possible, after twelve years
of projects and works. On more than 60,000 m², you can
discover joineries, light and camera shops, various set and
workshops. Children and adults will be impressed! Note
that the place also accommodates a school dedicated
to the cinema and that many films have already been
filmed. For the visits, the dates are not fixed but regular.
It is repeated, do not hesitate to go there, it is a must
visits in the department.

STADE DE FRANCE
& +33 1 55 93 00 45
www.stadefrance.com

onm
Events: schedule and variable rates. Guided tour of the

stadium. Schedule: ask for information. Adult: E6. Child:
E4. Tourism label & Disability.
Le Stade De France can be visited out of event. In addition
to the discovery of the building and its facilities, the site
offers from a belvedere, a panoramic view of the city, the
Saint-Denis basilica and, further, the Sacré-Cœur, the
Eiffel Tower... It was there that on July 12, 1998 France
beat Brazil 3-0 during the Football World Cup finals, a
spectacilar event if ever there was one. Le Stade de France
is equipped with 80,000 covered seats. He asked for three
years of work. It is in preparation for this famous World Cup
that it was built according to the plans of the architects
Michel Macary, Aymeric Zublena, Michel Régembal and
Claude Costantini. It is the largest flexible stadium in the
world. It has three bleachers, including one, the lower,
can be moved back to give space for the athletics track
and the jumping pit. The roof is remarkable, succeeding
in housing the public without darkening the ground. The
high-level sports competitions are of course part of the
events organised in this enclosure. Great shows can also
find the space that they need, as well as the French or
international pop stars.

Seine-et-Marne

DISNEYLAND RESORT PARIS
MARNE-LA-VALLÉE
& +33 8 25 30 60 30 015
www.disneylandparis.fr
dlp.communication.visiteurs@disney.com

onlm
Open every day from 10am. The park Walt Disney Studios
is open until 10pm and the Disneyland park until 7pm.
Attention the schedule can change depending on the periods.
Pass 1 park: E65 (adult) E59 (child). Tourism label &
Disability. Children welcome.
Welcome to dreamland! The American mouse, in France
since 20 years, brought his magical world in his suitcase
and brought it to life in the most beautiful way. We can
see the details neatly as we look at the walls of Wall Street

(the main arch leading to the castle of Sleeping Beauty,
nerve centre of the park), facing the personnel of the
Parc dressed in costumes (from the girl who’s helping you
onto an attraction to the waitress in the restaurant) or in
the full heart of the attractions. You would think yourself
far, very far from Paris... it’s the little miracle which takes
place here. Attractions are varied, most of them are for
children (from 3 years old). The best attraction? Hard to
say. Children are always fascinated by the Crush’s coaster,
an attraction built around the fascinating world of Nemo.
Daring children will willingly be tempted by the Tower
of Terror, with impressive effects. The simulation of a fall
from a 13 storey building will give them a thrill. In the
fabulous Toy Story Playland, your children can relive the
story of Honey, I shrunk the kids, and be reduced to toy
dimension in a giant world. For the intrepid ones, the
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mine train will probably be the most appropriate choice,
but be careful not to put fearful children on it because
it’s possible to brake this devil train! Don’t miss the new
attraction, Ratatouille, where you will be transported to
the incredible kitchen of the great Parisian restaurant
Chez Gusteau for epic adventures! The only downside of
Disneyland is once again the price. By adding transport
and food costs, the bill becomes pricey! So some advice if
you are going for the day, bring your own snack and water
bottle for the children. As for a packet of crisps and a bottle
of water purchased on site you will end paying E10, an
expense that, added to the rest, you can happily avoid.

As an imperial city, Fontainebleau was a hunting lodge
in the 12th century. It was named after «FontaineBelle-Eau» or «Fontaine-Bliaud» and it became
Fontainebleau thanks to the desire of the kings who
succeeded one another until the 16th century. The
city expanded and became royal under Francis I who
transformed the castle into a real palace. Its proximity
to the Court draws a large population and nobles had
large buildings constructed around the royal residence.
The Ferrara gate is an example of it, remains of one of
the most magnificent hotels in the city. Louis XIV built
the Saint-Louis church in 1661 and, when Napoleon
Bonaparte lived there, the city continued growing.
Fontainebleau and its castle witnessed many events.
Philippe le Bel, the first king born in the castle in 1285,
died there in 1314 as a «victim» of the curse of the
Templars, followed by Louis X and Louis XIII. In 1685, the
Edict of Nantes was signed there by Louis XIV. In 1725,
Louis XV got married to Marie Leszczynska. Pope Pius VII
was imprisoned there from 1812 to 1814. And on April
20th, 1814, Napoleon bade farewell to the old guard in
the courtyard which has been called Cour des Adieux since
then. Fontainebleau is also known as the city of horses
with a long equestrian tradition linked to the past. It is
partly thanks to the different sovereigns who were riding
and hunt enthusiasts, and to Napoleon I, that what two
hundred years later became the Sports Centre of military
riding, a major equestrian centre forming high-level
riders, was founded. Since Napoleon III, Fontainebleau
is a hotbed of competition. The horserace track of the
Grand Parquet host major events involving horses and
emeritus riders. The forest completes the history of this
unique attraction, with 25,000 ha, including 17,000 in
the national forest, making it the largest forest area of
Ile-de-France. It is a place where the sandstone allows for
climbing, a world-renowned place... Just forty minutes
from Paris, the forest is for the inhabitants of the capital,
an idyllic place to spend a green weekend or even a day.

FONTAINEBLEAU TOURISME
4, rue Royale & +33 1 60 74 99 99
www.fontainebleau-tourisme.com
info@fontainebleau-tourisme.com
Open Monday to Saturday from 10am to 6pm. Low season:
Sunday and public holidays from 10am to 1pm. High
season: Sunday and public holidays from 10am to 1pm
and from 2pm to 5.30pm.

Located in front of the castle, the tourist office of Pays
de Fontainebleau provides all the information relating
to events, tourist attractions, catering and lodging in the
area. For this, guides, maps and brochures for walking
routes are available to explore the city, the castle gardens,
the Fontainebleau forest, the Franchard gorges... With
leaflets provided by the Office, we see that cycling tracks
allow to connect Fontainebleau to Barbizon or to go
around the forest massif.

Sightseeing
CHÂTEAU
DE FONTAINEBLEAU
& +33 1 60 71 50 70
www.chateaudefontainebleau.fr
contact@chateaudefontainebleau.fr

l
Closed on January 1st, May 1st and December 25th. Low

season: open Wednesday to Monday from 9.30am to
5pm (last visit at 4.15pm). High season: Wednesday to
Monday from 9.30am to 6pm (last visit at 5.15pm). Park
open permanently. Free for under 18-year-olds (and 1st
Sunday of the month). Group: E9. Large apartments:
E11. Reduced: E9. 1am before the closing of the castle:
E7 single rate. day. Tourism label & Disability.
Napoleon I designated it as the «House of centuries,
true home for kings». It is also the only monument of a
continuing testimony to the history of France from the
12th to the 19th century. The enthronement of Louis VII
in 1137 to the fall of the Second Empire in 1870, thirtytwo French kings had stayed there. Hunting manor in
the 12th century, its renovation actually starts under
Francis I – 1515 to 1547. The Renaissance replaces all
medieval elements. Only the thickness of the walls in
the royal apartments still retain the traces. The new
castle is organized around four main courtyards: the
Cheval-Blanc courtyard of the 16th and 18th centuries
and its horseshoe staircase, best known as «Farewell
courtyard» since Napoleon bade farewell when leaving
for the Elba island in 1814, the Fontaine courtyard, the
Ovale courtyard, the oldest of the castle with its keep
of the 12th century. Finally, the Offices courtyard of the
early 17th century. The king’s water was fetched in the
Fontaine courtyard, where a statue of Ulysses stands
– 1812. Inside, the decor is also changing with time and
events. You can visit the apartments said to be «for the
Pope» and the Saint- Saturnin chapel. Pope Pius VII made
two visits to Fontainebleau in two different circumstances.
He came to France in 1804 for the coronation of Napoleon,
and returned there in 1812 to 1814, but this time under
house arrest because he refused to yield to the demands
of the Emperor. The apartments, with eleven rooms in
total, emptied during the Revolution, were built in no
time, that is, in nineteen days to welcome the Pontiff.
Among the several lounges, lobbies and offices, we
discover the reception room and its ceiling said to be
«to planets» and especially the bedroom, once occupied
by Anne of Austria, and the extraordinary profusion of
its decoration. Ceilings, wood paneling which sets in
Gobelin tapestries and painted panels.

PARIS AND ITS REGION

Fontainebleau
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MUSÉE NAPOLÉONIEN D’ART
ET D’HISTOIRE MILITAIRE
Villa Lavaurs
88, rue Saint-Honoré
& +33 1 60 74 64 89
www.napoleon.org
musee.napoleonien@wanadoo.fr
Closed with the public for one indefinite duration.
Third military museum of France with Label Musée
de France, the Musée Napoléonien d’Art et d’Histoire
militaire has an exhibition of 3,500 pieces. Each of the
eight rooms offers a set of themes, the history of weapons,
different armies... Uniforms on dummies, the creations of
the military painter Hugo de Fichtner and the universe
that illustrates the Grande Arméee. Plunge into the
heart of the first and second Empire or the colonial army
– army of Africa -, a collection of weapons and very
rich equipement from different eras. For the amateurs,
association of initiation to the dance of the time. Visits
are temporarily impossible, the museum is closed to the
public for an indefinite period. Closed since 2010 due to
collection site. Reopening date still unknown.

PARC ET JARDINS
DU CHÂTEAU DE FONTAINEBLEAU
& +33 1 60 71 50 70
www.chateaudefontainebleau.fr
The castle is open every day except Tuesday, as well as on
January 1st, May 1st and December 25th. Opening from
9.30am to 5pm, from October to March and until 6pm from
April to September. The park is open every day from 9am
to 5pm from November to February; until 6pm in March,
April and October and 7pm from May to September. The
English garden closes one hour before the other gardens.
In the heart of the Fontainebleau forest, the castle,
surrounded by sumptuous and varied gardens, was
the privileged residence of François I. Passionate about
the place, the sovereign undertook his renovation
from 1528 and appealed to the greatest Italian artists
– including Le Primatice – to shape the gardens. If they
still preserve the main lines as the Renaissance drew
them, the gardens of Fontainebleau have evolved over
time and today illustrate three centuries of landscaped
art in France.
wGrand Panterre. In the south of the castle, Le Nôtre
realized its largest floor. Under Napoleon I, the terraces
that surround it were planted with lime trees and the
central pool – a long time adorned with a fountain in the
shape of the rock, called the Pot bouillant – now hosts
a large basin. Grand Parterre covers part of the castle
and offer a view over the park of more than 80 hectares,
made under Henri IV. It is crossed by the large canal of
almost 1,200 meters lenght.
wDiane garden and the English garden. Created
during the reign of François I, Diane garden has acquired
its current appearance during works – undertaken
under Napoleon I and Louis-Philippe – which give it
a more romantic look. The fountain of Diane – which
gave its name to the garden – was built by Francini
in 1603 and the statue of the goddess that you can
admire today comes from Marly. From 1810 to 1812,
Maximilien-Joseph Hurtault developed what was

the garden of Pins of François I in the English garden.
Among the spruces, the bald cypresses, the tulip trees
of Virginia or the Japanese sophoras – planted in the
time of Napoleon – sinuous paths offer pleasant shaded
walk. An artificial river and various sculptures also
bring moments of charm to the walker. In the hollow
of a grove, towards the bottom of the garden, hides a
basin marking the location of the fountain Belle Eau,
which gave its name to the castle.

Knife & Fork
LE CAVEAU DES LYS
24, rue du Ferrare
& +33 1 64 24 60 56
www.lecaveaudeslys.com
contact@lecaveaudeslys.com
Open Tuesday for dinner; Wednesday to Sunday for lunch
from 12pm and for dinner from 7.15pm to 10pm. Booking
advised. Set menu at E45 (stater and main course or
main dish and dessert; menu at E48: enter-dish-cheesedessert). À la carte: Around E35. Lunch menu: E29.
This restaurant has many different assets. This is an old
vault back in the 17th century – enriched with four rooms
beautified by medieval decoration made of exposed
stones and vaults – you have the opportunity to witness
the marvel of a refined setting and a serene atmosphere.
The chef François Le Touche proposes at the same time a
revisited and gourmet traditional cuisine, very creative
because he prepares exquisite dishes and are deliciously
palatable. Pell-mell some examples of dishes: homemade
duck foie gras, mirror of hibiscus and blackcurrant,
marmalade of dried fruits; candies of langoustine, salad
coriander-ginger, espuma coconut-lemon grass; or fillet
of bull stove, Béarnaise sauce with orange. Regarding the
desserts, there’s a large choice: creme brulee chocolate
white-raspberry, pistachio scum, or feuillantine pastry
with chocolate, sorbet tangerine and semi-sparkling
sugar... the range is marvellous! The reception and service
are unquestionably impeccable. Advanced booking is
advised on weekends.
L’ESCAPADE
111, rue Grande
& +33 1 60 70 92 04
www.escapade-fontainebleau.fr
Open Tuesday to Thursday from 7.45am to 9pm; Friday
and Saturday from 7.45am to 1am and for dinner. À la
carte: Around E16. Starter from E9, grills from E10,
salads from E11 and desserts from E6.
All in length with high ceilings, a mezzanine, decorated
in warm and contemporary colors, this restaurant can
accommodate about forty people. The atmosphere is
friendly, the staff is very friendly and available. You can
taste a creative cuisine here and the house specialty is
the Southwest cuisine. Duck breast is revisited and foie
gras cooked in a thousand ways. As for desserts, they are
delicious and hearty. The owner has a very affordable
wine selection and he advises you according to your tastes
and your budget. In summer, L’Escapade is extended a
bit thanks to its terrace where you can eat or just have
a drink. An address with excellent value for money.
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Sightseeing
MUSÉE DE LA GRANDE GUERRE
DU PAYS DE MEAUX
Rue Lazare-Ponticelli
& +33 1 60 32 14 18
www.museedelagrandeguerre.eu

PARIS AND ITS REGION

Situated in the heart of a loop of Marne, the ancient
capital of the Gallic tribe of Meldi can be seen from afar,
with the high tower of the Saint-Etienne cathedral.
The archaeological site of La Bauve attests that it was
an urban centre from the Gallo -Roman era. Meaux
is now a sub-prefecture of 50,000 inhabitants, which
blends past and present with its rich historical heritage
and neighbourhoods with futuristic architecture like
the courthouse and administrative centre. Meaux is
classified as a City of Art and History. Its monuments
reveal a prestigious past: the Saint -Etienne Cathedral in
Gothic style from the twelfth to fifteenth centuries, which
houses the tomb of Bossuet, the famous bishop of the
city, the courtyard of Vieux-Chapitre, the Episcopal palace,
which is animated every summer by a historic show, or
the Bossuet Museum and hall of brie of Meaux. With its
cultural and social mosaic, Meaux is also part of original
projects such as the reopening its beach on the Marne
since summer 2007 or the opening of the Pâtis park in
2006. With its 150 acres of open public amenities, today
it is the largest urban natural area of Ile-de-France.
There are walking tours and bird observatories. Among
the sights of the city to be discovered is the Dam: metal
structure on the Marne, at the boundary between Meaux
and Villenoy (near downtown), the market bridge and the
Cornillon channel: ancient canal (certified in 1235 in the
chapter of Thibaut de Champagne), cutting the loop of
the Marne and retaining some of the traces of the old
fortifications of market neighbourhood. Its lock dating
from the late eighteenth century and restored around
1995, collapsed in late 2007. Finally, for gourmets, the
capital of the Brie country remains the city of the king of
cheeses, Brie de Meaux, or the famous mustard whose
secret recipe remains closely guarded.


OFFICE DE TOURISME
1, place Doumer & +33 1 64 33 02 26
www.ville-meaux.fr
tourisme@meaux.fr
Low season: open Monday to Saturday from 10am to
12.30pm and from 1.30pm to 5pm; Sunday from 2pm
to 5pm. High season: every day from 10am to 6.30pm.

onl
Closed from January 6th to January 24th. Closed on

January 1st, on May 1st and on December 25th. Closed in
January. Closed weekly Tuesday. Open the rest of the year
from 9.30am to 6pm without interruption. Adult: E10.
Reduced rate: E9 (inhabitants of the Urban community
of the Country of Meaux). E7 (students, + 65 years,
veterans, miltaires, visitors group 15 people of them). E5 (26 years, unemployed people, holders of the social minimas).
Tourism label & Disability.
This museum opened on November 11th, 2011 became,
thanks to the centenary of the First World War, one of the
major sites in France on this issue. It is as well as a gateway
to the northeast of France and its memorial places. At the
beginning of the project, there was Jean-Pierre Verney’s
collection, a self-taught and a specialist of the Grande
Guerre. The private collection of this specialist of the
Grande Guerre had an interesting orientation that two
major museums – one in the United States and the other
in Germany – each wanted to become the purchaser.
© ALAIN RAPOPORT – FOTOLIA
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But this collection remains finally in France, becoming
the property of the Agglomération du Pays de Meaux
in 2005 and the new museum serves as a backdrop.
The American Monument indicates its location on the
site. It occupies a land of 16 hectares fully landscaped
and the museum itself has a surface area of 7,000 m²
with 3,000 m² reserved for permanent exhibition. Using
multimedia and audiovisual media, the exhibition starts
outside, with images of the battles of the Marne projected
on the floor of the forecourt. Once you are inside, the tour
begins with a panoramic movie giving a chronological
overview of the conflict. Then there are the rooms where
the conflict is seen in its geopolitical and social context, to
get an idea of the mood that prevailed before the war. The
main space or the Grande Nef exposes new technologies
of that time, equipments and uniforms showing the war
of 1914-1918 mark the transition from the 19th to the
20th century. It also leads to several themed rooms. Two
trenches with their no man’s land; one German and the
other French, are reconstructed in order to position the
artillery and the daily life of the trenches. Finally, the
conclusion of the permanent exhibition takes visitors
to the consequences of this unprecedented war until
today. The Grande Guerre du Pays de Meaux museum
is first and foremost a museum of history and society,
witness of social, technical, military and geopolitical
upheavals, during this decisive period in the understanding
of contemporary history.

Provins

© AUSTRALIAN DREAM – FOTOLIA

Provins, a medieval walled city, known as the «Carcassonne
du Nord» is since 2001 listed as a UNESCO World Heritage
site. The discovery of the 58 classified monuments of this
ancient market town, the Saint -Jean or Jouy gates giving
access to the upper town and the walkway, medieval
festivals and events punctuating the year, all combine to
make the city a tourist destination. During its golden age in
the 12th and 13th centuries, Provins minted its own coins
and Thibaud IV of Champagne led crusades of the famous
pink Damascus which became «rose de Provins». At the
time of the great Champagne fairs, you could find throngs
of men from all countries that exchange not only goods
but also ideas. The end of the 13th century marked the
decline of fairs and the county of Champagne reattached

Ramparts of Provins

to the royal estate in the 14th century. A stroll through
the city reveals its medieval character: Chatel square
and the cross where the counts’ edicts were proclaimed,
the Saint-Quiriace collegial, built in the 12th century,
wearing her magnificent dome of the 17th century, the
César tower – military dungeon -, underground, Grange
aux dîmes, beautiful stone and half-timbered houses...
In the lower part of town, the Saint-Ayoul church is a
place of pilgrimage since the 10th century through the
saint’s relics deposited there by monks of the Abbey of
Saint-Benoît-sur-Loire, and the Holy-Cross church are also
to be discovered. Every Saturday, the Honoré-de-Balzac
market square and Val street animates the lower town.

OFFICE DE TOURISME
Chemin de Villecran
& +33 1 64 60 26 26
www.provins.net
info@provins.net
Low season: open Monday to Friday from 9am to 5pm; the
weekend and public holidays from 9.30am to 5pm. High
season: every day from 9am to 6.30pm.

Sightseeing

LA ROSERAIE DE PROVINS
11, rue des Prés & +33 1 60 58 05 78
www.roseraie-provins.com
laroseraiedeprovins@gmail.com
Remarkable garden. Free for under 12-year-olds. Adult:
E7 (from November to April: E4.50). Group (20 people):
E6 (E8 in guided tour).
After having received in 2012 the trophy of the four
branches, Roseraie de Provins was awarded in 2014 the
label «Jardin Remarkable». More than a classic French rose
garden, it is a green setting at the foot of the medieval
town whose magnificent views are appreciated at the
detour of your visit. It houses more than 450 varieties
of old and modern roses including the famous Rose de
Provins. So you discover the charm of an enchanting place
that was originally an abandoned seedbed. A year of work
was necessary to open to the public in 2008. La Roseraie
is now organized in «rooms» of greenery with masses of
roses, intertwining of trees and flowers, climbing roses
and others unexpected discoveries.

Auvers-sur-Oise - VAL-D’OISE

They are in total three hectares of eclectic nature, wet,
shaded by beautiful trees, which are to be visited.
A nature with interesting biodiversity that promotes a
subtle balance between fauna and flora. No insecticide,
for example, is used for roses. After the promenade, you
willingly linger in the shop to afford one of the many
products, especially based on rose. A tea room, with
exhibitions of paintings and sculptures, a terrace with
views over the medieval city where classical music and
jazz concerts are also held. This rose garden pleasantly
completes the historical tours of the upper town.

Knife & Fork

LA TABLE SAINT-JEAN
3, rue Saint-Jean
& +33 1 64 08 96 77
www.table-saint-jean.com
Open on Monday and Thursday to Saturday for lunch
and dinner; Tuesday and Sunday for lunch. Closed on
Wednesday all day, and Tuesday and Sunday for dinner.
Services until 3pm for lunch, 10pm for dinner. Menu
from E20.90 to E32.90. Children’s menu: E10.90.
Lunch menu: E17.90.
The beautiful building, featuring a garden terrace,
casts its half timbering to the opposite Tithe barn.
Once you are inside, you can find two rooms furnished
in pleasant and intimate setting. The cuisine alternates traditional specialties and suggestions of the
day: crayfish salad, beef fillet piccata, roasted sea
bass steak scrubland flavours, scallops skewer with
fleur de sel, duck breast with profiteroles. Among
the homemade desserts, you have to taste seasonal
tarts or profiteroles. This restaurant is a sure value in
Provins: you never get disappointed and the welcome
is generally cordial.

Sleeping
CÉSAR HÔTEL***
13, rue Sainte-Croix
& +33 1 60 52 05 20
lecesarhotel.com
contact@lecesarhotel.com
Rooms from E88 to E450.
Ideally located in the heart of the medieval city,
this new three-star hotel designed by the decorator
Laurent Maugoust, focused on a resolutely chic and
contemporary decoration making reference to the
Middle Ages thanks to many details. As for comfort,
the house has chosen high-end bedding and each
room has its own furniture with only one keyword
the refinement. From your room, wrapped up in your
bathrobes, you can see the César tower or the SainteQuiriace church. Free newspapers and magazines on
request. A very beautiful place to stay in Provins.
Petit Futé advice: on sunny days, ask for one of the
rooms with a private terrace to enjoy even more the
delights of this hotel.

Val-dOise
Auvers-sur-Oise
The village of Auvers-sur-Oise is associated with a remarkable time in the history of Western art. At the end of the
19th century indeed many painters met here, including
Daubigny and Corot, then impressionists such as Pissarro,
Sisley, Renoir and, finally Van Gogh. Supported by dr
Gachet, he lived 70 days in Auvers, where he painted at
least a canvas per day until his dramatic death, dramatic,

in the Ravoux inn. It was transformed into Maison de Van
Gogh, and can be visited, as the house of Doctor Gachet.
Do not miss the village church, which was the subject of
one of the most famous paintings by the artist, who is
buried in the cemetery of the village at the side of his
brother Theo. The story of this period is told in several
museums that line the streets of this picturesque village.
A walk on the plateau will plunge you into the popular
landscapes of painters.

PARIS AND ITS REGION


LES SOUTERRAINS DE PROVINS
Hôtel-Dieu
3, rue Saint-Thibault
& +33 1 64 60 26 26
www.provins.net
Open all year. Closed on December 25th and on January
1st. See calendar of the openings on the website. Adult:
E4.50. Child (from 5 to 12 years old): E3.
Provins has this peculiarity of having its double
underground . Every important building of the fortress
extends underground with a quarry, a low room, a
crypt connected to the others by underground. Over
a hundred halls listed in the Ville Haute, and dozens
in the Ville Basse, the second city was formed from
quarry extractions of « fuller’s earth « that was used
to remove grease and clean high quality wool made
in Provins. These cavities were used as shelters for the
poor, pilgrims, but mainly as warehouses during the
Foires de Champagne, where traders were stockpiling
expensive goods, well protected by police contingents of
the Comtes de Champagne. In these vast « lower rooms
« , decorated and lit by skylights, it was nice to welcome
guests and show your goods in some kind of « showrooms .» Some rooms also served for worship meetings,
or were used later on as « Orient « of Masonic lodges as
ancient writings on the walls attest. Nowadays, one can
visit the communal part of these networks (250 metres)
beautifully lit with optical fibre, especially those who
are under the Hotel -Dieu in the Saint- Thibault street.
«The glow of time,» it is a tour of the underground
with headlamps for two hours in group. At Christmas,
a portion of this galleries welcomes children and adults
with a storyteller Information and reservations at the
tourist office and on the website www.guidestourismeservices.fr Tel: +33 1 64 60 52 93 While on Provins;
06 50 79 52 08.
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OFFICE DE TOURISME D’AUVERS-SUR-OISE
Manoir des Colombières
Rue de la Sansonne & +33 1 30 36 10 06
www.auvers-sur-oise.com
Low season: open Tuesday to Friday from 9.30am to 12.30pm
and from 2pm to 5pm; the weekend and public holidays
from 9.30am to 12.30pm and from 2pm to 5.30pm. High
season: Tuesday to Sunday and public holidays from 9.30am
to 12.30pm and from 2pm to 6pm.

Sightseeing

CHÂTEAU D’AUVERS
Rue de Léry & +33 1 34 48 48 48
www.chateau-auvers.fr
Low season: open Tuesday to Sunday and public holidays
from 10.30am to 4.30pm. High season: Tuesday to Sunday
from 10.30am to 6pm. Free for under 6-year-olds. Adult:
E14. Child (from 6 to 18 years old): E9.90.
The castle was built from 1632 by a wealthy Italian banker,
secretary of Queen Marie de Médicis, and great landowner.
It now houses an interactive exhibition entitled «Voyage
au temps des impressionnistes». Equipped with an infrared
audio guide, you stroll in settings retracing Parisian scenes
that inspired the artists of the 19th century. After a stop in
a café-concert, you can take the train for a Sunday at the
countryside or at the seaside. With your eyes widely open
on a projection of five hundred impressionist paintings.
Since 2012, dynamic screens offer a more interactive visit.
A film, «Les chercheurs de lumière» evokes the technique
used by the painters.To remain in this atmosphere, do not
hesitate to have lunch at the Impressionist’café, adjacent to
the orangery. You will find three very different areas: from
the orangery of the 19th century to the guinguette. The
park is open for free to the public. It consists of a French
garden ranged into three terraces facing south. Regularly,
temporary exhibitions are organised, like the «Van Gogh
et le japonisme» exhibition in 2014, composed of works
by high-school students, which experienced great and
well-deserved success.

MAISON DE VAN GOGH
Auberge Ravoux
Place de la Mairie & +33 1 30 36 60 60
www.maisondevangogh.fr
info@vangoghfrance.com
Open from March to October included. Open Wednesday to
Sunday from 10am to 6pm. Adult: E6. Child: E4.
On the 20th May 1890, the painter Vincent Van Gogh
resides in this inn run by Mr and Mrs Ravoux. He stayed
there for 70 days before his tragic death; he was attended
to by his brother Theo. During his stay in Auvers, Van Gogh
painted about a painting per day, on the pattern. He then
dried his works in his small attic room of 7 m². Never
re-let since the death of the artist, people visit the place
with much emotions, it is almost a pilgrimage. It is also
preferable to get there during the week, because the place
attracts people. In the attic of the house, an audiovisual
setting of the Van Gogh Institute traces the links between
Auvers-sur-Oise and the artist (old postcards, images of
paintings, excerpts ...). The trip to the Ravoux Inn will
end up with a visit to the bookstore, an opportunity to

discover the equally talented Van Gogh as a writer, and
then a friendly and traditional breakfast in the dining
room awaits you.

TOMBE DE VAN GOGH
Cimetière d’Auvers-sur-Oise
www.van-gogh.fr – info@van-gogh.fr
The grave of Vincent Van Gogh is found against the left
wall of the cemetery. If you are not able to locate it,
follow the many visitors, who may be looking for the
samething as you! After dying on July 30 in 1890 of a
wound caused by a gunshot he had inflicted on himself,
the artist was buried there. His brother Theo, present at
his death, died six months later. Transferred from the
Netherlands in 1914, his body also lies in this cemetery.
Covered with a carpet of ivy, the two graves are extremely
simple. While walking along the north wall, we see
that of Mürer the painter (a pastry chef, patron of the
Impressionists, who died in 1906). To the east wall, you
will find the grave of Daubigny’s friend, Léonide Bourges,
herself a painter and designer. Emile Boggio’s is placed
at the centre of the cemetery, another painter who was
based in Auvers-sur-Oise.

Knife & Fork

LE CHEMIN DES PEINTRES
3 bis, rue de Paris & +33 1 30 36 14 15
www.le-chemin-des-peintres.fr
reservation@lechemindespeintres.fr
Open Tuesday to Saturday from 11.30am to 9.30pm; Sunday
from 11.30am to 5pm. Booking advised. Menu from E20 to
E27.50. À la carte: Around E30. Children’s menu: E8.
Chèque Restaurant. Groups welcome.
Do not hesitate, this restaurant way bistro is worth the
detour. Since now more than three years, it was taken
again by two brothers, Damiano and Sergio Pastoressa,
which have more than one circuit in their pot. All that
one likes: a warm atmosphere and slackened, a gourmet
cuisine, regional and farm, in a place which accommodates
you nonstop Tuesday to Saturday, as well as a good part
of Sunday. Between new tradition and flavour, balance
is found, crossed of a discrete Italian touch that the name
of the chefs justifies! After the cream the cucurbitaceous
ones and gastropods, the monkfish breaded with fume
spices; you will have the chance choose the pallet of the
painter. Don’t you know what it is? Reason moreover! An
incredible pear poached with the wine and spices and
its ice cream with the spéculoos to finish. The place is an
ideal stop over before going up to the famous church or
to go down to la chambre de Van Gogh.

Sleeping

HOSTELLERIE DU NORD
6, rue du Général-de-Gaulle
& +33 1 30 36 70 74
www.hostelleriedunord.fr
contact@hostelleriedunord.fr
SNCF train station: Auvers-sur-Oise.

c

Cergy - VAL-D’OISE

Cergy
City of more than 56,000 inhabitants, Cergy is located
on a plateau overlooking the meanders of Oise. The new
city is divided into five large areas designed in the years
1970 (l’Orée du Bois, the Great Center and the Slopes),
1980 (Axis Major- Clock), 1990 (Hauts-de-Cergy, still
under development). The marina and the leisure centre
complete the picture and recall the predominance of
green spaces in the city (more than a quarter of the
territory). Cergy preserved its old village, where the
church Saint-Christophe (12th century) stands.

Sightseeing

ÉGLISE SAINT-CHRISTOPHE
Quartier Bords d’Oise (Cergy-Village)
11, place de l’Église
RER A Cergy Prefecture
Accessible during the offices. Guided tour (check with the
Tourist Office and of the heritage & +33 1 30 32 07 13).
Live a moment of wonder in a city where the modern
architecture prevails, the first thing you will see is a
beautiful Renaissance portal when arriving at the church.
It overlooks a charming courtyard by entered the building.
Classified as a Historical Monument in 1913, the church
was built from the 12th century in Romanesque style.
Destroyed in the 15th century during the Hundred Years
War, the only remains of the original building is the base
of the bell tower. Rebuilt in the 16 century by the famous
architect Nicolas Lemercier, a Pontoise inhabitant, he adds
to the bell tower an additional floor and a stone spire.
A extension project is stopped in 1588, following the
Guise Duke assassination who financed the works. Inside,
there is a wooden statue representing saint Christophe.
Concerts are regularly organised by the Association for
the entertainment and the restoration of the church.

MENHIR DIT « LA PIERRE FOURRET »
Maison de retraite du Menhir
57, rue de Vauréal
It is called the disc of Gargantua, and according to the
legend, there was a time it visibly grew... This menhir, a

mysterious stone in its form as in its history, is a tender
sandstone disc of 3.80 m high, and 5.40 m in its greater
width! It appeared in the texts a long time ago: thus,
it was known in 15th century as the Saracen stones.
Perhaps it was used as the limit between two territories
during the Neolithic era. In any case, it is located on the
boundary line between the Gallic tribes of Véliocasses
and Parisii, which the dioceses of Rouen and Paris later
took as a delimitation. Gargantua, the figure associated
to it, was drawn from the personality of a powerful Gallic
divinity. This giant worked France, sowing menhirs by
throwing stones wedged in his boots, and shaking the
ground of his shoes to emerge the hills.

Knife & fork

ICI ET AILLEURS
17, allée des Acacias
& +33 1 30 30 01 60
www.icietailleurs.fr
contact@icietailleurs.fr
RER A Cergy Préfecture
Open Tuesday to Friday for lunch and dinner; Saturday
for dinner; Sunday for lunch. Menu from E34.90 to
E43.90. Child’s menu: E12.50. Lunch menu:
E15.90 (E20.90 starter, main course and dessert).
It is in this contemporary house, which at first glance does
not look like a restaurant, that you will meet the Maître
restaurateur Cédric Dheilly. We have kept a wonderful
memory of our first passage, and that impression has
been largerly reinforced. Close to the beautiful wood stove
in winter, and in the terrace in summer, we like to go
on the terrace and its wonderful view overlooking Cergy
ponds and its show. With regards to flavours, the chef
will treat you with his inventive french cuisine tinted
with traditional touches and flavours of the world, and
the menu changes with the seasons.

LE MILLÉSIME DU PORT
6, quai de la Tourelle
& +33 1 83 76 05 15
www.lemillesimeduport.fr
Open Monday for lunch; Tuesday to Sunday for lunch and
dinner. À la carte: Around E30. Children’s menu: E10.
Lunch menu: E19 (Monday to Friday only). Fixed rate
formula tapas with the lunch Monday to Friday: E14.
We would not expect to find such establishment in Cergy;
with this cosy atmosphere and a little marine also with
the proximity of the port and Oise enhancing the view
from the establishment, it feels like on a Norman port!
At Millésime du Port, the room is not large, which
contributes to the cordial side, and in case of bad weather
preventing to benefit from the terrace, please remember
to book! Tapas and wines are honoured here, these later
custom-tailored according to your tastes. In addition
to the tapas, charcuterie will accompany with dignity
a first drink. The cuisine is simple and correct, we must
admit that we have a penchant for the bruschettas:
farm or Iberian, they witness a true know-how on the
matter, which is not always the case. If we fell for the
roast figs as a dessert last year, this year, our favourite
is the toasted brioche.

PARIS AND ITS REGION

Open all year. 8 rooms. Double room from E99 to E129;
suite E189. Breakfast: E15. Seminars. Catering facilities
(menu from E54 to E84). Satellite TV.
Built in the seventeenth century at the foot of the Auvers
church the Hostellerie du Nord is one of the first relay
station on the northern route. Cézanne settled there
in 1872. In this hotel Leonide Bourges and Daubigny
also had a stay there. You will be welcomed by Joel
BOILLEAUT, Master Chef of France, and his wife Corinne.
You will sleep in the Gauguin room, or in the Junior
Suite Van Gogh, or one of the six other rooms named
after famous painters who stayed at Auvers. All rooms
are different and decorated to the old, in pleasant and
relaxing pastel colours . Equipped with a minibar, they
will offer all the comforts for a great stay.They are air
conditioned and have wi-fi access. Do not hesitate to
offer a lunch or dinner, as the Hostellerie also houses
a popular restaurant.
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Sleeping

Enghien-les-Bains


APPART’CITY CERGY-LE-HAUT***
52, boulevard de l’Évasion
& +33 1 34 46 62 00
www.appartcity.com
cergy@appartcity.com
Cergy RER A Top

The name Enghien comes from current Belgium.
In the 17th century, the prince of Condé was at the
same time lord of Montmorency and Enghien, located
near Mons. It units them under the same word that
finally distinguish no more than a large pond, then
the hamlet based on the banks of the latter in the
18th century. At that time, the abbot Louis Cotte
discovered sources of sulphurous water near the pond.
During the 19th century, it was transformed into a
lake meanwhile a spa, hotels and villas were built.
The healing of an ulcer on the right leg of the king
Louis XVIII thanks to water of Enghien definitively
instituted the station. The city became a healing and
entertainment centre, and obtains a casino, built at
the beginning of the 20th century. Today, the town
of Enghien-les-Bains, the active spa centre has a
slightly over 11,000 inhabitants, and connected to
the capital in ten minutes, by countless daily trains.

bReception until 7pm. 108 apartments (87 studios,

17 T2 and 4 T3). Studio/apartment from E70 to E150.
This residence is set in a quiet area, a short walk from
the RER station, near the Paris-Normandie main roads
and just a few minutes from the La Défense business
centre. On a day, for a weekly or in the monthly basis,
it offers fully-equipped apartments for 1 to 6 people
with a kitchen. They are accessible by a lift. The decor
is modern and setting is bright and impeccable. We
strongly advise you to find out more about the special
offers on its websites, in fact, they are particularly
attractive, and allow you to made several rental offers.

Going out

ILE DE LOISIRS – CERGY-PONTOISE
Rue des Étangs & +33 1 30 30 21 55
www.cergy-pontoise.iledeloisirs.fr
contact@cergy-pontoise.iledeloisir.fr
Closed from October to April. High season: open every day
until 7pm. Many paid activities. Various possible passes.
The green lung of the Cergy-Pontoise urban area
stretches over 250 ha, tens of thousands of people
go there each year. Now baptized «Ile de Loisirs»
(Leisure island), the address deserves more than one
simple getaway as there are so many activities and so
many opportunities to do there. The setting is already
in a loop of the Oise river, water, the greenery and
an ornithological area form a harmonious unit. The
access is free but the organized leisures are charged. A
5,000 m² sandy beach will enable you to benefit from
the sun and sunbathe. It has a sailing school where
boats and pedal boats provide the opportunity to surf
on the water, and an artificial whitewater enables
you to practise rafting, kayaking, hydrospeed or the
nautical ski-lifting. A climbing wall, a sporting course,
tennis courts, bicycles, a mini-golf or roundabouts are
also at your disposal if you do not want to get wet!
Among the innovations of the last seasons, a wave for
surfing! The principle is simple: water are projected
powerfully on a tended and inclined tarp, thus creating
a wave where you can surf! Also note that there are
fast food shop, but visitors can also use their own
barbecue in suitable shelters, an amusement park
Xtremes Aventures offers a wide range of activities
for those who enjoy strong sensations.


OFFICE DE TOURISME
D’ENGHIEN-LES-BAINS
81, rue du Général-de-Gaulle
& +33 1 34 12 41 15
www.ot-enghienlesbains.fr
ot.enghienlesbains@wanadoo.fr
Open on Monday from 2pm to 6pm; Tuesday to Saturday
from 10am to 6pm; Sunday and public holidays from
3pm to 6pm. Closed on December 25th, January 1st
and May 1st.

Sightseeing

CASINO BARRIÈRE D’ENGHIEN-LES-BAINS
3, avenue de Ceinture & +33 1 39 34 13 00
www.lucienbarriere.com
It was in 1901 that a first casino was opened in
Enghien-les-Bains. It was rebuilt with a theatre few
years later. During the First World War, it is turned
into a hospital, before resuming its operations. It
was closed again during the second World War. The
property was taken over in 1988 by the Lucien Barrière
group. It is then renovated but retains its architecture
of the early twentieth century. Its nearness to Paris
attracts people.Inside this building, there is a large
ship on the shores of the Enghien Lake. The park
includes 485 slot machines, table games, and a poker
room. In addition to the game rooms, the Enghien
casino has bars, restaurants and a theatre which hosts
theatre performances, comedy, music and dance. It
is here that major concerts of a great festival that
highlights jazz vocalists of international reputation
are organised each year. It lasts for a week, at the end
of June or early. Concerts and free entertainment,
round up the program across the city of Enghien.

These are Petit Futés special recommendations

L’Isle-Adam - VAL-D’OISE

Sleeping

HÔTEL BARRIÈRE LE GRAND HOTEL
ENGHIEN-LES-BAINS****
85, rue du Général-de-Gaulle
& +33 1 39 34 10 00
www.lucienbarriere.com

ca
37 rooms (and 6 suites). Double room from E117 to

LIsle-Adam
L’Isle-Adam acquired in the 19th century a fine reputation of tourist and seaside resort. Its charm attracted
many personalities as Balzac who indicated it as the
materialization of an earthly paradise. It is true that
L’Isle-Adam seduced by the quality of its architectural
heritage, omnipresent on the banks of the Oise river
to the historic centre.

OFFICE DE TOURISME
18, avenue des Écuries-de-Conti
& +33 1 34 69 41 99
www.tourisme-isle-adam.net
Low season: open Tuesday to Saturday from 10am to
1pm and from 2pm to 5pm; Sunday from 10am to 1pm.
High season: Tuesday to Sunday from 10am to 1pm and
from 2pm to 6pm.

Sightseeing

CHÂTEAU DE CONTI
Île du Prieuré
1, rue du Prieuré
chateauconti.chez-alice.fr
Not open for visits.
1783 marks the time when the kingdom on the island
was the home to the Isle-Adam and Bourbon- Conti
families. There, we could get hunting horns, neighs
of horses, or music of sumptuous festivities. Mozart
or La Fontaine had a stay there, but that time is over:
The Prince of Conti, riddled with debts he inherited


CHÂTEAU DE STORS
1, chemin de Stors
& +33 1 34 08 53 21
& +33 6 66 84 68 55
chateaudestors.com
Closed from November to April. Access to the castle in
guided tour only 1st Sunday of each month at 3.30pm,
from April to November. Groups all year by appointment.
Free for under 15-year-olds. Adult: E10.
From the firdt glance, there is something striking
on this building: a large part of the right side of
this dwelling was destroyed during a bombing in
1944. Nevertheless, this pleasure palace built in the
eighteenth century has kept its beauty as wanted by
the Prince of Conti, one of its first owners. He was also
owner «in town» of the Conti castle, where he lived a
pleasant and generous life in L’Isle -Adam, as reflected
in the kitchens, which welcomed more than a feast, if
one should believe the inventory of their equipments
made during the Revolution. The chapel, founded in
the thirteenth century and recently restored, was long
devoted to lepers. In addition to the castle buildings
with classical architecture, the tour takes you through
beautiful terraced gardens. They were redesigned in
the mid eighteenth century by the architect Constant
d’Ivry, who installed pools, underground rooms, a
rose or a Chinese pavilion. Strewed with majestic
trees, they were decorated in the nineteenth century
of glasshouses where roses, pepper, tea plants and
evanilliers were grown.

ÉGLISE SAINT-MARTIN
44, Grande-Rue
& +33 1 34 69 01 88
This church, built in the late 15th century, has Gothic
foundations and was completed in the Renaissance
style by Jean Bullant, the architect of the Écouen castle.
It is dedicated to Saint Martin, Bishop of Tours in the
4th century and «apostle of Gaul». It is a building
with three naves and a polygonal apse. The church
has a big gate adorned with statues depicting vices
and virtues, carved in 1537 and restored in the 19th
century. The double door was also built during this
period. Inside, the carved wooden pulpit, probably
from Germany, is a work of the 16th century. In the
northern transept: you can also see the vault of a
family that marked the history of the city in the 18th
century: the Conti.

PARIS AND ITS REGION

E162; suite from E277 to E337. Many offers on
Internet. Catering facilities. Satellite TV, Canal+.
Le Grand Hôtel d’Enghien-les-Bains, cosy and refined,
completes the world of well-being and relaxation of
the thermal spa. This establishment offers 37 stylish
and great comfort rooms, including 6 luxury suites
with views of the park or the lake, and a surface which
can reach 45 m². Whether for one night, a weekend
or more, you can be sure to have a stay of serenity
during which you can enjoy relaxing moment in
the hotel spa: massage rooms, whirlpool bath, and
infinity edge pool, water course with waterfalls, jets,
bubble bench, saunas and steam rooms... You will get
back in shape in Fitspark: fitness, cardio-training,
weight-lifting, coaching... Finally, for the cuisine,
the Restaurant 85 offers you refined and surprisingly
affordable cuisine! Last advice, at last: if you book in
advance or not, check the Website, because the offers
you can find are particularly attractive.

from his father, and the heavy work he did on the
estate, sold it to Louis XVI. The Revolution left the
castle, richly furnished, but abandoned. Looted,
crumbling, it was then sold on auction. Housing for
some time a ribbon factory, buildings were destroyed
to make way for the current building with Louis XIII
style at the end of the nineteenth century. The early
twentieth century ties with a remote ostentation:
the Parisian bourgeoisie will park its yachts to the
shores of the castle, before dining in the luxurious
restaurant. After further abandonment, the site was
restored and reopened in 2010. Its fleet has found the
former vigour and the premises now house receptions
and seminars.
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Knife & Fork
LA BARCAROLA
17, quai de l’Oise & +33 1 34 69 00 15
www.restaurantlabarcarola.com
Open Wednesday to Monday afternoon and evening.
Reservations recommended. Menus from 38 E to 58 E.
Carte: about 35 E. Groups welcome. Terrace.
For more than 37 years, this establishment of the
edge of Oise has been one of the most famous places
of Italian catering facilities of Isle-Adam and the
surrounding area. It is not only a Pizzeria. Well, among
the specialties of the restaurant, the pasta, fresh
obviously, but also the lobster! Fresh and cooked
according to the recipes of the chef, it will charm
you and you can trust Stefano Mariani, Toque d’Or
of the Italian federation of cuisine, to convince you.
Inside the restaurant, whose warm décor obviously
reminds you Tuscany, a wood-fired oven will show
you that he makes his pizzas from A to Z here. And if
the prices are slightly high, this small effort is worth
doing! In summer, you should imperatively sit on the
terrace, with direct view on Oise: a must! Finally, if
you still want some, you can order Italian products
there: particularly cut cheeses and hams, resulting
from the cuisines of the establishment. A novelty:
Barcarola offers you, among other things, products
of very high quality such as fresh truffle from Italy
and caviar from Venice.

L’AFFICHE
15 bis, quai de l’Oise & + 33 1 34 69 01 92
www.resto-laffiche.com
restolaffiche@wanadoo.fr
Open daily for lunch and dinner. À la carte: About €25.
Children’s menu: €10. Lunch menu: €12.80. Terrace.
L’Affiche and its famous boards, it is a whole story!
Gastronomic reference in L’Isle-Adam, the restaurant is
indeed known for its vast pieces of wood where victuals
are arranged, according to the choice you have made,
whether it is the Périgourdine, the Océane or the Neptune.
Meats, vegetables or bread are local, there is no dubious
import, you can see and smell that it is fresh! Boards
then, but not only, because salads, in particular, are
also available. Beforehand, the cocktail list is also worth
the detour. As for the location, finally, it is more than
enjoyable. In summer, when tables invade the banks of
the Oise, the view is lovely. However, there is a snag: prices
have increased lately, maybe more than they should have.
But as Petit Futé’s visit this year has been conclusive once
again, we keep on recommending this place!

Sleeping

LE CABOUILLET
5, quai de l’Oise
& +33 1 34 69 00 90
www.lecabouillet.com
4 rooms. Double room from E90 to E140.
Here is a charming stopover on the banks of Oise and
the magnificent site of L’Isle-Adam. This attractive
house with terrace welcomes you in front of the

Cabouillet bridge in an enchanting setting. The
hotel, classiffied as Logis De France, offers four very
comfortable and cozy rooms with river views. You can
choose the very honourable standard room or prefer
the more sophisticated ones which are Pompadour,
cozy Pur or chich Glam. We like the black and white
bathrooms of the chic Glam. The gourmet restaurant
and its wooden terrace on the edge of Oise are also
worth the trip (closed on Monday).

Going Out

PUB LE PURPLE
2, Place du Patis
& + 33 1 34 69 08 88
Open all year round. Everyday from 11 am to 1 am. Happy
hours. Wifi. Terrace. Catering. Animation. Concerts.
Previously called La casa Ernesto, Philippe and his
team have transformed this place into a pub-lounge
where you will feel cozy. Le Purple offers a fresh and
quality cuisine throughout the year in a modern and
trendy atmosphere: cold cuts platter, Burger specialties
with thin crunchy fries, and a beautiful dessert menu.
Cocktail amateurs won’t be deceived by the large
choice available.
In short, it’s good to losen up in a pub with a cool atmosphere, especially on sunny days while sitting on the big
terrace on the banks of the river Oise… Purple’s plus:
thematic evenings and concerts are regularly organized.

Roissy-en-France

BISTROT BY...LA VITRINE
51, avenue Charles-de-Gaulle
ROISSY-EN-FRANCE
& +33 1 34 38 18 80
www.lavitrine-restaurant.com
Open from Monday to Friday for lunch and dinner.
Uninterrupted restaurant service from 11.30 a.m. to
10.30 p.m. Single menu at 19.90 Euros. A la carte:
around 40 Euros. Terrace.
The contemporary setting for a «chic Parisian bistrot»
niche and the very good value for money indicates
that you are at La Vitrine. It is in the middle of Roissy
– we are really talking about the village here – that
you will find this place with not less than three rooms
always crowded (hence the need to book most of the
time) in the perfect setting and the very pleasant
atmosphere. If the establishment is closed during
the weekend, it catches up on weekdays, offering
an outstanding uninterrupted restaurant service.
Everything on the menu is homemade by the chef,
bistronomique and creative dishes like the casserole
poached egss or the lasagna with duck confit, and
also dishes cooked in «grandma’s» way like the tian
of eggplants and lamb or the provencaux accents
dishes like Aïoli or half-cooked Mediterranean tuna.
Special mention with the desserts like the tiramisu
with the red fruits. The little extra of the Bistrot: a
beautiful wine list where almost everything is sold
by the glass from E3.50.
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Yvelines
Chambourcy
Chambourcy, once «Cambourciaco» and «Champ
Bourcy», named after the Latin campus bruaci would
reserve, which means «field of undergrowth». The
site has certainly a human presence from prehistory,
but the most interesting season begins 1500 years
ago, with the legend of the coat of arms of king
Clovis (the lys on foot d’azur), which would have
been chosen on the territory according to the advice
of his wife Clotilde. The most important events in
the construction and the layout of the domaine de
Chambourcy centuries were certainly the foundation, in 1221, the abbey Joyenval, which will be burnt
in 1346, transformed into a priory in 1696 before
being destroyed during the Revolution. The layout of
the Desert of Retz at the end of the 18th century by
the baron Monville will be another highlight of the
city’s history. Today the charming town of 6 inhabitants, 000 Chambourcy, who had the privilege
to among its inhabitants, the painter André Derain
between 1935-1954, or the famous couple theatre
Madeleine Renaud and Jean-Louis Barrault, is proud
to offer a cultural and historical heritage as rich
and varied.

Sightseeing

LES RELIQUES DE SAINTE CLOTILDE
Église de Chambourcy
36, Grande-Rue
Daughter Chilpéric II, Catholic King of Burgondes,
Clotilde got married Clovis, King of the Franks, in
493. According to the tradition, she first caused the
conversion of the king to Christianity and then the
entire kingdom. The legend has it that Clovis, fighting
at Tolbiac against Alamans, besought the «God of
Clotilde» to help him in this combat, promising to be
convert if he emerged victorious. Victorious, Clovis
converted to Christianity and was baptized by the
bishop of Reims in 498. The role of Clotilde in the king
of the Franks’ conversion is partly the origin of the
outreach of worship of the Saint. At her death, she was
buried in Paris at the side of her former husband. The
urn of Saint’s relics was transported by the Joyenval
abbey in 1791 in the small church of Chambourcy
built in the 12th century and dedicated Saint Clotilde.

Knife & Fork

LA TRAVIATA – O’MAQUIS
41, Grande-Rue
& +33 1 30 65 99 00
www.omaquis.com
omaquis01@gmail.com
Closed in August. Open Tuesday to Thursday from 12pm
to 2pm; Thursday from 12pm to 2pm and from 7pm to

10pm; Friday and Saturday from 12pm to 2pm and
from 7pm to 10.30pm. Booking advised. À la carte:
Around E35. Small institution of the Chambourcy’s
city centre since 2007, the restaurant of African and
Western specialties continues to delight our desires
for elsewhere. The decoration of the place is an
invitation to travel, each of the three rooms has its own
character: woven bamboos on the ceiling, powerful
roots running on the walls, hand-crafted pieces
here and there... The bottom room is recommended
for a more intimate meal, suitable for a little more
than 10 guests. As for the cuisine, it’s simply a treat!
Fish, chicken, beef or lamb marinated then braised
or roasted with delicious skewers, you will ask for
more. Each dish is accompanied by mashed sweet
potatoes, plantain bananas or rice (broken twice)
but more especially the trilogy of homemade sauce
(difficult to build a podium here). The classics of the
sub-Saharan gastronomy such as the yassa chicken
of course meet expectations, but the chef is always
in search of a small innovation. The afro-burger is in
that respect a pretty success. The wine list displays
some South-African labels and the owner’s collection
of arranged rums comes at the right moment for the
liqueur. In a word, you taste quality products (dixit the
owner) that you won’t find anywhere in Yvelines. Ah
i»lovingly prepared»f, maybe at its second address,
in Versailles.

Gambais
L’OPPORTHYM
2 bis, rue de Goupigny
GAMBAIS
& +33 1 34 87 10 55
www.lopporthym.com
info@lopporthym.fr
Open daily for lunch and dinner. Menu from E26 to
E29. Lunch menu: E19 (and E22. Daily special:
E15). Terrace.
Pierre and Romain warmly and joyfully welcome
their guests in this restaurant with a cosy and
modern atmosphere. The simple and stylish decor
mixes red and grey colours with artist’s paintings
displayed on the walls. Cleverly blending tradition,
creativity and simplicity, Opporthym showcases
classic French cuisine that is enhanced by a touch
of inventiveness with a menu that varies according
to the seasons and the market. Duck samosas with
coriander or a cream butternut and Bresaola chips
awake your appetite. Then, a bullit de peix (fish soup
and saffroned shells) or a roasted farm chicken with
Riesling and golden raisins. We conclude with a
panna cotta with bourbon vanilla or a citrus fruit
gratin with Grand Marnier. The wine list mixes
perfectly with the flavours’ variety. A delicate
gourmet and very authentic getaway.

OPEN EVERY DAY
EXCEPT TUESDAY
French and Mediterranean
cuisine on the slate
he menu changes daily according
to the market and the seasons

2 bis, rue Goupigny - 78950 Gambais
Tel. +33 (0)6 30 05 30 05 / +33 (0)1 34 87 10 55
info@lopporthym.com - www.lopporthym.com
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OFFICE DE TOURISME
41, avenue de Longueil
& +33 1 39 62 63 64
www.tourisme-maisonslaffitte.fr
otmaisonslaffitte@gmail.com
Low season: open Monday to Friday from 10am to 12pm
and from 2.30pm to 6pm; Saturday from 10am to 12.30pm.
High season: Monday to Friday from 9.30am to 12pm and
from 2.30pm to 7pm; Saturday from 10am to 12pm and
from 2pm to 5pm.

Mantes-la-Jolie

LE BOUCANIER
Île aux Dames
Allée des Iles Éric Tabarly
& + 33 1 30 63 70 30
www.leboucanier.net
boucanier@leboucanier.net
Open Tuesday to Saturday from 8 pm. Reservation
recommended. Menus from €27 to €38. Fixed rate formula:
€12 (Wednesday only). Groups welcome (for lunch only
on reservation). Entertainments.
This boat, which is at the same time a restaurant and a
pub, welcomes guests for exotic dinners on the Seine
River. Come and savour delicacies in a friendly and original
atmosphere with bay windows, metal and wood decor
(renovated in August 2014 and decorated with a shaded
terrace in summer), with objects dedicated to trips. The
cuisine is simple and made with fresh and traditional
produce. The menu changes every season and will seduce
your palate with the scallop tartar on its mentholated bed,
shrimp and calamari fritters, Chinese noodles, sesame oil
and soya sauce with honey, pan-fried pork tenderloin
with pears, bleu and asparagus, tiramisu and cherry
sauce, etc. In order to make his houseboat accessible for
all, the Captain prepared the «Crisis Menu» which allows
to choose a starter, a main course and a dessert among
the daily special for €12. This is a good reason to patiently
study the wine list! Another delight starts every evening
as from 10 pm. In a blues, jazz, pop rock and world music
atmosphere, bands offer concerts for the pleasure of those
who come for dinner or a drink. Note that salsa classes are
organised every first and third Sunday of the month. In
short, this is an ideal place to have some fun.

Montfort-lAmaury

MONT FORT-DE-FRANCE
6, place de la Libération
& +33 1 34 86 81 09 /+33 6 99 80 35 36
www.montfortdefrance.fr
Open Tuesday to Sunday for lunch and dinner. Sunday service
uninterrupted. Lunch menu week starter and main course
at E16. À la carte: Around E22. Terrace.
Are you looking for sun and culinary escape? Embark on
the Caribbean with this pleasant creole restaurant that

will make you discover exotic flavours of Martinique
specialities. Livia the owner and her team will do
everything to make you spend a delightful moment.
In this establishment opened in May 2014, the atmosphere is relaxed with a simple decor and small Madras
tablecloths. The menu, prepared with generosity by the
chefs Denis Marie-Sainte and Gianni Vallade, is more
authentic: you can start with cod accras, creole rolls or
wild avocado. You can continue with a chicken colombo,
shrimps with coconut milk or stew with old rum. And you
can finish on a fresh and sweet touch: mango carpaccio,
blanc-manger coconut or bananas flambéed. Small
terrace on the square when the sun is present. All that is
missing is the sound of the waves...

O’TOURS DE CRÊPES
22, rue de Paris & +33 1 34 86 01 62
Open Tuesday to Saturday for lunch and dinner. Open on
Sunday by reservation. Menu from E17.90 to E22.90 (for
dinner). À la carte: Around E17. Lunch menu: E13.90.
This small creperie is an authentic and convivial place
where you savor excellent homemade buckwheat
galettes, garnished with fresh ingredients. Local
producers are also honored, since the creperie supplies
itself to the Plaisir orchards for sparkling apple juice, or
the Budinerie farm for organic flour. Do you go in the
direction of Quiberon (egg, smoked bacon and andouille
of Guémené)? Would you like to make a stopover in
Saint-Malo (Scallops and leek fondue)? Will you choose
to go to Cancale (smoked salmon, crème fraîche and
chive)? You choose according to the mood and the
appetite of the day. For dessert, the menu offers a
whole variation of sweet wheat crepes: crepes flambéed
with Calvados, rum or Grand-Marnier, honey-lemon
crepe, caramelized apples, maple syrup or homemade
chocolate. For dinner, the gourmet formula will be
appreciated, which offers an assortment of mini-galettes
and mini-crepes to those who would like to taste all.
Some will prefer to choose a Savoyard fondue, from two
people. An excellent value for money.

Neauphle-le-Château
A human presence in the region dating ack to the
Neolithic period was revealed in the 19th century with
the discovery of cut flint axes, some copies of which
adorn the wedding hall of the town hall. The first Celts
settled here between 1,000 and 500 BC, the name is
Neauphle originates by the way from Celtic and means
“new temple”. During the modern era, the town was
famous because of the Grand-Marnier distillery in 1827,
which left the city in 2011, but with the large buildings
in the centre recall the existence. The establishment of
the Etablissement Perrier were also built during the
economic growth of the city in 1876, which was closed
down over the 1990s. After having important demographic boom between 1965 and 1995, the small town has
3,000 inhabitants today, and enjoys an always current
influence, proud of the presence of many celebrities
from the literary world (the writer Marguerite Duras
lived here), and the show (the Rufus actor).

Allée des Iles Eric Tabarly • Ile-aux-Dames
78200 Mantes-la-Jolie • Tel. +33 (0)1 30 63 70 30
www.leboucanier.net • boucanier@leboucanier.net
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LA GRIOTTE
58, avenue de la République
& +33 1 34 89 19 98
www.restaurant-la-griotte.fr
Open Tuesday to Saturday for lunch and dinner. Booking
advised. Menu from E37 to E42. À la carte: Around E50.
This family-run restaurant is on the road side, in a house
that looks out into the other side on a terrace and a
lovely flowered garden. The à la carte menu is short
– a guarantee of freshness – and enticing. Creative, the
cuisine highlights the quality of simple products prepared
by the chef whereas a dynamic team accommodates
you in room. Everything is home-made and respect
the seasonal ingredients. As starter, enjoy a pollack
carpaccio with raspberry and its finely diced vegetables;
as for the main course, a mid-cooked tuna fillet and its
vanilla emulsion, or as for meat, the chef likes to make
his guests discover pieces like the Camargue bull or
the Argentina beef. After a pear tatin in Gorgonzola
way, end with a Amandine tart with red plums. As for
marbled foie gras, speciality of the place, it is prepared in
a different way at each season. The establishment offers
a fine wine list where the grand crus mix with little and
still unknown treasures, and organizes «wine-cheeses»
evenings. Whisky lovers will find references from Scotland
and from Japan. The reception is cordial, and the service
is discrete and effective, the atmosphere is laid back.

Sleeping

LE CLOS SAINT NICOLAS
33, rue Saint-Nicolas
& +33 1 34 89 76 10
www.clos-saint-nicolas.com
mariefrance.drouelle@wanadoo.fr

pGîte de France (4 épis). 5 rooms. Single room from E79 to

E102; double room E117; suite E167. Breakfast
included. Extra bed: E25. Babies accommodated without
supplement. Pets allowed. Free Wifi. Satellite TV.
Located between Montfort Amaury and Versailles, Clos
Saint-Nicolas is a great Napoleon III-style mansion
with large and nicely decorated white windows, and
with the ochre pink walls. The three rooms upstairs are
equipped with private bathroom and private toilet with
independent access to the garden. Stylishly equipped
with furniture, they differs with their color – green,
vanilla colour or yellow –. At the ground floor, the two
guest houses are equipped with private facilities but
also with a kitchenette. The room potager, with ochre
and grey hues and a king size bed is very romantic; the
room vignes, on the ground level, is modern and spacious.
Guests can access to the Napoleon III lounge, which will
make them feel like in a family home. Having a breakfast
in the splendid 19th century veranda adjoining to the
house is a true moment of paradise and enabling you to
appreciate the beauty of the natural surrounding, and
that you can prolong readily by a walk in the park that
surrounds the residence.


DOMAINE DU VERBOIS
38, avenue de la République
& +33 1 34 89 11 78
www.hotelverbois.fr
verbois@hotelverbois.com

pqFs
22 rooms. Double room from E115 to E180. Breakfast:

E12. Extra bed: E15. Pets allowed (supplement E12).
Seminars. Receptions and weddings. Wifi.
The former large residence’s soft atmosphere reign in
this 19th century bourgeois estate, a gift from a Parisian
antique dealer for one of his mistresses. The estate is
located in the heart of a 3-hectare green and flowery park,
overlooking the Mauldre valley. The imposing building
boasts of comfortable rooms (bathroom, satellite TV,
direct telephone, wi-fi, mini-bar) and elegantly furnished
with varied atmospheres forging their personalities
(curtains and Toile-de-Jouy bedspreads, hearth, sofa),
overlooking the valley or the garden. The hotel has
a gourmet restaurant with a large terrace that hosts
regularly banquets, weddings and seminars. A tennis
court on the estate and golf courses nearby will delight
sports lovers.

Poissy
KAZ D’ÉPICES
36, boulevard Robespierre
POISSY
& +33 1 30 06 02 00
www.kazdepices.fr
Open Monday to Friday from 12pm to 2.30pm and from
7.30pm to 10pm; Saturday from 7.30pm to 10.30pm. Closed
Saturday for lunch and Sunday. Between E25 and E35.
After being a restaurant of West-Indian cuisine, then
a pizzeria, the establishment returns to sources and
serves now as delicious creole recipes: Spice Kaz and its
three barded fabric rooms with bright an warm colours
of the Caribbean can just only allure. Held by a smiling
team which take with a very good care the guest, it is
the Haitian chef Bermann Morancy who deals the pot
and embers of the restaurant: all the products which
compose main courses and desserts are fresh and mainly
homemade. Here a suggestion of meal: after a canoe of
accras to accompany aperitif, you can go on can with a
salad crossed with the Creole or a «Assièt moun’ N san
vian’ N» (dish creole vegetarian way), then it will be a beef
«timadan’m» stirfried (to the ginger and spices creole)
or a «Prawns party» in West-Indian (with coconut sauce
within tomato and creole spices), or perhaps classical
and tasty smoked sausage rougail (creole sausages,
spices, tomatos, chest of pork, lemon)... The desserts
are also a true exotic little marvels: the tart coconut
and its ginger ice-cream or the Haitian «Coupe première
république (1804)» will seduce the gourmets. Note that
all the main courses arrive with a creole typical garnish:
bananas plantains or creole rice, sweet potatoes. For the
lovers, a fine selection of flavoured rhums (45 in shop!)
and old rhums will close the debate, to be tasted in the
space provided for this purpose. An original and cordial
address tha you will leave with the smile.
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Rambouillet


OFFICE DE TOURISME DE RAMBOUILLET
Hôtel-de-Ville
Place de la Libération
& +33 1 34 83 21 21
www.rambouillet-tourisme.fr
contact@rambouillet-tourisme.fr
Open every day from 9.30am to 12pm and from 2.30pm
to 5.30pm. In July and August, open from 9.30am to
12pm and from 2pm to 6pm.

Sightseeing

CHÂTEAU DE RAMBOUILLET
& +33 1 34 83 00 25

mClosed January 1st, May 1st, 1st and November 11th,

December 25th and Tuesday during the official stays.
Low season: open Wednesday to Monday and public
holidays of 9: 50 at 12pm and 13: 50 at 5pm. High
season: Wednesday to Monday and public holidays
from 9am to 12pm and of 13: 50 at 6pm. Free for
under 25-year-olds (free for unemployed people, on
presentation of a certificate of less than 6 months and
the disabled people with guide). Adult: E3. Group
(20 people): E2.80.
Jehan Bernier (provost of Paris) was named «the
kingdom’s sovereign informant of Water and Forests»
by King Charles V, and had to settle at Rambouillet in
1368 where he acquired a modest mansion, which he
turned into a fortress. Under the Angennes families,
the estate was enlarged, and the castle welcomed
François I, François II and Mary Stuart, Catherine de
Medicis, Charles IX, the Duke of Guise (the beginnings of the League), and Henri II and Henri IV. In
the late 18th century, Louis XVI bought Rambouillet
and invited Marie-Antoinette: the king make the

Knife & Fork

LE CHEVAL ROUGE
78, rue du Général-de-Gaulle
& +33 1 30 88 80 61
www.cheval-rouge.fr
Open Thursday to Monday for lunch and dinner. Set
menu at E39. Children’s menu: E15.
Le Cheval Rouge is an authentic and warm establishment, which offers a brasserie menu in a wine bar way
at lunchtime: brasserie boards, generous salads and
hamburger and French fries, but also presents a nice
restaurant side. The manager presents a traditional
cuisine, which varies according to the various seasons
and the findings of the market. You taste homemade
salmon smoked with beechwood and lemon curd
cream, then a monkfish medallion and creamy sauce
with Parmesan or an Angus sirloin with fleur de sel,
before concluding with a rhubarb apple tart and
vanilla ice-cream.

CHEZ MARTIN
35, rue Chasles
& +33 1 34 83 90 99
bistrotmartin@gmail.com
Open Tuesday to Saturday for lunch and dinner. À la
carte: Around E32 (excluding drinks).
By entering this picturesque paved courtyard, you
will discover the beautiful red and grey front of
Chez Martin, which shelters an elegant interior with
contemporary accents. Hospitality permeates the
place, which combines the friendliness of the bistro
with the quality of a local cuisine. On the menu, an
authentic bistro cuisine, skilfully made and available
through the market produce. Between nostalgia
and modernity, you will rediscover the classics, still
current. As a starter, you will treat yourself with a soft
boiled organic egg, bündnerfleisch and Jerusalem
artichoke cream, then a homemade burger, a monkfish
tail in osso-bucco style, or a bluefin tuna steak. You
will end on an excellent homemade dessert: roasted
camembert, pear poached in wine or creme brulee
with orange blossom. In the evening, the atmosphere
becomes more cosy, but always retains its beautiful
friendliness. Good to know: the programme of dinner
concerts, like random jazz, to follow on the Facebook
page of the restaurant.

PARIS AND ITS REGION

Although a village is identified from 768, the city itself
has little more than two hundred years. Its historical
centre, whose expansion works were carried in 1783 by
Louis XVI who has just acquired the estate, are interrupted during the Revolution. Several neighbourhoods
are nevertheless built, and the city extends mainly to
the east. In 1849, the arrival of the railway marked
the beginning of a strong urban growth and causes
a significant increase of population during the 19th
century. With Félix Faure as chairman, in 1896, the
castle was the summer residence of the presidents.
It will be later and until today the headquarters of
many international events. However, since the end
of 2009, the castle is not part of the presidential
residences. The city has retained the image of the
former coaching inn on the road of Chartres. The
houses of the 18th century, the Sheepfold, the Dairy
of the queen and the town hall built by Louis XVI, just
as the palace of the king of Rome built by Napoléon
I, but also the church of the second Empire, the large
bourgeois houses of the Belle Epoque or the seaside
villas of the interwar period, bear witness to the
splendour of the city.

Jacques-Jean Thevenin the architect build a dairy
where the queen could have tasted the cheese from
the neighbouring farm, where Louis XVI introduced
merino sheep bought in Spain. In 1804, Napoleon I
decided to restore the dilapidated monument (but
also its garden and its water system); Marie- Louise
the Empress, took refuge there 10 years later. The
castle hosted Louis XVIII and Charles X successively,
and without much interest, Louis-Philippe, found
different tenants between 1834 and 1852, when
Napoleon III returned to the estate in the civil list
without really residing there. In 1896, it became the
summer and the hunting residence for the presidents
of the Republic.
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À LA BICHE
48, rue Groussay & +33 1 34 83 00 67
www.alabiche.fr
gil.testaut@alabiche.fr
From E60 to E70 for a room. E6 for a breakfast. Pets
allowed (E6). Catering facilities (service daily for lunch
and dinner, menu E15).
A simple establishment in a friendly atmosphere that
is an institutional stopover at low prices. One does not
stop there for comfort, the rooms are functional and
modestly equipped (shower and tv), but rather for
value for money adapted to the modest budgets, or
to enjoy the pleasures of a traditional french cuisine
that the chef with fresh ingredients and game in
season. wi-fi access is now available.

SAINT-CHARLES 78**
15, rue Groussay
& +33 1 34 83 06 34
www.hotel-stcharles-rambouillet.fr
hotelstcharles@wanadoo.fr

p15 rooms. Double room E75. Breakfast: E9.50. Pets

allowed (E6). Internet access. Free Wifi.
Less than one kilometre from the castle, very close
the centre and the forest, this hotel is very simple
but offers good value for money. The 14 rooms offer
all the necessary comfort. Families will particularly
appreciate the place since they can enjoy a room for
five people at a reasonable rate. The bus stops, which
are not far away, allow you to get around easily.

Saint-Germain-en-Laye
The site of Saint-Germain-en-Laye was first inhabited
by Gallo-Romans and then by the Merovingian ones. In
the 10th century, king Robert the Pious, which enjoyed
to hunt in the forest of Laye, ordered the construction
of a monastery in honour of Saint-Germain de Paris,
on the site of the current Saint-Germain church. But
the city really took its rise in 1124, when Louis IV Le
Gros built a royal residence, in place of the current
Château-Vieux. The building will be destroyed in 1346,
during the Hundred years War, and then rebuilt by
Charles V (the chapel dating back to 1235, is the only
original feature of the castle which you can admire
today). In 1556, Henri II decided to setup near the Seine
a building called «Maison du Théâtre de la Baignerie»
because of its stunning views of the river: thus was
born Château-Neuf. Enlarged, arranged, the place was
particularly famous for its terraced gardens. In 1638,
the future Sun King was born in the castle. During the
Fronde, he often took refuge in Saint-Germain, and,
later, amazing shows such as pieces of Molière and
compositions of Lully will be created here. Despite
this prestigious setting, the courtyard will end up
forsaking the castle at the end of the 17th century.
It was not until the arrival of the cousin of Louis XIV,
Jacques II of England, king of Scotland, then exiled
in France. In 1777, Louis XVI donated the castle to his

brother the Count of Artois. During the Revolution,
Château-Vieux will be transformed into a prison,
and under the Restoration, a barracks. The city has
experienced fresh impetus with the construction of
the railway in 1837 and the stay of Queen Victoria in
1855, who went on the tomb of her ancestor Jacques
II. Thanks to this visit, Napoleon III was interested
in his turn to the castle. Passionate about history
and archeology, he decided to setup a Gallo-Roman
museum, inaugurated in 1867 as the Museum of
National Antiquities. During the Second World War,
the German High Command will be at the Henri IV
pavillon-. The city became sub-prefecture in 1962 and
saw the arrival of the RER ten years later. Thanks to
this rise and the policy of renovation of its houses and
the city centre, Saint-Germain-en-Laye has preserved
its charm of provincial town while being one of the
largest open-air shopping malls in France.

Sightseeing

CHÂTEAU DE SAINTGERMAIN-EN-LAYE – MUSÉE
D’ARCHÉOLOGIE NATIONALE
Place Charles-de-Gaulle
& +33 1 39 10 13 00
www.musee-archeologienationale.fr
reservation.man@gmx.fr

lm
Open all year. The museum is open every day, except

Tuesday, from 10am to 5pm. The access to the national
estate of Saint Germain free is open of 8am until the
sunset. Free for under 25-year-olds. Adult: E7 (reduced
rate E5.50).
Two buildings previously existed before the present
Saint-Germain-en-Laye castle, rebuilt by the architect
Pierre Chambige under the order of François Ier in
1539. Model of Renaissance architecture, the building
presents an original form because of its layout, which
takes up the foundations of the preceding construction, and the conservation of older elements such as
the Sainte-Chapelle built between 1230 and 1238 by
Saint Louis. Born in Château Neuf in 1938, Louis
XIV spent part of his childhood in Château Vieux
before staying regularly as king from 1660.Between
1666 and 1682, the castle was the headquarters of the
government and the court, before the latter’s move to
Versailles. In 1862, Napoleon III decided to set up the
«Antiquities, Celtic and Gallo-Roman Museum» in the
Saint-Germain castle and entrusted the restoration of
the dilapidated monument to Eugène Millet, a pupil
of Viollet-le-Duc. Fully provided thanks to donations
since then, the National Antiquities Museum presents
archaeological collections among the richest of the
world, depicting human activities on the French
territory from prehistory to Charlemagne. We will not
miss to admire some 30,000 objects among which the
famous lady of Brassempouy made of 22,000 years-old
mammoth ivory, menhirs statues, massive gold of the
Bronze Age, the Gallo-Roman mosaic of Saint-Romainen-Gal (Rhône) and the Merovingian ornaments found

Saint-Germain-en-Laye - YVELINES

in the Saint-Denis Basilica. Visits and activities are
organised for children with themes like «Painting like
prehistoric men» or the «Archaeological excavation».
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AU PETIT BOUILLON
3, rue du Vieil-Abreuvoir
& +33 1 30 87 05 58
www.facebook.com/aupetitbouillon
Open Tuesday to Saturday for lunch and dinner. Loyalty
card, takeouts. À la carte: Around E25. Terrace. Activities.
Whisky tasting by reservation. Privatizable room.
With its wooden front, its checkered tablecloths,
its buffet in an early style and its small oven, you
immediately feel at home in this restaurant that looks
like a bistro of yesteryear with its regular clientele.
Florence talks with each guest. She improvises a
children or a vegetarian menu in a twinkle of an eye,
if you ask her. These are actually her own recipes that
are on the menu. The dishes prepared using market
produce and change every day: for starter, stuffed
mushrooms or fine apple tart with black pudding; for
main course, skate with brown butter or rabbit with
monbazillac and its fresh pasta; finally, for dessert,

mirabelle plums with cream or chocolate mousse. In
the evening, the menu is short but favours quality
products: beef steak in carpaccio, Black Angus, baba
with old plum... Tastings (whiskies, champagnes and
wines) are organised, upon reservation, in a vaulted
room of 20 seats, which you can also privatise for
events. Take-away for the dishes and the homemade
tarts (according to availability or on request).

Sleeping

L’ERMITAGE DES LOGES***
11, avenue des Loges
& +33 1 39 21 50 90
www.ermitagedesloges.fr
hotel@ermitagedesloges.com

Abpa
Open all year. Reception 24/24. 56 rooms. Single room

from E106 to E140; double room from E124 to E157;
triple room from E138 to E174. Buffet breakfast:
E13 (E15 for a breakfast continental in room. 8,20E
for the children). Extra bed: E30. Parking. Weekend
single room from E92.50, double E104.50, triple
E113. American Express, Diners Club. Pets allowed (small
animals, E10). Seminars. Receptions and weddings. Free
wi-fi. Catering (seasonal menu from E35, all inclusive
menu at E35 Friday evening). Satellite TV, Canal+.
Excursions.
L’Ermitage des Loges is located on the edge of the
Saint-Germain-en-Laye forest, not far from RER, in a
very quiet environment facing the castle’s park. With
its early twentieth century facade, it is a stylish, lively
and very warm establishment that welcomes guests in
its comfortable spaces. The rooms are colourful, bright
and well equipped with bathrooms, satellite television,
direct telephone, wi-fi access, working desk and mini-bar,
overlooking either the landscaped garden or the avenue
des Loges and its extensive view. The hotel’s restaurant,
the «Saint Exupéry», offers a traditional cuisine served in
the dining room or on the terrace. For your receptions,
five flexible lounges of a total surface area of 400 m² can
welcome up to 320 guests.

Going Out

THE BITTER END
20, rue Saint-Pierre
& 01 34 51 90 09
www.bitter-end.fr

oOpen all year. Every day from 11 am to 1 am. Happy hours. Menu at E12.50 and E15.15, child’s menu E6.60 and

daily special at E9.85. American Express, Chèque Restaurant. Terrace. Catering. Activities.
This English pub offers good value for money, with a homemade English food: fish and chips, cheesecakes...
As for beer, no worries, the boss gets his supplies from the other side of the English Channel and you can enjoy
a pint of Adnams, with its chips with typically English aromas. The place broadcasts sport on a specialised
channel, English football games in particular, and you can participate in a general knowledge quiz on Sunday
night. The very British atmosphere is really fantastic there and it is very cosmopolitan, especially with many
families and young people attending the international school who like to meet there.

PARIS AND ITS REGION


L’ÉTABLE DE SAINT-GERMAIN
44, rue des Louviers
& +33 1 39 73 14 31
letabledesaintgermain@gmail.com
Open from Tuesday to Saturday and on Sunday morning.
À la carte: Around E15. Terrace. Take-away. Shop.
L’Etable – between the delicatessen and the restaurant
- is, to say the least, an original place where we pick a
stunning variety of quality products. We get seated in
this small space to order cheese and deli meats which
arrive on platters with fresh breads. We can even
help ourselves in the surrounding products! Various
themes punctuate the seasons at L’Etable and you
can occasionally try a delicious fondue or raclette
which we will remember for a long time... The place
is small so better be early. Let’s also mention the
terrace which is very pleasant in summer.
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Versailles
Versailles was born from Louis XIV’s whim, the Sun-King,
who wanted a castle in his image: radiating. He was
therefore surrounded by the greatest architects, extended
the castle of Louis XIII, ordered the construction of the
gardens and built the «Ville Neuve». The different kings
who succeeded Louis XIV contributed to the growing
success of the city. In addition to the castle and its
dependencies, amongst the unmissable of the city, it is
necessary to include the historic districts (Notre-Dame,
Vieux-Versailles, Montreuil), the room of Jeu De Paume
and the Saint-Louis cathedral.

OFFICE DE TOURISME DE VERSAILLES
2 bis, avenue de Paris
& +33 1 39 24 88 88
www.versailles-tourisme.com
tourisme@ot-versailles.fr

onlm
From April to October Tuesday to Sunday from 9am to 7pm

and Monday from 10am to 6pm. From November to March
Tuesday to Saturday from 9am to 6pm, Sunday and Monday
from 11am to 5pm. WiFi free. Closed on December 25th,
on January 1st and on May 1st. Tourism & Disability label.

Sightseeing

PALACE OF VERSAILLES
Place d’Armes
& +33 1 30 83 78 00
www.chateauversailles.fr
Open all year. Low season: Tuesday to Sunday from 9 am
to 5: 30 pm. High season: Tuesday to Sunday from 9 am
to 6: 30 pm. Free for under 18-year-olds (free for under
25-year-olds for the members of the European Union).
Adult: E15. Reduced rate E13. 1 Passport day: E18.
As soon as of 1623, Louis XIII built in Versailles «a hunting
meeting place, a small castle for gentleman», made of
bricks, stone and slates, in which he enjoyed himself so
much that he had it enlarged by his engineer and architect
Philibert Le Roy: this first version of the Château de
Versailles corresponds today to the buildings surrounding
Cour de Marbre. From 1661 to 1668, the young Louis XIV
had it beautified by Louis Le Vau. But this «small Château
de Cartes», according to Saint-Simon’s expression, was
too narrow, and further expansion was ordered to the
architect. He began the construction of the «envelope»
around the original small castle from 1668 to 1670. The
central terrace, inspired by Italian models, was completed
after the death of Le Vau in 1670 by François d’Orbay. The
white stone facades, which encircle the old castle made
of brick and stone, were qualified still by Saint-Simon,
«the beautiful and the ugly, the vast and the strangled
were sewn together». On the 6th of May 1682, Versailles
became the main residence of Court de France, at the
expense of the Louvre and Saint-Germain: the galerie
des Glaces, symbol of the absolute monarch’s power was
built (1678-1684) on the old terrace of the new castle,
and, under the orders of Jules Hardouin-Mansart, an
architect quickly raised the wings of the North and South,
Orangerie, the Stables, the Grand Commun, and finally

the chapel, last major construction of the Sun King era,
completed in 1710 by Robert de Cotte. At the end of the
reign of Louis XV, in 1770, Ange-Jacques Gabriel built the
Opera and set about transforming the façades of the city.
But only the right pavilion, known as the Gabriel Pavilion,
was actually rebuilt, according to the rules of classical
architecture. Inside, the construction of the great staircase
known as «Grand Degré», began in 1772, and was only
completed in 1985; on the other side of the courtyard,
the symmetrical house, commissioned by Napoléon I,
was built in 1814.
The castle was later transformed under Louis-Philippe, who
decided to raise a historic museum dedicated to «all the
glories of France»; he placed many orders with the greatest
painters, who traced in their works the country’s history.

HALLES ET MARCHÉ NOTRE-DAME
Carrés du Marché-Notre-Dame
It was in the 18th century, under the reign of Louis XV,
that the stalls began to settle on the market place. The
permanent covered markets were, when it comes to
them, built in 1841. A true economic heart of the city, at
the intersection of the shopping street of the Parish and
the main traverse axis of circulation, the Notre-Dame
market has a very picturesque setting. It’s pleasant to
stroll there, shop or simply go there to feel the pulse of the
city. Its four buildings are still named after the products
they once exhibited: Carré à la Viande, Carré à la Marée,
Carré à la Farine and Carré aux Herbes. For the record, it
was in Carré à la Farine that Poids-le-Roi was located, a
public weighing system based on measurements, and
used during the sale of food products. Today, the name
of each carré (square) doesn’t necessarily match what
you see there; the covered market still contain foods, as
for the place, you will find according to the days a food
market or not.

MUSÉE DE L’HISTOIRE DE FRANCE
Château de Versailles & +33 1 30 83 78 00
www.museehistoiredefrance.fr
From April to October: open Tuesday to Sunday from 9am
to 6.30pm. Closed cash desk at 17: 50. From November to
March: open Tuesday to Sunday from 9am to 5.30pm. Cash
desks closing at 16: 50. Adult: E15. Reduced rate: E13.
Installed in a part of Versailles castle and inaugurated
in 1837, the History of France museum was built by the
order of king Louis-Philippe, and dedicated to «all the
Glories of France». He presents, according to his wish, the
works illustrating the highlights of the national history,
and evokes his great men, from the reign of Clovis. Three
thousand paintings were commissioned by the king to
all artists of his time, including Eugène Delacroix, to
accompany the older works drawn from the national
collections. Louis-Philippe made a part of the castle
apartments dedicated to receive works, and decorate the
historical fresco rooms. The current establishment launched
the museum reparcelling in the Aile du Midi, distinct from
the «Versailles royal» that can be discovered in other parts
of the castle. The work, still ongoing, is accompanied by a
provided website. Some of the rooms can be discovered
in the free tour of the monument – rooms of Sacre and
1792, Galerie des Batailles, room of 1830 - and others
only during guided tours.

© MARIE JO GOLOVINE - FOTOLIA
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Inside the Château de Versailles.

The gardens of the château de Versailles.
© CLAUDE COQUILLEAU - FOTOLIA

Entry of the château de Versailles.

Flowers beds in front of the château de Versailles.
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PARC ET JARDINS
DU DOMAINE NATIONAL
DE VERSAILLES
Château de Versailles
& +33 1 30 83 78 00
www.chateauversailles.fr
Low season: open every day from 8am to 6pm. High season:
every day from 7am to 8.30pm. Low season from November
1st to March 31st. Free. The gardens are paying in high
season at the time of Large Musical Water. Guided tour
(E7). Jardin remarquable label.
The success of Nicolas Fouquet, Intendent of Finance at
Vaux-le-Vicomte was so unbearable to Louis XIV that
he decided to transform the hunting lodge at Versailles
into a field worthy of the Sun King. Without hesitation,
he summons those to whom we owe the magnificence
of Vaux; the gardener André Le Nôtre, the architect Louis
Le Vau and the designer Charles Le Brun. More than a
quarter century of work was required to reshape and
drain 15,000 hectares of what will become world reference
for garden.
At Versailles, trained in architecture but also in painting
in the Simon Vouet’s workshop, André Le Nôtre built the
model of the French formal garden which the whole
Europe came to admire and copy. The general layout is
geometric and rigorous; around a main axis are arranged
walkways with stars, pruned trees making up a real plant
architecture, pools liven up by water games, while the
symmetry is stepped on several levels.

French Bakery

MAISON GUINON
60, rue de la Paroisse & +33 1 39 50 01 84
maisonguinon@orange.fr
Open Tuesday to Saturday from 7 am to 8 pm; Sunday
until 1:30 pm.
Headquartered in Versailles since 1802, a few steps
from the famous Place du Marché, this house is
one of the institutions of the royal city. The place
has kept its old character, the so attractive facade
catches the eyes of passers-by, and breads, pastries
and viennoiseries are all fresh and quality. The
traditional baguette is a safe bet, which gets out hot
from the oven every hour til the closing. The pastries
are a feast for the eyes and the palate as well and
among successes, let’s cite: the melting pies with
fruits, the Saveur Gourmande, the macaroon filled
with salted butter caramel and whole raspberries,
and the very new iced nougat which attracts more
and more lovers. Gourmets will have a treat with
«Géant tout chocolat», a big cake that can be cut
to the size of your choice. You will also like the
pastries, the dry petit fours, and will dream as for
the confectionery in front of the chocolates, barley
sugar, marsh mallows and share-nougats. The lunch
menus, to take away, have also a bright success. A
qualitative and friendly bakery, which also offers
a catering and delivery.

Knife & Fork

LE BŒUF À LA MODE
Place du Marché-Notre-Dame
4, rue au Pain
& +33 1 39 50 31 99
www.leboeufalamode-versailles.com
leboeufalamode78@wanadoo.fr
Open every day from 8: 30 am to 12 am. Continuous service
from 12 pm to 12 am. Menus from E17.20 to E32. Lunch
menu: E17.20 (starter/main course or main course/dessert,
one half-bottle of water or a glass of wine or a draught beer
and a coffee). Breakfast: E4.50. Terrace.
This welcoming brasserie of the 1930’s with an
authentic decor serves a good quality traditional cuisine.
The establishment has been awarded the Maître
Restaurateur Label in January 2013 and offers a menu
which changes according to market supplies and mainly
the seasons. As a starter, you can savour grilled marrowbone with Guérande salt or a dish of beautiful pata negra,
followed by main courses such as the timeless beef tartare,
five hour lamb shoulder or tasty French Burger made
with homemade bread and accompanied by sauce and
homemade chips. Though the restaurant focuses on meat,
fish lovers are not left out as the menu also has excellent
sea produce: roasted cod steak or bar fillet and its mashed
potatoes with salted butter will give you a treat. Finally,
the meal is completed with popular gourmet coffee or
stunning île flottante, one of the house specialities. The
restaurant can accommodate groups (business clientele
or family) in its lounge and offers full privatization as
from about thirty people. Note that the restaurant also
offers a breakfast formula as from 8: 30 am and it is one
of the rare hotels in Versailles to serve continuously from
mid-day to mid-night.

LA PLACE
17, rue Colbert & +33 1 39 49 09 52
www.restaurant-la-place-versailles.fr
Open daily for lunch and dinner. Carte: about E15. Terrace.
Within walking distance from the place d’Arme, add this
pancake restaurant to the list of your favourite addresses.
The contemporary decor is elegant with chrome, beige
and anthracite shades and offers a small boudoir side
of Versailles in good taste facing the castle. The value
for money of the dishes is unbeatable for a very wide
choice of galettes, pancakes and delicious salads. For
those who like Italian flavours, you can choose Roma
galette with its mozzarella, its smoked ham, tomatoes and
eggplant confit; for gourmet needs, you have the choice
between tatin, hot banana with Nutella, ice-creams and
all these little goodies that perfectly match with pancakes.
A favourite for a good relaxing time, everything is sold
at affordable prices. New in 2014: a new more elaborate
menu, where you will find new product range such as Le
Burger de La Place with its blinis with buckwheat flour and
small fried potatoes, the Landes galette with duck confit,
or the renowned homemade Cesar salad. For dessert, you
can try the new Gigi pancake (homemade almond paste,
whipped cream and homemade chocolate). Do not forget
that on sunny days, the shaded terrace gives direct views
of the Versailles Castle.

From Monday to Friday
from 11 am till 3 pm
and 18.30 - 23
Saturday and Frinday
from 11am till 23pm

17, rue Colbert 78000 Versailles
Tel: +33 (0)1 39 49 09 52
creperielaplaceversailles

19, rue de la Pourvoierie 78000 Versailles
Tel: +33(0)1 30 21 90 90
FACEBOOK: Cameleone Cafe Versailles • INSTAGRAM: Cameleonecafeversailles
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BRASSERIE DES HALLES
84, rue de la Paroisse & +33 1 39 50 64 17
www.labrasseriedeshalles.com
Open every day from 11 am to 11 pm. Evenings jazz Friday
for dinner. Menu from E18 to E25. Carte: Around E25.
It’s plain to see that we are in a very neat bistro. The
decoration is a blend of contemporary and retro style
with balck and white pictures, old posters and enamel
sign hung on the walls, comfortable seats and a whole
wall is reserved for the bottles carefully packed in the
crates. Bistro cuisine is respected with generous traditional recipes: poached eggs in a red wine sauce, egg
in pot with foie gras or small scallops gratin with garlic
butter, béarnaise steak, veal kidneys with mustard
or roast cod fillet with olive oil sauce as main course.
The atmosphere is very friendly, and the cuisine is traditional and gourmet. The bistro is also a wine bar and you
can enjoy there charcuterie platters or tapas. The plus is
the live jazz on Friday nights.

LE CAMELEONE CAFÉ
19, rue de la Pourvoierie
& +33 1 30 21 90 90
Open every day at noon and in the evening. Carte:
approximately 25 E.
This pleasant restaurant has new owners! Inside there
are corrugated iron and the walls alternate yellow and
grey colours, and it is as if we were in a Californian shop
bordering the Pacific... The Cameleone’s bet is to enable
its guests to travel down the latitudes where it is sunnier.
On the menu there is a selection of eclectic dishes of
both Italian and world food which respect the quality
and freshness of products. Start with a plate of three or
six antipasti – guacamole, Parma ham and spinach in
peanut butter – then a plate of fresh homemade pasta
– such as linguine with chicken, home-made foie gras
like tagliatelle. Or a more exotic dish like tandoori chicken
skewers, the trio of quesadillas or the famous Californian
Burger! The dessert tray offers Anglo-Saxon recipes:
cheesecake with raspberry sauce, pecan pie or brownie
with peanut butter ice cream. This busy place on the Market
Square has a dynamic and pleasant staff. The asset of the
restaurant is its terrace which can accommodate 70 people.

LE CARRÉ AUX CRÊPES
22, rue d’Anjou & +33 1 39 49 50 47
www.lecarreauxcrepes.fr
Open Tuesday to Saturday for lunch and dinner.
À la carte: Around E17.
We jostle in this establishment which however has space to
accommodate guests with two rooms and a terrace on the
pavement. As for the decor, the walls are covered with Art
Deco posters on the theme of... Brittany, of course. The chef
of this creperie, Luc Roux, who probably fell into pancake
batter when he was young, trained at Ecole Nationale de
Crêperie in Côtes-d’Armor before taking the Breton torch in
one of the Royal squares. So he is the author of the book
«Le Tour du monde des crêpes» (The world tour of crêpes) in
which he shares his know-how and his imagination for the
creation of excellent pancakes. The atmosphere is friendly
and the pancakes are original, like the Basse Bretagne
(scallops on home cooked spring vegetable), or Endivette
(endive with cream, smoked ham, Roquefort, Emmental,

curry). As for crêpes with wheat, special mention for the
Choc Coco, with its homemade coconut cream, vanilla
ice cream and its hot chocolate. The younger ones will
enjoy the famous Moussaillon crepe, garnished with
homemade chocolate! In addition to unmissable caramel
with salted butter, a selection of products specifically from
Brittany enriches the menu: the Druids’ Jelly and the milk
jam and salted butter. Without forgetting the wide choice
of Breton drinks that the restaurant offers: draught cider
«Val De Rance», chouchen, Breton beers Lancelot, or beers
from the nearby Chevreuse valley. A good address in the
oldest quarter of Versailles.

XXL CAFÉ
15, rue de la Pourvoirie & +33 1 39 51 43 36
www.xxlcafe.com – contact@xxlcafe.fr
Open every day from 6 am to 12 am. Open until 2 am on
Friday and Saturday. Carte: about E30. Daily special:
E10 (fixed rate formulas from E13 to E18).
Here is an establishment which has quickly set up its
habits. In a recently renovated, warm and relaxed setting,
you will be welcomed with a rare friendliness. As for the
menu, the bistro cuisine is regularly renewed. Meat and
fish dishes vary depending on supply coming straight
from Rungis. Oyster bar, seafood platters or butcher’s
piece; focus is on generosity. Large plates are copious,
like the place (and its name), and its service is very
friendly. The atmosphere changes at dinner time: the
tables are covered with napkins, the atmosphere and
the menu become more sophisticated, and if you wish
to extend the evening, the establishment offers a lounge
bar in the basement for you to sip a cocktail and enjoy
the musical entertainment. An original establishment
where you like to linger!

Sleeping

HÔTEL PULLMAN CHÅTEAU
DE VERSAILLES****
2 bis, avenue de Paris
& +33 1 39 07 46 46
www.pullmanhotels.com
h1300@accor.com

Acaj
152 rooms (including 5 suites). Double room from E160;

suite from E280. Breakfast included (Fast breakfast: 14E).
At the gates of the château de Versailles, just behind the
Écuries, stands a porch classified Historical monument
which opens on the smart Pullman hotel, installed on
the site of the artillery rides built by Napoleon III. Its topof-the-range rooms have a decor combining modernity
with a certain refinement in the taste of Versailles, and
are very comfortable. Here, the bedding is of excellent
quality, conducive to the best sleeps. The travellers have
a bathroom, a minibar with mineral water, a flat-screen
television, a desk and a Wifi access. The establishment
also has a renowned restaurant, the «Lm Caffè», which
is in line with the «lounge» trend with a menu of new
cuisine type, inventive and refined. It is possible to have
lunch or dinner in the room, or on the pleasant terrace of
the establishment, overlooking Les Manèges.

South-West

Pont de Pierre in Bordeaux.
© ALEXANDER DEMYANENKO – FOTOLIA

AQUITAINE
Dordogne
Belvès
Coming from the foot of Belvès village, ranked among
the «most beautiful villages in France» and the green
holiday resorts, you keep an eye on the imposing view
of the roof contours above the rocky outcrop dominating the Nauze valley. All eras coexist in this village
that has seven «towers» and whose basement is dug
underground.
The Tourist Office offers tours of the troglodyte dwellings
(information on +33 5 53 29 10 20). The Auditeur tower
of the 12th, the Hall of the 15th, the house of Consuls,
the church of the 14th, the belfry of 15th belfry, the keep
and ramparts... many good reasons to walk in the quiet
streets. With its elevated position, Belvès allows your eye
to dive into the hilly landscapes of the surroundings,
inviting to discover on foot, mountain bike or horseback
according to your taste – 120 km of marked trails. From
April 15th to September 15th, you can visit the troglodyte
houses located under the place d’Armes, by contacting
the Syndicat d’initiative. This medieval village is also
green holiday resort.

OFFICE DE TOURISME DU PAYS DE BELVES
1, rue Filhols
& +33 5 53 29 10 20
www.perigordnoir-valleedordogne.com
contact@tourisme-belves.com
Low season: open Monday to Saturday from 9am to
12.30pm and from 2.30pm to 7pm. High season: every
day from 9am to 7pm.

Sightseeing

CHÂTEAU DE BELVÈS
45, rue Jacques-Manchotte
& +33 6 89 99 08 77
www.chateaudebelves.fr
Closed from October to July. High season: open every day
from 10am to 5pm. Adult: E5. Child: E2.
The Duquesne, owners of the castle, have decided to
open it to the public for a very short period (August
20 to September 30) in order to make people discover
the frescoes rooms dating from the fifteenth century.
These medieval paintings which were restored in 2011 are
rather a unique representation in Aquitaine of chivalrous
historic scenes on the background of stylized landscape.
They show the nine valiant knights: Alexander, Cesar and
Hector; the biblical heroes like Joshua, Judas and David
and the Christian heroes Charlemagne, King Arthur and

Godfrey of Bouillon as well as the scene of the history of
Belvès in 1470. Stroll in the garden and an unforgettable
view of Nauze valley.

Knife & Fork

LE HOME
3, place de la Croix-des-Frères
& +33 5 53 29 01 65
www.lehomedebelves.fr
contact@lehomedebelves.fr
Open all year. Daily for lunch and dinner. Menu from
E20 to E26. À la carte: Around E40. Children’s menu:
E7.50. Lunch menu: E14. Garden. Terrace.
In summer, the terrace of this hotel and restaurant
is overcrowded. It is not surprising at all because it is
surrounded by greenery and sheltered under a large
awning. In winter, you huddle inside to forget the
wintry weather and immerse yourself in the menu
that changes with the seasons, but always made with
local and Aquitaine produce. Père William – this is the
name of the restaurant – offers traditional cuisine
based local cuisine: escalope of foie gras fried with
strawberry country, box of foie gras with Monbazillac
and its fig chutney, monkfish medallions and prawns
with belly and citrus, chocolate profiteroles lemon zests
and orange confits. Note that the bread is homemade
and the chef also provides catering service. The restaurant room is nicely decorated and very clear, and the
welcome is very warm. The hotel offers comfortable
rooms accommodation in single and double room with
free wi-fi and breakfast served in the dining room or in
your room. Possibility of half board. The pool is large
and very pleasant.

Bergerac
The city of Bergerac was born in the Middle Ages on
the banks of the Dordogne, at the mouth of Caudeau.
The old Bergerac was restored allowing pleasant walks
through the old streets.
Around the church of Saint-Jacques , place Pélissière
slopes gently to the place du Doctor - Cayla, where
you will discover the temple and the place du Myrpe,
on which the statue of Cyrano stands, an adopted
child of Bergerac, which has never existed in reality.
On quai Salvette, at the foot of which water of the
Dordogne runs, you can enjoy a beautiful view of
the old roofs and the brick old bridge that joins the
Madeleine district.

Dordogne - AQUITAINE

OFFICE DE TOURISME DE BERGERAC
97, rue Neuve-d’Argenson
& +33 5 53 57 03 11
www.bergerac-tourisme.com
contact@bergerac-tourisme.com
Low season: open Monday to Saturday from 9.30am to
1pm and from 2pm to 6.30pm. High season: Monday to
Saturday from 9.30am to 7.30pm. Schedule in June and
September: from 9.30am to 1pm and from 2pm to 7pm.

Sightseeing

Knife & Fork

LE BISTRO DU COIN
6, rue du Colonel de Chadois
& +33 5 53 57 77 56
www.lebistroducoin-bergerac.fr
lebistroducoin@orange.fr
Open all year. From Thursday to Monday for lunch and
dinner. Menus from E15 to E19.50. À la carte: around
E25.
In this bistro the chef takes inspiration from the market
or the seasonal products while constantly preserving
local products. His cuisine is relatively classic: chicken
skewers with soya sauce; Perigordian duck chopped
steak and guinea fowl supreme with ceps. For dessert,
apple tart with nuts was perfect. The tables are laid with
tablecloths and white cloth napkins. The terrace is very
pleasant in summer.

CLÉMENT’IN
Jardiland
Route d’Agen
& +33 5 53 58 43 40
Open all year. Only for lunch. Menus from E12 to E16.
Carte: about E19. Lunch menu: E12. Mixed salads
from E7.50.
Located in the heart of the Jardiland shop, this restaurant
is pleasant with its setting that is modern or bucolic in

Sleeping

HÔTEL DE FRANCE
18, place Gambetta
& +33 5 53 57 11 61
www.hoteldefrance-bergerac.com
hoteldefrance15@wanadoo.fr

Abcxpas
Open all year. 20 rooms. Double room from E65 to E78.

Breakfast: E10. Closed parking: E9. Free Wifi. Satellite TV.
A few meters from the pedestrian streets of the old town
of Bergerac, this beautifully renovated hotel is run by a
charming couple. The rooms are pleasant thanks to the
modern amenities and some have air conditioning. For
your well-being, during your stay, the shaded courtyard
is available for a drink and relaxation next to the pool.
Finally thanks to the private garages, you have all the
advantages of the city without the inconveniences.

Beynac-et-Cazenac
In the Middle Ages, Beynac was the headquarters of
one of the four baronies of Périgord. Having medieval
streets and a castle overlooking the Dordogne,
this village witnessed wars and was conquered twice
by Richard Cœur de Lion and Simon de Montfort.
Cobbled streets in staircases, this village is quite a
magical town.

OFFICE DE TOURISME SARLAT
PÉRIGORD NOIR
La Balme
& +33 5 53 29 43 08
www.sarlat-tourisme.com
beynac@sarlat-tourisme.com
Closed in January.

SOUTH-WEST


CLOITRE DES RECOLLETS
1, rue des Récollets
& +33 5 53 63 57 55
www.vins-bergerac.fr
contact@vins-bergerac.fr
Closed from January 1st to January 31st. Low season: open
Tuesday to Saturday from 10.30am to 12.30pm and from
2pm to 6pm. High season: every day from 10am to 7pm.
This building is an interesting place which combines
history of Bergerac and the bergerac vineyards. The
cloister is a beautiful architectural set that houses the
Maison des Vins de Bergerac. In 1630, the begging
monks from Franciscan settled here with the intention
to relive the catholic faith in Bergerac. Do not miss the
galleries of the 16th and 18th centuries, the bread oven
and a magnificent paulownia. You can walk to the Wine
Bar, via Caveau de la Vinée, and discover the permanent
exhibition « Le Vin est Voyage », a historic fresco from the
tertiary era to today with slide show, sensory table, etc.

terrace; Aude and Laurent Castagna, assisted by Nicolas
in the kitchen and Sandy in room, offer cuisine made
with fresh seasonal products and homemade pastries for
dessert or at tea time. The two lunch menus allow you,
depending on your appetite (starter and main course
or main course and dessert, or starter, main course
and dessert to chose in the window) to enjoy a cuisine
which is not without originality but respects the tastes
and flavours like this noon, the crottin de Chavignol
as a starter, and as main course, the tenderloin with
cauliflower puree and wilted leeks. For appetites that
are less sharp, there is the chosen meat dish that changes
every month such as, the pure Charolais race, the dish
of fish like the fish fillet according to the arrival. For
gourmet people, there is hamburger composed of beef
fillet, foie gras, emmental cheese and mushrooms.
Otherwise, a beautiful menu of mixed salad and even
delicious and large sandwiches. Excellent pastries (it
is the job of Laurent), undoubtedly, the best in the
department like its pure almond macaroons, that you
can enjoy at any hour as Clément’in is also a tea room
which follows the periods to offer its Christmas and
Easter homemade chocolates.
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The castle of Beynac, overlooking the town of Beynac-et-Cazenac.

Sightseeing

Knife & Fork


CHÂTEAU DE BEYNAC
Le Bourg
& +33 5 53 29 50 40
www.chateau-beynac.com
reservation@chateau-beynac.com
Open all year. Low season: every day from 10am to 6pm.
High season: every day from 10am to 6.30pm. In winter,
of 12pm with fallen the day. Free for under 5-year-olds.
Adult: E8. Child (from 5 to 11 years old): E3.50. Group
rate from E8.
Built on a cliff, 150 meters above the Dordogne river,
opposite its lifetime rival Castelnaud, Château de Beynac
is an ideal observation point on the valley. It is the
seat of one of the four baronies of Périgord. Equipped
with very thick walls, Beynac fully fulfils its defence
function. Its fortress austere side is enhanced by the
gilded patina of its walls to the changing colours.
Construction began in the 12th century but it underwent
changes in the 17th century. Its rampart where soldiers
armed with pikes and spears waited for attackers, the
crenelated 13th century dungeon in the courtyard,
the hoardings where the soldiers threw stones and
loopholes will trigger in you an irresistible envy to
visit this English and later on French stronghold.
A document is given at the entrance and completely
unique audio-guide in its kind as it allows an auditive
and visual immersion in the history of the exceptionally
alive Beynac fortress. You will also appreciate the cuisine
where Joan of Arc of Luc Besson and the Visitors of
Jean-Marie Poiré, amongst others, have taken meal.
The visit will end with a splendid small 12th century
chapel, with roofed with flagstone, a cover very typical
of Périgueux. Since the terrace of the castle, the view
of the Dordogne Valley and the crowned slopes of
castles is wonderful.

HOTEL PONTET –
HOSTELLERIE MALEVILLE
Le Bourg & +33 5 53 29 50 06
www.hostellerie-maleville.com
hostellerie.maleville@wanadoo.fr
Logis (2 cocottes). Closed in January. High season: open
daily for lunch and dinner. Menu from E14 to E28.
Children’s menu: E9.50 (Petits Canards). Fixed rate
menu: E28 (starter, main course, choice of desserts à la
carte). Logis de France (2 cheminées). With three fixed rate
formulas of menus and a day pass for strolls and meal at
E36. Groups welcome. Terrace.
This house, founded in 1871, has always been owned by
the Malleville family. A longevity due to the quality of the
reception and cuisine. The chef, Frédéric Marty, manages
to prepares the safe bets and the seasonal dishes have
always the same success because the products used are
very fresh. On the Bistro menu, there are suggestions
that are a little bit like the signatures of the house: a
«homemade» duck foie gras terrine (IGP Périgord) with
Monbazillac, figs chutney or a «homemade» hamburger,
mushroom sauce, homemade chips... Fish is present with
a fillet of pan-fried sea bass with sauce and risotto with
chorizo, Parmesan but the Périgord with a duck breast
(IGP) roasted in oven, sauce with bilberries, red cabbages
and Beynac potatoes. As for dessert, enjoy a perfect jelly
with walnuts. If you want just an omelette or a salad,
it is completely possible. Guests can settle down in the
air-conditioned panoramic dining room overlooking
the Dordogne that can accommodate up to 80 people,
or in the veranda. Both of them offer a stunning view
of the river. The room with white ceruse wood displays a
contemporary decoration. The brasserie at the waterfront
below the restaurant, Le Ti’Malo is open from May to the
late September. It offers salads, meats, pizzas and sundae.
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HÔTEL-RESTAURANT DU CHÂTEAU
Le Bourg & +33 5 53 29 19 20
www.hotel-beynac-dordogne.com
contact@hotel-beynac-dordogne.com

cxp
Open all year. 15 rooms. Single room from E46 to E59;

Brantôme
The city that a president of the Council named Raymond
Poincaré nicknamed «the green Venice of Périgord»
never fired vainglory of this title. Yet it has nothing to
envy to other towns in this department. You can only be
charmed by the banks of the Dronne river, its abbey, its
totally unusual bent bridge and the exceptional sculpted
cave, called « grotte du Jugement dernier ». The many
prehistoric and megalithic sites of the region, the Celtic
and Gallo-Roman souvenirs, its « cluzeaux » and troglodyte
dwellings testify to its antiquity. Its bell tower – actually
a «campanile» built on the rock – would be «the oldest of
France» with its basic «protocoupole» and the Carolingian
capitals. The Benedictine abbey founded by Charlemagne
bears the name of the history of its destruction and reconstructions over twelve centuries. Reading the works of one
of its abbots, « Brantôme » – the man of Catherine de
Médicis -, is essential to the knowledge of the 16th century.
Door of the regional natural park of Périgord-Limousin
and jewel of Val de Dronne, Brantôme welcomes all year


OFFICE DE TOURISME PÉRIGORD
DRONNE BELLE
6, rue du Puyjoli-de-Meyjounissas
& +33 5 53 05 80 63
www.perigord-dronne-belle.fr
brantome@perigord-dronne-belle.fr
High season: open every day from 10am to 7pm. Closed
in January. February, March, mid-October, November and
December; open every day 10am at 12pm and 2pm at 5pm,
closed on Tuesday. April, May and June: every day from
10am to 6pm. From September to mid-October: every day
from 10am to 6pm.
SOUTH-WEST

double room from E59 to E87; triple room from E74 to
E99; studio/apartment from E420 to E620 per week;
suite from E82 to E113. Half-board. Buffet breakfast:
E8. Extra bed: E15. Pets allowed (supplement E8 per
night). Free Wifi. Catering facilities. Satellite TV, Canal+.
The stunning view of the Dordogne, at the foot of the
castle, is one of the pleasures of the establishment run by
Isabelle and Olivier Aunay, who provide a warm welcome.
The rooms, some with private terrace, have all necessary
comforts. Two of them are communicating and a studio
was designed for 4 people. On the other side, the chef
creates tasty dishes using fresh ingredients and in the
spirit of Périgord traditional cuisine.

lovers of nature, «good life» and «good food». Romantic,
relaxing, rich in history, leisure and sporting activities, it
brings a different touch to Périgord.

Sightseeing

ABBAYE DE BRANTÔME
Boulevard Charlemagne & +33 5 53 05 80 63
perigord-dronne-belle.fr
brantome@perigord-dronne-belle.fr
Closed from January 1st to January 31st. Closed on Tuesday
in low season.
The troglodyte course in caves located behind the abbey
allows us to understand the process of creation of the
city. A historical journey is done with a guide booklet and
panels scattered throughout the 600 meters of the circuit.
You visit the remains of the first Benedictine monastery
of Brantôme (8th century) dug into the limestone cliff
partly concealed by the convent buildings: homes, lofts,
miraculous fountain dedicated to Saint Sicaire, whose relics
are preserved in the abbey, and the enigmatic cave called
Jugement Dernier and its two monumental bas-reliefs.
Founded by Charlemagne, the abbey was destroyed and
rebuilt by the Normans in the eleventh and eighteenth
centuries. You can find a seventeenth century monumental
staircase and a structure in the shape of an overturned boat
hull inside. The abbey church (built between the 12th and
the 13th centuries) mixes the Romanesque bas-reliefs and
gothic stone and has two polychrome wood panels carved
in the 15th century. Visit coupled with the Musée Fernand
Desmoulin, (painter and engraver of the late 19th century).
© PAT ON STOCK – FOTOLIA
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The abbey of Brantôme.
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L’AUTHENTIQUE
40, rue Gambetta
& +33 5 53 04 37 99 / +33 6 41 99 94 99
www.lauthentique.co
ballard.labesse@wanadoo.fr
Open all year. Wednesday to Monday for lunch and dinner.
À la carte: Around E19. Wine by the glass.
Good food at reasonable prices and with authentic
products, that’s what we are all searching for and it is the
case of this restaurant that is also a creperie. Jean-François
and Emma Ballard are the owners of this establishment.
He is from Brantôme and she is from Australia. They built
a bright modern dining area overlooking the kitchen.
A lovely shaded terrace at the back of the restaurant,
surrounded by bamboo, is a nice plus. Everything is
homemade and good quality. The meat for example
comes from Vincent Bouffier in Brantôme.On the à la
carte, eggs of casserole with ceps and foie gras, a nice
veal chop or Galette Bratômoise, very copious which is
one of the chef’s specialties. It consists of duck confit, foie
gras, ceps, etc. The Périgord for it alone... As for dessert,
pastries and pancakes of course.


HÔTEL ALIÉNOR
9, avenue Docteur-Devillard
& +33 5 53 05 85 36
www.hotel-alienor-brantome.fr
hotel.alienor@wanadoo.fr

*** HOTEL RESTAURANT
LES JARDINS DE BRANTÔME
33, rue Pierre-de-Mareuil
& +33 5 53 05 88 16
www.lesjardinsdebrantome.com
lesjardinsdebrantome@gmail.com

onlm
Open all year. Hotel 3 stars. Friday to Tuesday for lunch and

dinner. 7 rooms. Capacity 16 people. Menu from E28 to
E38. Tourism label & Disability. Garden.
Florence and Christophe Dupuy share with their guests
the desire to be happy in Perigord. Christophe, a pure
Périgord man, knows well the cuisine of his grandmothers
but that does not stop him from innovating according to
the seasons. His specialty is salad of rabbit, confit and
marinated in olive oil and grilled pine nuts, but he also
treats us with fine tart of Andouille de Vire, camembert
and onion confit with red wine from Bergerac, sesame
cod steak and pesto nettles or ballotines confit of Eyvirat
farm pork with blackcurrant and ginger sauce. As for
dessert, a special recommandation would be the fondant
chocolate with salted butter caramel. Vegetarian dishes
are offered on the menu and you can request glutenfree dishes. A hotel made up of six rooms and a suite
– hearty breakfast – is set in the two adjacent barns
with a swimming pool of 13 meters. Everything has been
designed with natural materials (chestnut wood floors,
washed linen fabrics and sheets, seagrass on the floor),
and decorated with design lamps made of Japanese
paper and secondhand goods. One of the rooms has a
beautiful fireplace. Air-conditioned and soundproofed,
most of them offer a private terrace. Electric bike rental
per half-day for a maximum of 4 hours maximum, and
per day, with a Périgord cycle route plan provided. Small
info: we knew that Christophe Dupuy had real culinary
skills but also an artist who paints under the name of
C’Dingue, who also writes texts and poems...

oOpen all year. 12 rooms. Double room from 45 E to 50 E;

triple room from 65 E. Breakfast: 6 E. Extra bed: 15 E.
Pets allowed. Wifi. Satellite TV.
The Dr Devillard Avenue was completely renovated and
Valerie has embellished her establishment, giving it a more
modern touch. About 5 minutes’ walk away from the city
centre, this pretty flowery hotel offers a calm environment
and a parking facility with its free private car park. A small
reception room allows you to read the local press. The rooms
are adequate, modern, well equipped with shower and all
have different colours. Good value for money!

Domme
Visiting Domme allows you to dive in history: the city
surrounded by ramparts is a country house of the late
13th century, urban structure allowing for establishing
the population for political, agricultural and commercial
purposes. Its fortified gates and towers, which were used
as a prison for the knights of the Temple, bear witness to
a tumultuous past (visit the door of the towers all year
round except January). The visit of the city allows you to
discover over the streets the goldsmiths’ house, that of
the consuls, the market of the 17th and the Governor’s
hotel of 15th. Under the houses with golden stones hides a
cave with concretions, with more than 450 m of well-laid
galleries, decorated in rich draperies of rocks, from where
you go up by a panoramic elevator that opens an unforgettable view over the Dordogne Valley, with well worked
fields and well hidden castles. From the «barre» of Domme,
you can see the Cingle de Montfort and from the top of the
country house, it is hard to imagine that a vast cave is just
below. The cliff is therefore dug caves, where the writer,
poet and painter François Augiéras (1925-1971) loved to
take refuge. Geology reserves here as many surprises as the
history. «The Acropolis» of Périgord is dotted with lovely
small gardens with flowers forming on ochre stone, a real
delight for walker who does not fear the steep streets.
Two walking routes are built around the city.

OFFICE DE TOURISME PÉRIGORD NOIR
SUD DORDOGNE
Place de la Halle & +33 5 53 31 71 00
www.perigordnoir-valleedordogne.com
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CABANOIX ET CHÂTAIGNE
3, rue Geoffroy-de-Vivans & +33 5 53 31 07 11
www.restaurantcabanoix.com
cabanoix@restaurantcabanoix.com
Closed from January to February. Open Sunday to Tuesday,
Thursday and Friday for lunch and for dinner. Menu from
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HÔTEL L’ESPLANADE
2, rue Pont-Carral
& +33 5 53 28 31 41
www.esplanade-perigord.com
esplanade.domme@wanadoo.fr

pOpen all year. 15 rooms. Single room from E82 to E103;

double room from E82 to E155. Half-board. Buffet
breakfast: E12. Pets allowed. Free Wifi. Catering facilities.
Satellite TV.
Esplanade is perched on top of Mont de la Bastide royale
de Domme and the hotel dominates the Dordogne
Valley. The rooms are tastefully decorated with yesteryears items and of course the «panoramic ones» are
the most demanded and the most expensive. You can
have breakfast on the terrace with breath-taking views
in the morning. The lounge has a « Versailles » side with
its small distinct areas where you can relax before going
to table. Pascal Bouland’s cuisine delights the tastebuds
whatever the season.

Hautefort
Native village of Eugene Le Roy (1836-1907), author
of the famous Jacquou le Croquant, located at the foot
of the castle, almost crushed by so much of beauty,
the village still manages to reveal its own resources.
Do not forget to wander through the hidden streets,
pleasantly flowery, and take a look at the town hall-food
market.

Le Bugue
You should take a walk along the dock or on the bridge in
order to see and discover Vézère pleasantly accompanying
the city, faithful to the traditions of Périgord. The legend
says that on tuesday was held the market day for over
seven centuries... During that day do not expect to pass
through the bridge easily instead you should enjoy the
visit of this charming festival and the pleasant scents as
well as the magnificient colours.


OFFICE DE TOURISME LASCAUX-DORDOGNE,
VALLÉE VÉZÈRE
Porte de la Vézère
& +33 5 53 07 20 48
www.lascaux-dordogne.com
info-lebugue@lascaux-dordogne.com
From April to June: open Monday to Saturday from 9.30am
to 12.30pm and from 2pm to 6pm; Sunday from 10 to
12pm and from 2pm to 5pm. In July and August: Monday
to Saturday from 9.30am to 6.30pm; Sunday from 10am
to 1pm and from 2pm to 5pm. From September to March:
Monday to Saturday from 9.30am to 12.30pm and from
2pm to 6pm.

Sightseeing
SOUTH-WEST

E29 to E37. À la carte: Around E50. Lunch menu:
E23 (and E26). Terrace. Shop. Activities.
In this former coaching inn, which over time became a
bakery, nightclub and even supposedly a hostess bar, the
owners Armelle and Laurent Secouard ensure a market
cuisine, homemade, using products of controlled origin
with some hints of exoticism and creativity. You can
treat yourself, as a starter, with a homemade duck liver
according to several formulas: poached Malbec wine and
Christmas spices, grilled fleur de sel with roasted spices
or torchon steeped in Armagnac... among the dishes,
duck breast with homemade raspberry vinegar, fish of
the day and prawns with chorizo. Finally, the sublime
desserts like the banana lime, crunchy sabayon. In the
extension of the restaurant, concerts and deli is a real
initiatory journey into the world of tea, without forgetting
the discovery of the locals.
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AQUARIUM DU PÉRIGORD NOIR
Allée P.J Souriau
& +33 5 53 07 10 74
www.aquariumperigordnoir.com
fda@fdapc.com

onl
Closed from November 15 to February 15 . High season:
th

th

open every day from 9am to 7pm. In low season open
from 10am to 6pm. Free for under 4-year-olds. Adult:
E12.20. Child (from 4 to 15 years old): E8.70. Group
(20 people): E9.90 (school from E6.50). Student: E11.
Mini golf: adult, E7.90, student, E6.90, child, E6.50.
Aquarium and mini golf: adult E17.40, studying E16,
child E13. Tourism label & Disability. Guided tour (for
groups: maximum 40 people, E40, E70 for the aquarium
and the iguana park). Catering facilities (the Galleon). Shop.
This aquarium is one of the largest freshwater fountains
in Europe, unique in Périgord and it is not a giant jar as
you can sometimes see elsewhere... This year, everything
has been redesigned. The reception and the wickets
offer tickets matched for the three sites: aquarium,
mini-golf and maze with reduced prices. Village is the new
catering space with two accesses, one for fast food. The
pedagogic and spectacular aquarium course is done on
more than 200 meters from the windows to see more than
6,000 fish presented in their element, in natural light,
on a total of five covered zones and in 3,000,000 liters
of freshwater. Thirty pools alternate on foot of trees and
rocks, providing interesting perspectives. Children are
the first to enjoy this discovery of migratory, tropical,
predator fish. From May to August, the entertainment
diving (hours on request) puts as star, the sturgeons
and carps. Throughout the year, it is possible to attend
the feeding time with the biologists. The Iguana Parc
is a sub-tropical vegetable setting: the lizards’ corridor
with aquatic lizards, beach with turtles and garden of the
mist. Activities « reptiles » allow you to better know the
dragons of water, iguanas, lizards... without forgetting the
snakes, the anaconda, god of snakes, the green python or
the bull snake, and the great innovation is the caiman!
The aquarium opened its Alligator Adventure for its 25th
anniversary... You can admire these nice small animals in
an «Everglades» decor... And at the end of 2014, 14 babies
spectacled caimans were born in the Aquarium. Once
adults, these caimans can expect the 2.50 meters...
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The quite new maze invites visitors to take a little time
for adventurers at the time of the last Cro-Magnon
discovered by Professor Jean Nétessure entrenched in
his ice maze... The course begins with distorting mirrors
then continues to the bivouac before diving into a painted
cave. We pass through a cave where wolves, bears and
other beasts are shouting... We even meet Cro-Magnon
in the flesh, played by an actor... When we go back to
the surface we discover another maze, this one is more
educational and more fun with signs on prehistory.

GOUFFRE DE PROUMEYSSAC
Proumeyssac & +33 5 53 07 27 47
www.gouffre-proumeyssac.com
proumeyssac@perigord.com

onlm
Open all year. Closed in January. Low season: every day from

9.30am to 6pm. High season: every day from 9am to 7pm.
March and at the end of September: 9.30am-12pm/2pm5.30pm; February, November and December from 2pm
to 5pm. Adult: E9.70 (etidiant and disabled: E7.30).
Child (from 4 to 15 years old): E6.30. Group (20 people):
E7.30. Possibility of visit out of nacelle (E18.20 adult
and E12.50 child), package E150 for up to 11 people.
Holiday voucher. Tourism label & Disability. Guided tour
(40 to 45 min. Audioguides in English, Dutch, German,
Spanish, Italian and Japanese). Catering facilities.
This curiosity of nature, discovered in 1907 and opened
to the public in 1924, has been sculpted by runoff for
15 million years: stalactites and stalagmites play eccentricities, and triangular concretions born on the floor are
unique in the world. The volumes of this pit, geological
splendour compared to a crystal cathedral, make it the
largest fitted cavity of Périgord. The streaming continues to
supply the four petrifying fountains with shapes of jellyfish,
waterfall, mermaid and prieuses. The underground work
in a constant evolution is even more visible, since the visit
has a staging, lighting and music support. The tour lasts
45 minutes, guided by experienced guides. You can visit
the site as at the beginning of the century, by going down
in the platform fitted with a rotating floors, which can hold
12 people with an additional price. A dramatized visit is
enlivened up by Norbert Champignon who tells the story
of the pit with a lot of humour (at 7 pm, on Tuesdays and
Thursdays in July-August and during school holidays, 1-hour
duration and booking required at 05 53 07 85 85). Two
concerts are held this summer in the gulf. The first will
take place on July 15th with the choir of Bugue and the
second with the blue-folk-rock on August 11st. Finally the
park of the Gouffre de Proumeyssac is both fun and educational. There is a ludo-park of Professor Géopole. Geology
is orchestrated through a life-sized board game with water
modules, horse riding arena, concretions or caving area,
a forest park, a forest area, a geological space, a museum
space, playgrounds and picnic areas, a snack, and a shop.

GROTTE DE BARA-BAHAU
& +33 5 53 07 44 58
barabahau.free.fr
info@grotte-bara-bahau.com
Closed in January. Open from winter holidays until the end
of Christmas holidays. Closed on Monday from November

to March (except school holidays). Low season: open
every day from 10am to 12pm and from 2pm to 5.30pm.
High season: every day from 9.30am to 7pm. Last visit:
1/2 hour before closing. Adult: E6.90. Child (from 6 to
15 years old): E4.90.
This wide natural gallery was discovered in 1951 by
Norbert Casteret. Over 100 m, marine layers and
eccentric stalagmites lead to the spacious dining room,
15,000 years old, with engravings representing prehistoric
animals: horses, bovines, ibexes, deer tribe, bear, as well
as signs. Bear scratches are visible on the rock. It is one
of the oldest sites of the memory of humanity in terms
of cave art (Magdalenian) and you should not miss the
view while leaving the cave. This cave is classified as a
Historical Monument.

PARC À THÈME LE BOURNAT
& +33 5 53 08 41 99
www.lebournat.fr

on
Closed from October to February. Low season: open every

day from 10am to 6pm. High season: every day from 10am
to 7pm. Free for under 4-year-olds. Adult: E13.50. Child
(from 4 to 12 years old): E9.90. Family package with
children from E42. Tourism label & Disability. Catering
facilities (at Paul with music on the terrace shaded at the
sunny days). Shop.
This theme park has scenes of rural life and the popular
history of Périgord in the late 19th century on 7 hectares:
the school benches, the farm and crops, the old trades and
crafts (walnut oil mill, still, locomobile, limonaire, tools,
horse carriages...), the toys and objects of every day’s
life of the time. The entertainment follows one another
in the village: active craftsmen revive the ancestral
professions, batch of country bread, forging, funfair
with rides of yesteryear, games of yesteryear such as
bowling. Comedians animate the streets dressed in period
costume. Children are looked after in the manual-activity
workshops (writing with quill, stone carving, bread in
baking room, glass beads) and tale sessions. Old silent
films are projected in an old tobacco-drying barn while
the rides (caterpillar 1900, chahut-bahut, butterfly
carousel, coconut shy, rigolarium, rickshaw...) attract
the youngest. The Grande Roue of the beginning of the
20th century offers a unique panorama, day and night.
Other activities: a 40-minute boat trip on the wet land
channels, a mini farm with goats, rabbits, ponies, cows,
ducks, etc... and the acquisition of 2 electric reproductions
of a Stanley mountain wagon, the forbearer of the bus...
You can spend two hours or the entire day in the village.
Night life in high season when the lights of the lanterns
stretch to the open-air café and on the restaurant’s
terrace until midnight.
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LE CYGNE
2, rue du Cingle & +33 5 53 06 01 16
www.lecygne-perigord.com
contact@lecygne-perigord.com
Logis (2 cocottes). Low season: open Tuesday to Thursday
and Sunday for lunch and for dinner; Saturday for dinner;
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E11.50 to E29.50. Mobile homes for 4-8 people from
E195 to E840 per week. Tent rental arranged from
E180 to E525.
The Camping de la Granelle set in the heart of Périgord
Noir has a warm and homelike atmosphere and you
can enjoy the pleasures offered this site of 7 hectares
with a beach at the edge of the Veyzère, which is a
Dordogne tributary. Swimming, fishing and canoe trips
are especially programmed. Many activities are available
for young and old alike. The campsite offers all types of
rentals up to 8 people: bungalow, tent, mobile home.
It is possible to arrive on Saturday or Sunday depending
on availability tents and mobile homes.


LA PERGOLA
16, avenue de la Libération
& +33 5 53 54 18 05
www.lapergola.e-monsite.com
Open all year. Sunday for lunch. Low season: Tuesday
to Friday. High season: daily for lunch and dinner
(last sitting at 11 pm). Menu from E17.50 to
E29. Carte: Around E32. Children’s menu: E8.
Holiday voucher, Chèque Restaurant. Groups
welcome (60 seats in room and 100 in terrace). Terrace.
Take-away.
This bar, restaurant and pizzeria has a terrace with a
very pleasant and shaded arbour as well as an attractive dining room with exposed stone. The team works
with local producers and fresh products. Everything is
homemade and there is something for all tastes and
desires. The wood fire grills are numerous: beef, pork,
chicken, lamb, various fish served with fries, potatoes
in a foil or green salad according to the diet. You can
choose either from the salads, pizzas (one of them is
made with foie gras), fresh pasta and lasagne (also
with foie gras), dishes such as pork enchaud of the
Grolière house, Périgord ou Auvergne burger, veal kidneys
with mustard sauce in old-fashioned way, or even the
various and more original dishes. The south-west dish is
complete and generous, the sea-land dish is composed
of salmon and beef tartare and vegetarians have their
own vegetable dishes. As for desserts, everything or
almost is homemade: homemade tiramisu, walnut
cake, panna cotta, lemon pie, etc.

E55 to E90; double room from E55 to E95; triple room
from E95 to E105; suite from E120 to E130. Halfboard. Breakfast: E9.50. Extra bed: E15. Pets allowed
(supplement E9 per night). Free Wifi. Catering facilities
(menu from E20 to E35). Satellite TV.
In the heart of the village, overlooking the Vézère River,
this place is unique in Perigord at the solarium pool on
the rooftop terrace. The rooms overlooking the river
are the most expensive but also the most pleasant.
The others with double-glazed windows are a bit noisy
because the hotel is located in the city centre. The bar
open from 7:30 am to 11 pm provides a quiet break. The
Royal restaurant, on the ground floor, offers local cuisine
on your plate. Here, it is also a pleasure to eat on the
terrace overlooking the banks of the Vézère. At noon, a
snack bar formula offers fast service. If you are resident,
the must will be to have your breakfast by the pool, on
the 4th floor. From there, the view over the surrounding
area is unbeatable .

Sleeping

CAMPING LE ROCHER DE LA GRANELLE
La Borie
& +33 5 53 07 24 32
www.lagranelle.com
info@lagranelle.com

zrxHCFsv
Closed from October to March. 8 ha of land. 150 campsites.
Reception of groups and summer campers. Campsite from


ROYAL VEZERE
Place de l’Hôtel-de-Ville & +33 5 53 07 20 01
www.hotel-royal-vezere.com
royalvezere@wanadoo.fr

xp
Closed from October to April. 49 rooms. Single room from

Les Eyziesde-Tayac-Sireuil
Here we are in the epicentre of the Vézère valley, valley
with 147 beds and 25 decorated caves, classified by
UNESCO for the uniqueness of all these sites from the
ethnological, anthropological and aesthetic point of view.
The cities included in this ranking are Les Eyzies-de-Tayac,
Tursac, Montignac-Lascaux, Saint-Léon-sur-Vézère,
Marquay, Manaurie-Rouffignac, Saint-Cirq-du-Bugue.
The village of les Eyzies is dominated by the statue of
Cro-Magnon revised and corrected by the artist Dardé and
lives under the influence of its golden cliffs, between the
stone that speaks yesterday and the water of the Vézère
that attracts well many tourists today, i.e. generally
canoeing. The nearby village of Tayac, attached to Eyzies,
has a wonderful fortified church of the 12th century.
The gate is a surprising Gallo-Roman and Oriental mix.
A group of caves and rocks characterizes the region.
The national museum of Prehistory is a first step ideal,
which gives the taste «to dig» the subject.

SOUTH-WEST

Sunday for lunch. High season: Saturday to Thursday and
public holidays for lunch and dinner; Friday for dinner. Menu
from E23 to E34. À la carte: Around E35. Children’s
menu: E12.50. Fixed rate formula: E15. Wine by the
glass. Terrace.
A little far from the centre of the village, this charming
hotel-restaurant stamped Logis De France, is well run
by Corinne and Bruno. The restaurant offers good fresh
ingredients. Among the specialties, tourin with red
onion and its truffle meringue, mouse lamb candied
with fat goose, cream of ratatouille and to finish, a
tart with cinnamon and vanilla ice cream. Everything
is good and full of beautiful flavors. Guests can also
enjoy theme nights: as buffet, you choose your meat
and the chef cooks in front of you. In summer, on the
air-conditioned veranda or in the shaded garden with
terrace are havens of peace. The hotel has 11 rooms with
pleasant colours, some of which are family. Guests can
enjoy picnic baskets.
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OFFICE DE TOURISME LASCAUX-DORDOGNE,
VALLÉE VÉZÈRE, BUREAU D’INFORMATION
TOURISTIQUE DES EYZIES
19, avenue de la Préhistoire
& +33 5 53 06 97 05
www.lascaux-dordogne.com
info-leseyzies@lascaux-dordogne.com
From November to March: Monday to Friday from
9am to 12pm and from 2pm to 6pm; Saturday from
10am to 12pm and from 2pm to 5pm; closed public
holidays. From March to mid-June: Monday to
Saturday from 9am to 12pm and from 2pm to 6pm;
Sunday from 10am to 12pm and from 2pm to 5pm.
From mid-June to end of September: Monday to Saturday
from 9am to 7pm; Sunday from 10am to 12pm and
from 2pm to 6pm. From end of September to October:
Monday to Saturday from 9am to 12pm and from 2pm
to 6pm.

Sightseeing

ABRI DE LAUGERIE-BASSE
Avenue de Laugerie
& +33 5 53 06 92 70
www.semitour.com
Low season: open every day from 10am to 1pm and from
2pm to 6pm. High season: every day from 10am to 7pm.
Adult: E7.20. Child (from 5 to 12 years old): E4.70. Group
(20 people): E5.70. Guided tour.
The excavation of deposits of Laugerie-Basse has
delivered thousands of bones, tools of flint and nearly
600 works of art of the Magdalenian period, including
the famous immodest Venus. The site, occupied between
-15,000 and -10,000 years before JC, to approach the
daily life of these hunting people hunter. It consists of
two shelters: the shelter of Marseilles and the shelter
known as classic. A museum introduces the general
public to portable art. A film addresses the main aspects
of the site (geology, archaeology, lifestyle and symbolic
expression). Digital entertainments on tablet computers
make prehistory even more accessible especially with
young people.

GROTTE DU GRAND ROC
Manaurie
& +33 5 53 06 92 70
www.semitour.com
High season: open every day from 10am to 7pm. For the
low season to see the schedule on the site. Free for under
4-year-olds. Adult: E7.50. Child (from 5 to 12 years old):
E5. Group: E6. Ticket twinned Large Rock/Laugerie Low:
adult at E9.50 and children at E6.
In this cliff on Vézère, the cave of the Grand Rock,
discovered in 1924 by Jean Maury, offers during the
visit 1,000 m ² of crystallizations. The main dining
room, low ceiling, from which three small galleries
are set up, full of stalactites, stalagmites but especially
pendants, draperies and eccentrics like corals: a real
journey into the history of the earth, view of the valley
as bonus at the exit.


GROTTES DU ROC DE CAZELLE
Route de Sarlat & +33 5 53 59 46 09
www.rocdecazelle.com
info@rocdecazelle.com
Open all year. High season: every day from 10am to 8pm.
Various schedule depending on the seasons, to see on the
site. Adult: E8. Child (from 5 to 13 years old): E4. Group:
E6.40. Space picnic, free parking.
This classified site belongs to Jean Max Touron who has
5 others in Périgord. It is a part of steep cliffs completely
excavated by caves, refuges and undergrounds. Inhabited
since prehistory, this complex was arranged into a fortified
castle in the Middle Ages, then re-used and transformed
into a dwelling by farmers until the Sixties. The traditional
dwellings have been recontructed. The visit is divided
into 4 parts ranging from prehistory to the present
day: prehistoric park with themes (reconstitutions of
scenes of life in which a woman giving birth), caves
and shelters, cluzeaux and walks on the cliff where we
notice the marks of the Middle Ages because the Rock
was used as fortress, homes cut in the rock and converted
in farmhouse until the middle of the 20th century. In
summer of the prehistoric interactive workshops are
offered in season, flint size, shooting with engine, fire
lighting, painting... They take place every day except
saturdays from 01:30pm to 7:00pm without additional
charge and without booking.

MUSÉE NATIONAL DE PRÉHISTOIRE
1, rue du Musée
& +33 5 53 06 45 45
www.musee-prehistoire-eyzies.fr
mnp.eyzies@culture.gouv.fr

onl
Low season: open Wednesday to Monday from 9.30am

to 12.30pm and from 2pm to 5.30pm. High season:
Wednesday to Monday from 9.30am to 6pm; every day
from 9.30am to 6.30pm. High season in July and August,
mid-season in June and September. Free for under 25-yearolds (citizens EU). Adult: E6. Tourism label & Disability.
Guided tour. Activities. Library.
This is THE museum of the world’s capital of prehistory,
the gateway to understand the visit of the shelters nearby
in their context. With the acquisition of locally sourced
items but also from other regions of France, Jean-Jacques
Cleyet-Merle, the director of this magnificent museum
and valuable employees have recreated the complete
chronological order of Palaeolithic period, since the
installation of the first hunter-gatherers in Aquitaine
-400,000 years, until the end of the ice ages which is
-10,000 years BCE. The tool collections and works of
prehistoric art unearthed in the area are always presented
with the same chronological and geological interests.
Flint knapping, but also many European Venuses are in
the spotlight. The tour examines the lithic and bone
industry, engraved and carved blocks – the first set of this
kind in the world – the furniture art, burials, prehistoric
fauna. The museum offers a parietal art furniture shop
during the holidays, on reservation: children with the tools
of our ancestors, are transformed into prehistoric artists.
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INTERNATIONAL PÔLE
OF PREHISTORY
30, rue du Moulin & +33 5 53 06 06 97
www.pole-prehistoire.com
contact@pole-prehistoire.com

set. From there you can contemplate the sculpture of the
Cro Magnon man or a beautiful sunset. The welcome is
warm with delicate attention – a lollipop offered at the
end of children’s menu, you can take away the bottle of
wine if it is not yet finished.

onl
Open all year. Low season: every day from 9.30am to

Sleeping

Knife & Fork

AU COUP DE SILEX
4, rue du Musée & +33 5 53 05 14 29
Closed from November 15th to April 1st. Open Monday for
lunch; Tuesday for dinner; Wednesday to Sunday for lunch
and dinner. Booking advised. Menu from E14.50 to E25.
Children’s menu: E9. Daily specials: E11.50. Chèque
Restaurant. Terrace.
Ideally located opposite the entrance of the museum,
this establishment is placed under the management of
chef Olivier Pau who offers a Périgord cuisine but also a
brasserie approach with salads and 100% homemade
snack style, without forgetting a tea room vocation with
homemade specialties. The Chef’s suggestion for example
can be a delicious Périgord cassoulet, the formula aligns
duck rillettes, omelettes with mushrooms duck potato
sarladaise and walnuts cake: perfect! The gourmet salad
offers all the meal in one. The stroll formula in Périgord
with 2 or 3 dishes starts with a whitened tourain offered,
then for example a salad of goose gizzards, a range of
grilled duck breast sauce with mushrooms and sarladaises potatoes, laminated warm apples with cinnamon
perfume. As for salads, the vegetarian can be satisfied
with vegetables. The excellent ice-creams are provided
by the ice-cream maker artisan Roland Manouvrier. Le
Coup de Silex offers a nice modern dining room with a
small elegant side and has a second small room on the
floor, next to the panoramic terrace where six tables are

HÔTEL-RESTAURANT LES GLYCINES
4, avenue de Laugerie
& +33 5 53 06 97 07
www.les-glycines-dordogne.com
hotel@les-glycines-dordogne.com

AbcwxpaFs
Castles & Hôtels Collection. Closed from October 15 to
th

April 15th. 23 rooms. Double room from E100 to E195;
suite from E200 to E265. Half-board. Breakfast: E17.
Extra bed: E30. Free Wifi. Catering facilities (menu from
E45 to E105). Satellite TV, Canal+.
Les Glycines is a very fine address in the heart of Eyzies.
It has kept its beautiful park at the rear, calm and greenery
on the edge of the swimming pool, and overhanging
terrace. The former post house has been redesigned in the
spirit of luxury and voluptuousness dear to the Chateaux
and Hotels Collection. Refinement meets expectation in
bright rooms dressed in white, beige, and wood. This
haven of rest and purity is committed to sustainable
development (low consumption, local suppliers and
seasonal produce, waste sorting ...). Wooden ecolodges
with direct access to the swimming pool attract both
families and groups of friends. South-facing terraces give
a breath-taking view of the park of the hotel. Finally, spa
space incorporates a heated swimming pool with countercurrent swim, hammam, sauna and massage room.
As for the cooking, the cuisine of Le 1862 and Bistro
des Glycines are controlled by Pascal Lombard. Local
products and vegetable, fruits, flowers and aromatic
herbs from the garden are enhanced by the flavors
and incredible pairings. The chef also pays particular
attention to the « Pique Nique » formulas exclusively
reserved for hotel guests.

Monbazillac
There are three good reasons to come in Monbazillac.
The first can be seen from afar and it is the magnificent
castle built on a hill. This monument 16th century, lies
halfway between fortress and manor house, houses a
tasting cellar sale, restaurant, rooms at museum dedicated
to wine, arts and popular traditions, the Protestantism
and furnitures of 17th century. The park has 4ha which
is open for the public. The second is its vineyard offers
a syrupy nectar of the monbazillac, a fine wine from
rotting noble which was the first loquorous to enter
in the noble family of Appellation d’origine Controlée.
You can drink it while eating foie gras or desserts. On
the privileged local of the calcareous clay slopes, three
noble were highlighted for centuries: semillon, sauvignon,
muscadelle. The third one is the restaurant La Tour des
Vents which offers a woman cuisine for gourmet palace.

SOUTH-WEST

5.30pm. High season: Sunday to Friday from 9.30am to
6.30pm. Free. Tourism label & Disability.
The Pôle International de la Préhistoire is a permanent
information and entertainment pole to get information,
understand and get initiated in to a 3000 m2 space
arranged for the entire public: reception, information,
exhibitions, workshops and pedagogic and mediacentred courses, cyberspace, films and documentaries,
conferences, shows, animations, shop. It is an invitation
to discover the prehistoric sites of the Vézère Valley and
Musée National de Préhistoire, an entrance in to a valley
offering attractive views of nature, historic site. It also
offers original supports of an innovative scenography
for a first approach of prehistory: mural paintings and
dermoplasties (creations of the artist, Elisabeth Daynes),
movies on giant screens, 3D model with touch screens,
information terminals to visitors. In the shop, you can
find derivative activities of Pôle International de la
Préhistoire: articles and educational games, children’s
books, objects and hiking clothes, original creations on the
theme of prehistory. Pôle International de la Préhistoire is
labelled Tourisme & Handicap for the disabled: physical,
mental and auditory.
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Sightseeing

CHATEAU DE MONBAZILLAC
Le Bourg
& +33 5 53 61 52 52 / +33 5 53 63 65 00
www.chateau-monbazillac.com
monbazillac@chateau-monbazillac.com
Closed from January 1st to January 31st. Low season: open
every day from 10am to 12pm and from 2pm to 6pm. High
season: every day from 10am to 7pm. Closed on Monday
in March. Adult: E7.50. Child (from 6 to 12 years old):
E3.75. Group: E5. Guided tour.
Built on a hill, this monument of the 16th century, halfway
between fortress and manor house, property of the
cellar of Monbazillac, overlooks the vineyards and the
valley. The furniture and Grand Siècle decoration make
staterooms and historic rooms all the soul of the castle.
It is important to mention the Protestante room, in
particular where various souvenirs of the Religious Wars
are gathered, and the Devil tower where a well, hidden
under the floor was dug into the rock. At first, rooms
are dedicated to the great local figures: Sen, a famous
caricaturist from the beginning of the 20th century and
a world roman designer of all Paris; Mounet-Sully, tragic
actor and good friend of Sarah Bernhardt, whose Italian
baroque furniture is displayed like its China crockery and
enamel. The kitchen of the castle, in the cellars, still keeps
all the necessary utensils to the renowned cuisine of the
Southwest. The visit ends with a tasting. The 4 acres
park is freely open to the public. It is possible to rent
the old cellars, arranged as a function room which can
accommodate up to 200 people.

Knife & Fork
LA TOUR DES VENTS
Le Moulin de Malfourat
& +33 5 53 58 30 10
www.tourdesvents.com
moulin.malfourat@wanadoo.fr
Closed from January 1st to January 31st. Low season: open
Tuesday for dinner; Wednesday to Saturday for lunch and
dinner; Sunday for lunch. High season: Tuesday to Sunday
for lunch and dinner. Booking advised. Menu from E33 to
E99 (vegetarian menu at E33). À la carte: Around E60.
Fixed rate formulas «Lunch break» been used for only
Tuesday to Saturday to lunch it except public holidays, at
E24 with setting in mouth, starter and main course or
main course and dessert, at E29 with setting in mouth,
starter, main course and dessert. Booking advised.
This is the unmissable gourmet restaurant of Bergeracois
which has been awarded a Michelin star since 2010.
Overlooking the Bergerac valley, this house has all the
necessary assets to make your lunch or dinner a delicious
and gourmet moment in a pleasant setting with high
standard tableware without being flashy and with very
professional service. In fine weather, the beautiful covered
terrace with stunning views is an enchantment. Marie
Rougier-Salvat, a self-taught chef known and famous, has
handed the reins over to her assistant Damien Fagette,
arrived at the Tour des Vents as an apprentice at his

16 years old. She took the time to train him. As she
knows that he likes playing with seasonal products while
respecting the flavours to offer a constantly renewed
cuisine and always refined that it is even discovered in
the vegetarian menu or from the «lunch break» formulas,
a great deal at a reasonable price. During your visits, you
will appreciate the starter with a duck foie gras with
passion mango, fresh fruit chutney and gingerbread
then piglet rack stuffed with its ears and feet, Viennese
pistachio, chestnut puree and sabayon with red wine
and for dessert, pear cannelloni, rum caramel mousse,
ginger pear jelly and hot gel chocolate. And for a great
occasion, let yourself be taken away by the Discovery
menu with possible food and wine pairing prepared by
the chef and Laura, the sommelier. She will perfectly
advise you about the fine wines which will accompany
well your dishes (over 100 references including a beautiful
wine list of white wines from Burgundy).

Périgueux
The capital of the department, who choose its name from
the Gallish people, Pétrocores, completely changed its
appearance in recent years. It is located in a part of the Isle,
the city was built since prehistory, occupied by men. And
then it lived through a prosperous Gallo-Roman period and
now there are still some beauteous relics. However, the
medieval area is quite wealthy. There are no more sign
of the ramparts which enclosed the town, except the
Mataguerre tower, this village has many Renaissance
houses. Combining the Middle Ages and the Renaissance,
the heart of the city remained authentic despite some
changes. When you go down on the banks of Isle, crossing
the bridge of Barris, you have the opportunity to enjoy the
beauty of an outstanding view of the Renaissance houses
– houses of the Consuls, Lambert, Salleton -, the old mill
and the Saint-Front cathedral. The surprise continues on
when you walk down la rue Saint-Front in front of the
house of Francs-Maçons. You have to reach the Mataguerre
tower to see the church of the city from afar. And then
you will go to the fracture of the tour de Vésone so you
can watch and witness the Gallo-Roman history. Around
the remains of la Domus des Bouquets, you can visit the
Gallo-Roman museum, painted by the architect Jean
Nouvel. You have the option to visit la porte Normande and
la Château-Barrière, which opens a contrasting perspective
on the Jay-de-Beaufort high school, before taking a little
rest in Jardin des Arènes, at the bottom of the remains of
an amphitheatre in the first century J-C.

COMITÉ DÉPARTEMENTAL DU TOURISME
DORDOGNE PÉRIGORD
25, rue du Président-Wilson
& +33 5 53 35 50 24
www.dordogne-perigord-tourisme.fr
contact@dordogne-perigord-tourisme.fr
Open Monday to Friday from 9am to 12pm and from
2am to 5pm.
Comite Departemental du Tourisme [Departmental Tourist
Board] is the place you need to contact or visit and prepare
for a successful stay in Dordogne. A thousand brochures
and information are given out with pleasure, including
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everything about the attractions, accommodation,
restaurants, recreation (golf, hiking, themed holidays,
events, etc...). The Committee has published a Tourisme
et Handicap [Tourism and Handicap] brochure which lists
everything that is handicapped accessible. The only regret
is the closure of this space of Perigueux on Saturday all
day even in high season!

Sightseeing

CATHEDRALE SAINT-FRONT
Place Saint-Front & +33 5 53 06 48 10
Low season: open every day from 8am to 6pm. High season:
every day from 8am to 7pm. Adult: E1.50. Only the visit
of the cloister is paying.
In this protected area, Saint-Front with Byzantine architecture with Greek cross (unique in France) is listed Jacquaire
world heritage site of UNESCO since 1998. In the Middle
Ages, to accommodate the huge crowds which followed
the «camino» from France to Spain, the town of Perigueux
built the cathedral in the 12th century. Restored by Abadie
in the 19th century, it will be decked out in namely twelve
pinnacles, there were already about five of them on the
domes. It was used as the model for the construction of
the sacré-coeur in Montmartre. The «Stations of the Cross»
by Jacques-Emile-Lafon fully restored, adorns the walls of
the cathedral. The cathedral has been enriched by a new
relic that of a piece of bone of Blessed Charles of Habsburg,
the last emperor of Austria, who was beatified in 2004.
It was given by a Hungarian living in Dordogne, whose
father had been a member of the Austro-Hungarian
army during the First World War. He was the one who
held this relic. It is exhibited in the chapter room. Do not
finish your visit without passing through the cloister of
the cathedral to draw strength from the calmness before
returning to the heart of a true city, steeped in history but
well established in the third millennium ...

MUSÉE GALLO-ROMAIN VESUNNA
20, rue du 26e-Régiment-d’Infanterie
& +33 5 53 53 00 92
www.perigueux-vesunna.fr
vesunna@perigueux.fr

onlm
Closed two weeks in January. High season: open every day

from 10am to 7pm. From April to June and in September:
Tuesday to Friday from 9.30am to 5.30pm, weekend and
public holidays from 10am to 12.30pm and from 2.30pm
to 6pm. From October to March: Tuesday to Friday from
9.30am to 12.30pm and from 1.30pm to 5pm, weekend
from 10am to 12.30pm and from 2.30pm to 6pm. Adult:
E6. Reduced rate: E4. Free for under 6-year-olds,

Knife & Fork
L’EDEN
3, rue de l’Aubergerie
& +33 5 53 06 31 08
contact@leden-restaurant.com
Open Tuesday for lunch; Wednesday to Saturday for lunch
and dinner. Menu from 22 E to 28 E. Carte: about 25 E.
Lunch menu: 12.50 E.
Down this pedestrian street, just opposite the parking
of the Francois Mitterand Cultural centre, you have the
«top quality/price ratio» of the city that the red guide
still ignored... In the garden or inside, in a pleasant
setting where the old stones are well enhanced in the
two rooms, you can enjoy a cuisine that never disappoints
you, which gives you a sense of creativity even in its
lunch menu. By using fresh ingredients, the chef Étienne
Pagot get adapted to the seasons in order to offer a
constantly changing menu but his classic half-cooked
duck foie-gras with paprika and onion jam, his Parmentier
of Saint-Jacques foie gras sauce, the rosette of beef flank
steakpécharmant sauce and for dessert, its dark chocolate
brownies, receive top-billing. About restaurant service,
the service is impeccable, efficient and discreet.

SOUTH-WEST


OFFICE DE TOURISME DE PÉRIGUEUX
26, place Francheville & +33 5 53 53 10 63
www.tourisme-perigueux.fr
tourisme@perigueux.fr
Low season: open Monday to Saturday from 9am to
12.30pm and from 2pm to 6pm; public holidays from
10am to 1pm and from 2pm to 6pm. High season: Monday
to Saturday from 9am to 7pm; Sunday and public holidays
from 10am to 1pm and from 2pm to 6pm.

recipients of social minimums, disabled people and their
guide. Tourism label & Disability. Shop. Activities.
Located in the heart of the ancient city, on the remains
of a vast residence of the first century, this museum is
unique in France by its concept, of which the architecture
of glass and steel was designed by Jean Nouvel. Vesunna
is organized around two architectural spaces designed
as mezzanines overlooking the vestiges of the domus
and that over an area of nearly 700 m² on the ground.
Both balconies have full exposure to Vesonne. The main
attraction of this space is the sculpted stone collection from
the ramparts of the Lower Empire. The domus, witness
of the extent of the remains of the old city is an essential
element of the site. Everything is organized around it, the
heart of the house, the peristyle garden and rooms. The
setting is protected by an umbrella from metal worn by
14 pillars with 9 meters high. The glass walls allow you
to play with the landscape. You will enjoy the spectacular
views of the archaeological site and the discovery of the
complex, in details on wooden footbridges. Wall paintings
in situ, ceramics, jewelry are proposed. 50 showcases
displaying about the life of yesteryear are as interesting
as the wall paintings. Temporary exhibitions complete
the visit. The museum has just acquired a document for
visually-impaired and blind people. It is spiral-bound
sheets which present in relief the monuments of the
city, the remains, objects, etc. A text in big letters and
Braille specifies the name of the images. The shop offers a
small guide Vesunna, visit guide, in an interactive version.
It follows the direction of the visit, integrates the images
extracted from the film La domus de Vésone et son décor.
It allows you to access, thanks to QR codes, some tracks
of the audio guide, entertainment and film. Finally, while
visiting the site www.perigueux-vesunna.fr you will find
more than 1,000 objects that can be seen by visiting the
museum, thanks to a few clicks, with their pictures and
a very accurate description.
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IRISH FACTORY PÉRIGUEUX
Place Francheville
& +33 5 53 35 20 55
divozzo24@yahoo.fr
Menu from 16.50 E to 24 E. Carte: about 26 E. Lunch
menu: 13.50 E.
Mr Roy and Arsène attract a very diverse clientele. In this
typically Celtic setting, the Irish pub atmosphere and the
music seduce all generations. You will enjoy a 100%
homemade cuisine. The à la carte and the menus offer
both bistro and inventive cuisine: homemade smoked
salmon, homemade burgers, sautéed pork in Norman
way and its couscous with raisins, chicken supreme with
Thai spices, ratatouille and tagliatelles, etc. As for the
dessert of the day: crème brulée with speculos, mousse
with berries, etc. The French meat is of good quality.
To accompany all these dishes, there is a fine wine list
without forgetting the whiskies, around twenty rhums,
the beers (over 80 references including 12 draught beers).
In the evening, if there is no sport broadcast (Rugby,
football or basketball), the atmosphere is musical with
concerts, mix live party animated by a DJ or karaokes. On
Friday and Saturday, it is rather on lounge atmosphere.

RESTAURANT L’ATELIER
2, rue Voltaire
& +33 5 53 04 56 71
Open all year. Tuesday to Saturday from 12pm to 2.30pm
and from 7pm to 10.30pm. Set menu at E30. À la carte:
Around E39. Lunch menu: E16 (starter main course or
E20 starter main course and dessert).
By investing the former garage of Bernard Clee, specialised in car electricity, Fred and Chloé Chabanaud have
maintained the workshop spirit a little. Of course, they
adapted it to a modern and comfortable dining room. This
is a bright beautiful space, long and narrow, in beige and
cinnamon decoration and with its terrace open towards
the place. Chloe always has a welcoming and personalised
smile while the chef continues his feats in the kitchen.
Fred, the chef, uses only fresh market produces to prepare
traditional and revisited dishes, in bistronomy style.
He lays emphasis on quality while buying from local
producers or abroad for the Black Angus beef from Ireland
or the ham from Italy. He knows how to put originality in
his compositions. On the menu, which is revisited every
two months, the inventions of Fred seizes the safe bets,
combining quality of the produce and very personalised
variations: pan-fried foie gras and tatin of peach, salmon
confit and avocado cream sprinkled with sticks of green
apple, chicken supreme and bisque of crayfish or the
tasty apple snack and caramel with salted butter... The
wine list showcases the Bergerac wines.

Sleeping

COMFORT HOTEL REGINA
14, rue Denis-Papin
& +33 5 53 08 40 44
www.choicehotels.fr
comfort.perigueux@wanadoo.fr
Open all year. Reception 24/24. 41 rooms. Single room
from E66; double room from E68; triple room from

E79; suite from E86. Breakfast: E9. Parking included.
Two adapted rooms. Pets allowed. Free Wifi. Satellite
TV, Canal+.
Located opposite the train station, this hotel in 1930s
architecture but offering modern comfort is part of
the Comfort chain. After recent improvements, all
the rooms are now with air-conditioning and are well
soundproofed. The breakfast room is contemporary,
bright and very pleasant. For those who want to go
downtown, so leave your car in the car park of the
hotel, a bus stop is located right in front, which will
lead you very easily there but if you are brave, the you
can reach the downtown area in 10 minutes walk. The
hotel offers many services: bicycle rental, scooters, cars,
microwave oven, refrigerator, etc...

HÔTEL DES BARRIS
2, rue Pierre-Magne
& +33 5 53 53 04 05
www.hoteldesbarris.com
hoteldesbarris@orange.fr

aOpen all year. Welcome 24/24. 14 rooms. Single room

from E47 to E49; double room from E53 to E55;
triple room from E60 to E62; suite from E74 to
E82. Half-board. Buffet breakfast: E7. Pets allowed
(small supplement E5 per day). Free Wifi. Catering
facilities (set menu at E13, menu at E18 and card).
Satellite TV.
Very warm welcome in this hotel run by Jimmy Fornoni
and his sister Vanessa. It enjoys a beautiful location,
at the waterfront or almost and facing the cathedral.
Rooms 101, 102, 201 and 202 have a view over the
superb Saint-Front cathedral, the Maison des Consuls
and the Isle. Some are equipped with bathtubs and
others with shower and all offer modern comfort.
A good idea from the owners: you can visualise the
location of each room on the website before booking.
The pub-terrace facing the river and Saint-Front, offers
a great moment of relaxation to drink something or to
enjoy tapas from Thursday to Saturday evening. The
old restaurant de Barris has become La Cantina, an
Italian restaurant.

Sarlat-la-Canéda
Sarlat, City of art and history, was born in the 9th century
and is built around a Benedictine abbey. Very quickly the
city became enriched under the direct authority of SaintSiège de Rome. The Hundred years’ war (1337 - 1453)
and the plague have serious economic and demographic
consequences. It was during the reconstruction in the
15th and 16th that the city avoids beautiful mansions.
Its business activities and crafts develop, and the new
ideas come with Etienne de La Boétie. The city has kept
its panache until the 18th, then the decline began due
to its geographical isolation.
Ultimately, it will be a chance for the city! In 1962,
André Malraux creates the law on conservation areas
and Sarlat is the «city-laboratory». For 25 years, restorations succeed and have revived the medieval city.
Today Sarlat is the first city in Europe by the number of
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classified buildings per square meter, with over 11 ha,
253 buildings, 18 listed monuments and 59 listed
monuments. It is a real gem, witness of the medieval
and Renaissance eras.

OFFICE DE TOURISME DE SARLAT
PÉRIGORD NOIR
3, rue Tourny
& +33 5 53 31 45 45
www.sarlat-tourisme.com
info@sarlat-tourisme.com
High season: open Monday to Saturday from 9am to 7pm;
Sunday from 10am to 12pm and from 2pm to 6pm. In low
season, open Monday to Saturday to contact by telephone
for the schedule.


MANOIR DE GISSON
Place des Oies
& +33 5 53 28 70 55
www.manoirdegisson.com
Open all year. High season: every day from 10am to 8pm. In
low season, the Manor is open every day but the schedule
varies depending on the months and from school holidays,
to refer to the site. Adult: E7.
Jean-Max Nougat is a born entrepreneur. He succeeded
his father at the troglodytic site of La Roque-SaintChristophe, and later he opened Roc de Cazelle in
1998, then the Maison forte de Reignac in Tursac in
2006 and took over the Saint-Cirq cave in 2008. This
time, he opened the doors of Hotel de Chassaing, also
known as the Manoir de Gisson, the name of the family
who lived there in the middle Ages. Dating from the
thirteenth century, it is made up of two buildings
connected to each other by a hexagonal stair tower.
Its tower of nobility, its mullioned windows, its tiled
roofs and its very unique bay pilasters topped by oculus
and its facades flanked by decorated portals, ennoble
this building. The vaulted cellars shelter a strange
cabinet of curiosities very fashionable for the notables
at the end of Renaissance. One accumulates and exhibit
collected objects there with a certain love for heteroclism and the new. It has all that the sailors and
explorers of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,
coming from borders of the unknown world or places
not found in maps, brought back from their journeys;
they excited the imaginary and curiosity. Visiting the
apartments shows the daily life of the Saladais nobility
and of course the Gisson family. Apart from the cathedral,
this is the only Sarladais monument which can be
visited today.

Knife & Fork

LES ARCADES
Route de Souillac – Les Auziers
& +33 6 48 95 96 84 / +33 5 53 59 37 00
Open all year round. High season: every day for lunch and
dinner. Service until 9.30pm. Low season: closed from
Monday to Friday for dinner and on Saturday for lunch.
Menus from E22 to E25. À la carte: around E36. Lunch


AUBERGE DE RAVILHON
2, rue des Armes
& +33 5 53 31 03 14
salajo24200@orange.fr
Closed from November 15, to March 31. High season:
open every day and on public holidays for lunch. Low
season 6/7. Menus from E14.50 to E19. A la carte:
around E20. Children’s menu: E8.50. Lunch formula:
E14.50.
Joelle Castagnau has opened a second inn in the
medieval centre of Sarlat. The Auberge de Ravilhon is
located in a building dating from the 15th century known
as the «money changer». It has kept all its authenticity
as you can see in the magnificent exposed stones.
There are two spacious rooms: the one on the ground
floor overlooking a magnificent shady terrace to the
narrow street and without way out and; the other is
upstairs and is reserved for gorups. The interior has been
redesigned: new tables and new chairs in red and black.
On the menu, traditional cuisine where the influence of
the South West remains present in the menu découverte
and a wide range of omelettes served with salads and
homemade fries or even pasta carbonara, bolognaise...
All of them at low prices at the heart of Sarlat. Finally,
let’s highlight the reception’s quality where families will
really appreciate the baby chair available.

LE CLOS DU PERIGORD
5, place de la Petite-Rigaudie
& +33 6 31 83 57 71
Closed from January to February. Low season: open Tuesday
to Saturday for lunch and dinner. High season: daily for
lunch and dinner. Menu from E15.90 to E28. Children’s
menu: E10.50. Lunch menu: E13.
Located in the city centre, Le Clos du Périgord de Michel
Maillet offers a spacious dining room on the ground
floor as well as an elegant dining room upstairs, which
allows it to accommodate groups. Most of the products
from Perigord are fresh and labelled IGP (Indication
Géographique Protégée). The address serves brasserie
in bistronomy trend, classic recipe in modern way with
a touch of creativity.

SOUTH-WEST

Sightseeing

formula: E13 (starter, main course, dessert, wine and
coffee). 8 hotel rooms from E48 and breakfast at E7.
Change of owners at the head of this hotel and restaurant. Aurélie Rousseau and Cédric Carbonne, (son of a
farmer from Sarlat) are very attached to local products
from farms close to their premises. They work among
others with the Vialard farm – a group of producers
– for vegetables, duck etc... The cuisine is traditional,
everything is homemade and very fresh. The à la carte
proposes 5 starters, 8 main courses and 8 desserts
and varies according to the seasons. On the menu
of the day for example: crispy sardine, sausage and
mashed potatoes, cheese or banana fritter. But the
chef also serves a tatin of foie gras, duck quenelles
or a Nutella banana tiramisu dessert. The reception
is very friendly and pleasant. In high season you can
enjoy a very large terrace and an outdoor bar where
evening concerts are organized around tapas or a large
barbecue for grilling (prime rib, steak, skewer of tab,
magert, prawns).
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LA POISSONNERIE
21, avenue Gambetta
& +33 5 53 28 55 25
stm24@wanadoo.fr
Open all year long. Low season: from Tuesday to Saturday
for lunch from 9am to 3.30pm; on Friday and Saturday for
dinner from 5.30pm to 8pm. High season: from Tuesday to
Saturday for lunch from 9am to 3.30pm and for dinner from
5.30pm to 8pm. Booking advised. Menus from E15.50 to
E21.50 (starter, main course, dessert). Children’s menu:
E10.50. Daily specials: E9.50.
La Cabane du Pêcheur made a leap forward in quality
by becoming La Poissonnerie. Sylvie succeeded Olivier.
Originally from Sarlat, she worked in various restaurants,
whose La Rapière, as a result she wanted coupling sale
and tasting. The fish arrive directly in the shop and some
are quick to cook them on a griddle. Sylvie cooks the fish
in front of guests which allows them to know different
varieties, to offer always fresh products but also to draw
the prices. The fish are labeled organic or wild according
to the seasonal variation. Shellfishes and crustaceans
are also there. You can taste them on the table d’hôte
or outside, they are also to take-away or to order at
least 48 hours in advance, especially for plates filled
with lobsters or crayfishes. Sarah in the service always
has a pleasant short note for the guests. Attention: it is
necessary to book especially on Saturday, market day,
and the à la carte based on the arrivals varies almost
from day to day.

Sleeping

HÔTELS COLLECTION SARLAT
DORDOGNE PÉRIGORD
2 - 4, avenue de la Dordogne
& +33 5 53 30 20 87 / +33 8 11 48 39 31
www.hotels-collection.fr
contact@hotels-collection.fr
Hôtels Collection Sarlat Dordogne Périgord – former
Club Hôtelier – brings together 45 hotels all involved
in a quality approach, has set up a booking system at
the best guaranteed prices to meet the high tourist
demands of the region. The hotels are classified by stars
and geographical situation: in the countryside, in the
villages and cities of Sarlat, Montignac, Les Eyzies, an
even a little further. The website has all the hotels and
you can make researches from specific criteria (range of
price, accessibility, animals, leisure, etc.). It is fast and
efficient for tourists who do not know Périgord. The sites
put forward promotional offers, a collection of inevitable
sites and themed stays: Castles viewed from above, retro
Escape in Périgord Noir, Multiple facets of Périgord Noir,
etc. which are also sold as gift boxes: it also identifies
the inevitable tours of Périgord Noir.

Sorges
Sorges is known by gourmets of the world as the capital
of black truffles, the famous «to buzzard melanosporum».
In the opinion of specialist best, the truffle Sorges offers
a perfume and reveals incomparable flavours. The truffle

market that takes place every year on the last Sunday
of January attracts large crowds, and more and more
from abroad.

OFFICE DE TOURISME
DU PÉRIGORD GOURMAND
RN 21
& +33 5 53 05 90 11
www.sorges-perigord.com
mairie.ligueux@wanadoo.fr
Open every day except Monday in low season.

Sightseeing

ECOMUSEE DE LA TRUFFE
N 21
& +33 5 53 05 90 11
www.ecomusee-truffe-sorges.com
si.sorges@wanadoo.fr
Open all year. Low season: Tuesday to Sunday from 10am
to 12pm and from 2pm to 5pm. High season: Monday
to Friday from 9.30am to 6.30pm; the weekend from
9.30am to 12.30pm and from 2.30pm to 6.30pm. Free
for under 10-year-olds. Adult: E5. Child (from 11 to
15 years old): E2.50.
To fully understand Périgord, it is essential to discover
its black diamond by visiting the Ecomusée de la Truffe,
opened in 1982, located in a fully refurbished area of
450 m2 which also homes the tourist office. This place
is a real documentation mine on the origins and the
future of truffle, on the way to find it, cultivate it, cook
and keep it. All the themes are discussed by panels and
video content. The shop offers visitors local products,
products related to truffle but also on truffle plants,
you can even buy products on line. It is also mandatory
to enhance the tour with a 3 km course on the Périgord
causse, guided and paying or non-guided and free.
Possibility of excavation in season (beginners’ truffle
growing): It is an opportunity to discover the trufficole
reality of yesterday and today with traditional plantations
or the new irrigated generation. The museum has its own
online store with selection of the best gourmet products
around Périgord black truffle: condiments with truffle
and walnut (olive oil, vinegar...), regional products and a
selection of works on truffles and their universe. Certainly,
the truffle remains a so called luxury product luxury but
if you knew what you can do with 30 grams of truffles
which cost around E27, i.e. the price of a wine bottle or
a kilo of beef fillet... For example a superb risotto for 4 to
6 people or scrambled eggs.

LA FERME DES ANDREVIAS
Les Andrevias
& +33 5 53 05 02 42
ferme.andrevias@wanadoo.fr
Open all year. High season: Monday to Saturday. Guided
tour (at 6pm Tuesday and Thursday).
The Meynard family have been raising geese in Périgord
for three generations. By the 1950s, grandmother
Marguerite had developed a system of direct sales of
products simmered on the farm! And since then, it
continues... they cultivate certified non GMO maize to
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feed the geese strolling on seven hectares grassed and
planted with walnut trees. Pork and truffles are bought in
the surrounding territory to cook delicious dishes prepared
here. In July and August, the guided tour is followed by a
slide show and a tasting, if not visits are free throughout
the year. There are direct sales of specialties on site or
online: whole goose liver with truffles, goose rillettes,
confits, stuffed goose necks, walnut and walnut oil and
derived products.

Knife & Fork

Sleeping
AUBERGE DE LA TRUFFE
14, rue Jean-Chateaureynaud
& +33 5 53 05 02 05
www.auberge-de-la-truffe.com
contact@auberge-de-la-truffe.com

xq
Eco-label. Open all year. Single room from 57 E to 76 E;

double room from 60 E to 81 E; suite from 110 E to
145 E. Full-board. Half-board. Buffet breakfast: 11 E.
Seminars. Free wi-fi. Catering (menus from 19 E). Satellite
TV. Whirlpool, sauna. Access to nearby municipal tennis
courts with hours reserved for the hotel.
The hotel is in the heart of the capital of truffle and its

location is ideal for exploring the Dordogne. The rooms
have all been recently renovated and are all different.
They are decorated with taste and originality. Some are
air-conditioned mini-suites appropriate for a family visit.

LE DOMAINE DES BORIES
& +33 5 53 52 72 20 / +33 6 18 31 45 39
www.domainedesbories.fr
contact@domainedesbories.fr

onlmx
Open all year. From E370 to E2,730 per week depending

on season. Prices are depending on the number of beddings.
Free Internet access. Free Wifi. Outdoor lounge, sheets
rental, washing machine, dishwasher. Satellite TV. The
swimming pool is protected by a barrier equipped with a
wicket with access with 130 cm. A bar of support facilitates
the descent in water.
Domaine des Bories, with upscale and ecological services
has just been awarded a 5th Gîtes de France star. Valerie
and Patrice welcome their customers on 8 hectares
setting. They offer very comfortable, environmentally
friendly holiday in the heart of Périgord. Twenty houses
of 2 to 5 rooms available in seven architectural styles,
are constructed from monomur brick, wood and stone,
and covered with green roofs. The cottages have specific
shapes that correspond to their name: the Attic, the
Barn, the Dovecot, the Sheepfold, the Winewarehouse,
the Small holding and the longhouse. The common
areas are also designed in the best spirit of sustainable
development, be it for sports equipment, or those for
the disabled, etc... Similarly, three houses reserved for
victims of allergy welcome non-smoking and no pets
families. The domain has very high quality services: fully
equipped kitchen, modern furnishings, unlimited phone
calls in France, on site pick up from local traders ... In
high season, night market every week with local traders
and musical entertainment provided by DJ. Domaine des
Bories is one of the members of association « Le Coeur
du Périgord ». This association brings to date more than
40 local tourism stakeholders toghether: castles, natural
or cultural sites open to the public and local products,
hotels-restaurants, outdoor catering, holiday villages
and cottages, outdoor activities.

VVF VILLAGES LA PALUE
Route des Bories
& +33 5 53 05 02 52
www.vvf-villages.fr

rxp
Open from April 27 to September 22 . Studio from
th

nd

E249 per week. Activities.
In the middle of an oak grove of Périgord, a Village Liberté
named VVF does not take us for truffles! Less than one km
from the village of Sorges, close to a public swimming
pool (free access for VVF residents), this village allows
us to shine as we please in this area rich in flavours and
heritage. Sure, as a family, we will not miss a crumb of it!
Each accommodation for 4, 5, 6 or 8 people is equipped
with a kitchen, a bathroom and a terrace with garden
furniture. With activities organized on site, children
will never get bored (BoO clubs, club ados for children
up to 14 years old) and parents will have fun freely.

SOUTH-WEST

L’AUBERGE DE LA TRUFFE
14, rue Jean-Chateaureynaud
& +33 5 53 05 02 05
www.auberge-de-la-truffe.com
contact@auberge-de-la-truffe.com
Logis (3 cocottes). Open all year. Every day for dinner
from 7.30pm to 9.30pm; Tuesday to Sunday for lunch
from 12pm to 2pm. Menu from E25.50 to E47 (menu
Truffle at E110). Lunch menu: E14.50 (and E19.50).
Groups welcome. Terrace.
The Auberge de la Truffe with Eve and Yves Nottelet at
the helm got a lovely new look. The couple has renovated
the dining room and the porch, while keeping the game
of mirrors background, in honey and tobacco tones. They
found curtains that evoke the veins of the nose, which
is highlighted with artistic photos and a reworked view
of Ulysse Tallet and its sow of Champs-Élysées. That was
in 1969 and he was promoting the Dordogne to Paris...
However no change in the kitchen and fortunately
because Pierre Corre, for whom the truffle has no secrets,
knows how to make it in all its forms to prepare his
wonderful recipes such as the brouillade with truffles or
the royal duck breast. The truffle menu is a pure moment
of happiness and you can trust the sommelier to guide
you in order to divinely accompany your dishes: consumed
with grated truffle, duo of brouillade with truffles and
millefeuille of foie gras with apple of Jean and truffle
sauce, scallops in truffle chips, truffle stew, potato with
truffle aroma and truffle dessert of the pastry chef... But
the chef can also imagine a quail of Chanteloup confit
accompanied by its potato salad with dried duck breast or
a steak of swordfish fried with shallots sauce and Bergerac
wine without forgetting its famous hare in royal way.
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Gironde
Andernos-les-Bains
Andernos-les-Bains is well worth a visit! The city was
an important small town in the Gallo-Roman era, many
vestiges are exposed in Maison Louis David and you can
visit a site listed in the inventory of historic monuments
since 1993: the vestiges of a fourth-century villa. Lulled
by tides, this town enjoys a particularly mild climate,
ideal for a stay all year round. Here, Andernos inhabitants continue to enjoy themselves even at the end of
summer. Although the summer season is particularly
busy with for example the famous jazz festival, fireworks,
concerts and shows, the low season is not neglected.
For evidence, early December is celebrated « Cabanes
en Fête », a great and festive event during which the
public is welcomed in these huts for the delight of their
taste buds. There are always ideas for walks and visits
at Andernos all year round: try the oyster port and
walk right up to the Quinconces Beach. Nature is very
present and the natural reserve has a protected flora
and fauna, including the centenarian pine trees isolated
in a beautiful oak grove, tamarisk on the beach, and
especially old fish tanks dug in 1840 on the abandoned
salt pans. It is possible to reach the Arès salt marshes
from there. Enjoy the longest pier in France: 232 m to
bring you a little closer to sunset and then, enjoy the
sweetness of an evening to enjoy oysters on the terrace,
and why not take a last drink in town?

OFFICE DE TOURISME
Esplanade du Broustic
& +33 5 56 82 02 95
www.andernoslesbains.fr
tourisme@andernoslesbains.fr
Open Monday to Saturday from 9.30am to 12.30pm and
from 2.30pm to 5.30pm. High season: Monday to Saturday
from 9.30am to 12.30pm and from 2.30pm to 6.30pm;
Sunday and public holidays from 10am to 12.30pm.

Sightseeing

ÉGLISE SAINT-ÉLOI
Side door entrance, Port Ostréicole side.
Open every day from 10am to 6pm. Free. Guided tour (of
the church and the Gallo-Roman remains, every Tuesday
at 5pm in July and August, mandatory registration near
the Tourist Office).
Built in the 11th century, Eglise Saint-Eloi is in a
Romanesque style. Important restoration works were
carried out from 2007 to 2010. Outside, the apse and the
absidiole have been cleared. Inside, wall paintings have
been brought up to date. In the choir, you can discover
a decorative set organised around a central motif in an
medallion decorated with a triangle (the Trinity) in which
you can see the name of God in Hebrew. On the cross
springer, a phylactery in the form of ribbon with flattened
folds bearing inscriptions. On the southern side of the

vault, you can admire a part of a Gothic tetramorph of
the 15th. The whole is completed by contemporary works.
You can also notice the Gothic fresco dedicated to Saint
Quiteria, elevated to the status of a virgin by the pilgrims
of Santiago de Compostela. Further south, you can find
the remains of a Gallo-Roman villa built around the end
of the 4th century. This site, discovered in 1902, is classified
a historical monument since the 27th of January, 1933.
Eglise Saint-Eloi was a relay on the way of Santiago de
Compostela’s pilgrims. It was inaugurated in January
2010 and it deserves a short detour.

LE PETIT MUSÉE DE L’HUÎTRE
Port ostréicole
Cabane n° 68
& +33 5 56 82 02 95 / +33 6 10 27 71 00
comite.fete.huitre.andernos@gmail.com
Open in summer Thursday morning and during the Heritage
Days (September). Free for under 12-year-olds. Adult:
E1. credit card and checks are not accepted. Guided tour
(July and August at 10am and 11am, 20 people per visit,
booking required).
The Petit Musée de l’huître is nestled in the hut n°68.
Created by the Comité de la Fête de l’Huître Association
of Andernos, enthusiasts reveal you the 1001 secrets of
the Bassin’s pearl. The Petit Musée de l’Huître presents
the history of this strange and small but so appreciated
creature, from its origin to the present day. Supported
by old testimonies, you learn much more about all
techniques of breeding, consumption, marketing
thanks to the visit... On site, all your questions are
answered with passion and pedagogy, thus revealing
so many hidden secrets to you. You can then discover
all the oyster-farming tradition of the Arcachon Bay.
You will discover the disgorging tanks in which are
submerged oysters coming from oyster beds with of
course a tasting accompanied with a glass of white
wine. For the guided tour, registration is compulsory
at Andernos Tourist Office.

Knife & Fork
LES TAMARIS
Place Louis-David
& +33 5 56 26 74 77
www.restaurant-tamaris-andernos.fr
contact@restaurant-tamaris.com
Open every day from 12 pm to 2.30 pm and from 7 pm to
10 pm. Booking advised. Set menu at E26.90 (starter,
main course with meat or fish, dessert). Child’s menu:
E9.80 (a syrup with water, a hamburger or ground beef
or a salmon paving stone with pasta or fried, an ice-cream
2 scoops). Lunch menu: E12 (Monday to Friday). Wine
by the glass. Terrace.
Facing the pier and a few steps away from the beach,
the restaurant-brasserie Les Tamaris offers a unique
setting. Seafood lovers will be delighted but let yourself
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be tempted by the fish of the day or by the beautiful
specials on the blackboard. A seasonal cuisine is offered
to you, 100% homemade with fresh and nice produce. If
you are more a tapas, sangria and festive evening lover,
sit at Bodega! Les Tamaris in Andernos-les-Bains, it is
a delicious cuisine, a dreamy environment, a friendly,
professional, fast and welcoming staff. It is a place where
you can go with your eyes closed.

Arcachon


TOURIST OFFICE
Esplanade Georges Pompidou
& +33 5 57 52 97 97 / +33 5 57 52 97 75 / +33
5 57 52 97 70
www.arcachon.com
tourisme@arcachon.com
Low season: open Monday to Friday from 9am to 6pm;
Saturday from 9am to 5pm. High season: every day and
public holidays from 9am to 7pm. In April, May, June and
September, open Monday to Saturday from 9am to 6pm
and Sunday and public holidays from 10am to 1pm and
from 2pm to 5pm.
Located in the heart of the city, within walking distance
of the train station, the tourism Office is an ideal place
to start your tour of Arcachon and Pool. The welcome is


SYNDICAT INTERCOMMUNAL
DU BASSIN D’ARCACHON – SIBA
16, allée Corrigan
& +33 5 57 52 74 74
www.siba-bassin-arcachon.fr
administration@siba-bassin-arcachon.fr
Open Monday to Friday from 8am to 12.30pm
and from 1.30pm to 5pm.
The SIBA includes the municipalities of Arcachon, La Teste
de Buch, Gujan-Mestras, Le Teich, Biganos, Audenge,
Lanton, Andernos, Ares and Light Cap Ferret. It has a
main mission like the protection of the Arcachon Bay
and develops its expertise regarding environment, of
decontamination waste water, hygiene, health, maritime
work and digital resources. It also takes care of the
touristic attractions of the bay in connection with the
Tourist Offices, while leading studies and by showcasing
the offer. Their website is complete with many ideas of
stay and practical information to benefit more from
your destination.

Sightseeing

ASCENSEUR DU PARC MAURESQUE
Place du 8 mai
Open all year. Low season: every day and public holidays
from 8.30am to 7.30pm. High season: every day and public
holidays from 7am to 10pm. High season: from June 15th
to September 30th. Free.
A lift in the city? Well, yes! In order to reach the
Mauresque park located in the Winter City, you can
take the lift provided by the city at the end of rue du
Maréchal-de-Lattre-de-Tassigny, behind the beautiful
fountain. After a long corridor and its colourfoul ceiling,
then the ascent by lift, you arrive in the heart of the
arboretum, facing a beautiful view of the pool and the
Town of Arcachon, below. Previously, the link between
the Summer and Winter City were made on foot via a
small path with laces marked out of pebbles. Built in
1913, the original funicular was quickly taken by the
players of the Mauresque Casino and Arcachon’s citizens
in general. In 1948, transformed into a safer lift, it still
allows to save ourselves from the ascent on foot, not
less pleasant but certainly more tiring.

SOUTH-WEST

The birth of Arcachon is related to the appearance of sea
bathing trend during the Restoration. This enthusiasm
for the bath is both for leisure and a medical necessity.
And it is thanks to a dynasty of doctors, precursors of
climatotherapy and thalassotherapy of today, that the
station owes its first success. The host structures are then
reduced to a few resin collectors huts for rent when a
Norman navigator, Captain François Legallais, opened
in August 1823 the first bath hotel-suite facility in the
region. Here, the sea bathing fashion attracts a «foreign
colony» of highnesses and celebrities, crowned heads,
great families, writers and singers. The waterfront on
nearly 3 kilometres saw the building of cottages and villas
thus foreshadowing the Ville d’Été. This is the beginning
of the rise of Arcachon. On May 2, 1857, Arcachon was
declared a municipality by imperial decree of Napoleon
III. It was on this same date that the railway line between
Bordeaux and La Teste is extended to Arcachon. To ensure
an adequate return on this investment, the brothers Émile
and Isaac Pereire (rich bankers and major shareholders
of the Compagnie des Chemins de Fer du Midi) bought
on their behalf and that of the company 96 hectares of
forest land and created the Ville d’hiver. From spring
1862, avenues and streets are laid out, casino and villas
are built. Opulent villas of all styles appear in a maze of
small «windbreak curve alleys». The Ville d’hiver has
been listed as a historical monument since 1985. In 1858,
the new Arcachon municipality legislated: sea bathing
should be taken dressed from neck to heels, please! In
1863, Napoleon III’s short stay and his media coverage
placed Arcachon amongst the major health resorts. Sea
bathing, the Ville d’hiver and the railway have made the
happiness of Arcachon and its visitors. In 1926, Arcachon
was classified seaside resort.

friendly, take the time to you enumerating the wealth
of the region. On the programme: walks, very practical
guided tours, free buses to go downtown and to the
beaches (Baia and Eho) as well as the famous train,
which offers two tours, between town of winter and
summer city. You can enjoy the guided walking tours
with audio guide from winter in 1:30 as well as visits
nature, with a naturalist guide, discover «the secret
life of the sand bank of Pereire» (hours depending on
the tides) or «the songbirds from Abatilles». The office
also has a selection of restaurants and shops, but also
of points of reservation in direct connection with the
hotels. You can go through the small gift shop for your
last local product purchases and stroll in the ticket book
shows. A special service is also available for groups and
for the organisation of the short stays.
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LE BÉLVÉDÈRE
Passerelle Saint-Paul,
Passage de l’Observatoire
Information at the Tourist Office. Open every day from
9am to 7pm. Free.
This belvedere, also called Sainte-Cécile observatory, is
located on the dunes of the same name, on the Winter
city. Privileged point of view, it overlooks the town of
its 15 feet high. It is accessible from the Mauresque park
by a small steep path, then crossing the Saint-Paul footbridge. This metal tower in 1863 created by the architect
engineer Paul Régnauld (who had as assistant some
Gustave Eiffel) offers one of the most beautiful views of
the pool. The access is impressive is limited to 8 people.
The spiral staircase holding only by ropes and cables, one
trembles going up but the game is worth the candles.

LA SOURCE SAINTE-ANNE-DES-ABATILLES
157, boulevard de la Côte-d’Argent
Guided tour (to contact the Tourist Office).
In 1923, Louis Lemarié searched for oil and found...
water! The water of Les Abatilles is taken from a depth
of 472 metres and a temperature of 25 °C, which makes
it the deepest spring in France. In 1925, the thermal
company of Les Abatilles was exploited for the first time,
the water put in bottles and marketed under the name of
Saint-Anne. After release, the spring was in poor condition
and it was Vittel who boosted this water by repurchasing
the thermal company in late sixties. Sources des Abatilles
is now belonging to the Perrier-Vittel SA group (Nestlé
group). It is a light water, low mineralised. It gushes
out in nature, near Dune du Pyla and the Landes forest.
If the spa address doesn’t exist anymore, a fountain
remains which is a pleasant place of visit all year round.
A person of the company welcomes you and explains you
the history of the spring and offers you a water tasting
straight from the field, warm and slightly sulphured. For
visits, check with the Tourist Office.

LA VILLE DE PRINTEMPS
Built in the middle of a wooded park, La Ville de Printemps
combines natural site and superb residences. Le Parc
Pereire is therefore ideal for walks and relaxation. The
nice Pereire beach stretches from the pine forest to the
edge of the Bay fitted with a long pedestrian promenade
and a sea garden. Witness to the birth of Arcachon in the
16th century, this neighbourhood stretches from the NotreDame-des-Passes basilica to the Pereire park, including
Les Abatilles and Le Moulleau including Croix des Marins,
Jetée de la Chapelle, but also the beautiful villas bordering
Avenue Sainte-Marie and Boulevard de l’océan. The very
chic district of Moulleau has kept a dispersed habitat
where each villa has its garden or its park.

LA VILLE D’ÉTÉ
Mainly concentrated in the city centre and the seafront,
La Ville d’Eté is the oldest and the most frequented
neighbourhood in Arcachon. Built around 1845, this
neighbourhood consists of three piers: the Thiers pier,
the Eyrac pier (and its carrousel) and the Legallais pier
which punctuate the seafront walk. It is beyond this
avenue, from Château Deganne (Casino) to Allée de la
Chapelle that the heart of the Arcachon town is located,

with its renovated market and its brandnew Place des
Marquises close to the town hall, its administrative
centre, its pedestrian streets, its original small shops and
its smart stores... La Ville d’Eté emerges as an unmisable
living place. It’s the favourite destination of Bordeaux’s
residents for weekends in any season or during summer
hot evenings, period in which the city livens up.

LA VILLE D’HIVER
Located on the heights of Arcachon, La Ville d’Hiver
was a holiday centre of Belle Epoque. Its outrageous
villas were moreover almost built at once at the end
of the 19th century. Outrageous is not an empty word
to qualify their architecture which is based on neogothic, of neo-classic and even Moorish or colonial style.
The idea of its creators, Emile and Isaac Pereire, two
rich bankers, was to bring out a new town at the time
when Arcachon displayed a status of posh sea resort.
Dedicated to accommodate rich aristocrats from around
the world in order to spend the winter months under
the mild climate of Arcachon, it consists of a succession
of superb villas protected from the wind by a pine forest
and a labyrinth of alleys in curved lines. The beneficial
effects of the fragrance of pines will also drain wealthy
sick guests who come to recharge their batteries in this
«open-air sanatorium» towards La Ville d’Hiver. Among
the 73 residences to discover, there is Villa Toledo villa and
its Hispanic inspirations or Villa Brémontier reinterpreting
the Swiss chalet.

Knife & Fork

CAFÉ DE LA PLAGE – RESTAURANT
CHEZ PIERRE
Front de mer
1, boulevard Veyrier-Montagnères
& +33 5 56 22 52 94
www.cafedelaplage.com
contact@cafedelaplage.com

onlm
Open all year. Every day and public holidays for lunch and

dinner. Late-evening service. Bar open from 7.30am to
2am. Booking advised. Dishes from E21 (beef tartare) at
E58 (prime rib). Wine by the glass. Menu starter, main
course or main course, dessert at E24, fixed rate formula
starter, main course and dessert at E30. Suggestions.
Chèque Restaurant. Groups welcome. Baby chairs. Terrace.
Activities.
Café de la Plage is a very important place in Arcachon.
Its terrace is unquestionably magnificent since it is in
front of the wonderful swimming pool, of course, and
the high quality of the menu and the service, are the
same in summer, this is one of the significant assets of
this establishment. Whether for a café, a cocktail or for
a lunch or a dinner, the dynamic and cordial team of
Café de la Plage welcomes you with enthusiasm, always
smiling. Let us sit in the table of Chez Pierre restaurant,
of course if you have time because otherwise you can
come visit the brasserie area where you can eat very
tasty salads, toasted slices of bread, seashells and
shellfishes, etc. Regarding the restaurant, beautified
with smart and modern decoration. In this eatery, the
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chef proposes you a gourmet cuisine, refined and full of
creativity, prepared with regional produce such as foie
gras. Location and beach oblige, you will undoubtedly
be tempted by one of the seafood dishes, for instance
the royal plate with a half-lobster. And for the raw fish
lovers, a tasting of sushi and maki on the Sushi-bar
area. Enjoy your meal!

CAP PEREIRE
1, avenue du Parc-Pereire
& +33 5 56 83 24 01
www.restaurantcappereire.com
reservation@restaurantcappereire.com

steak roasted with shallot, duck or skewer of beef and
chorizo. We fell in love with their cuisine and the this
little corner of paradise’s atmosphere.

DIEGO PLAGE – L’ ÉCAILLER
2, boulevard Veyrier-Montagnères
& +33 5 56 83 84 46
www.diegoplage.com
diegoplage@free.fr

oOpen all year. Every day from 12 pm to 2:30 pm and


LE CHIPIRON
Quartier de l’Aiguillon
11, rue de la Pêcherie
& +33 5 57 52 06 33
www.lechipiron.com
Closed from December 30th to January 30th. Low season:
open Thursday to Tuesday from 12.15pm to 2pm; Thursday
to Sunday from 7.30pm to 9.30pm. High season: Thursday
to Tuesday from 12.15pm to 2pm and from 8pm to 10pm.
À la carte: Around E28. Slate E21. Terrace. Pets allowed.
Ideally located in the friendly Aiguillon neighbourhood,
this excellent restaurant run by Christian Bonnet and his
team, offers a real dining pleasure. Comfortably installed
in the room with the modern decor and cordial or in
terrace under the sunlight, come and visit this eatery if you
want to spend a delicious moment with dishes prepared
with fresh ingredients, cooked with passion and served
with smile by an impeccable service. One comes here to
taste oysters of the pool but also to discover a range of
fresh and gourmet tapas. Let’s continue with incredible
fresh seafood. Tuna according to the season, swordfish,
bar, monkfish, bream, parillada, common squid, cod but
also prawns, cuttlefish and very tasty sardines. Meat lovers
also have opportunities to taste hearty dishes such as


LE GRAND CAFÉ VICTORIA – ARCACHON
Front de Mer
26, boulevard Veyrier-Montagnères
& +33 5 56 83 07 75
Open all year round. Every day. Uninterrupted service.
Menus from 25 Euros to 30 Euros. A la carte: around
15 Euros. Kids’ menu: 11 Euros. Wine by the glass.
Restaurant Voucher. Terrace.
You will love this elegant place facing the sea, not far
from the beach: tables with white tablecloth, antique
chandeliers, wooden furniture, etc. The staff is also
elegant and caring, which does not spoil anything. The
Grand Café Victoria welcomes you all year round for
tasting different dishes. You will have the opportunity
to taste the oysters, the specials of Joel Dupuch and
more broadly the well garnished seafood platter or
the specialities of the «boot»: risotto with Taleggio and
Speck, linguine with clams, Bocconcini veal cutlet as well
as pizzas, classics of the Italian gourmandise. All of that
accompanied by an Italian rosé. That’s all for the menu
but each day, the chef adds his suggestions, a balanced
blend of fish and Italian or regional dishes. If the crowd
does not bother you, we advise you to get a seat on the
terrace of the Victoria in summer. A place to discover!

SOUTH-WEST

Lunch menu: E15.50 (starter, main course or main course,
dessert. Fixed rate formula starter, main course and dessert
at E18.50). Groups welcome. Terrace. Activities.
Cap Pereire benefits from a beautiful setting. This superb
Arcachon-type villa overlooks the beach and has a lovely
terrace with breathtaking views of the pool. The welcome
is particularly charming and the cuisine is fine. The chef
offers revisited traditional dishes which change with the
seasons. The region obliges, the fish and seafood platters
are honoured. Fricassee of Basque chipirons accompanied
by chips of chorizo and roasted new potatoes, creamy
risotto with shrimps and parmesan, roasted whole sea
bass and its crushed potatoes with olive oil, etc., the
dishes are nicely presented and hearty. As for the land
product, the menu offers us a range of good things to
taste: sarladaise whole duck breast with new potatoes,
or chicken supreme stuffed with prawns and spinaches
accompanied by a shellfish bisque and iced spring vegetables. You should know that the restaurant hosts, once
a month, a jazz-trending music group, which gives the
place a warm and festive atmosphere. A very nice and
very good address.

from 7 pm to 10:30 pm. Booking advised. Set menu at
E28.90. À la carte: Around E30. Children’s menu: E10.
Lunch menu: E24.50. Wine by the glass. Checks are not
accepted. Restaurant Voucher. Groups welcome (room with
upstairs panoramic view). Baby chairs. Terrace. Take-away.
Among the myriad of restaurants located on the seafront,
it’s difficult to avoid the tourist traps. Here’s a safe bet.
At the waterfront not far from the Eyrac pier and its
beautiful carousel, you will find one of the best oyster
sellers of Arcachon, freshness guaranteed. The setting
is chic and simple with its white tablecloths and large
bay windows. To enjoy the view even closer, the shaded
terrace is very pleasant. As for the menu, the prices are
reasonable given the quality of the products. The menu
of the Bay offers a wide choice of starters, dishes and
desserts. For example, let yourself be tempted by the
oyster seller’s selection (oysters, whelks, and shrimp),
the beautiful grilled sole, the griddled prawns or the
braised lamb shoulder, fries and mesclun salad, to end
with the homemade dessert of the moment. On the
menu, where you can also find everything you need, we
strongly recommend you the must of the address, the
fisherman’s pot, composed of beautiful freshly-caught
fish, prawns, mussels and potatoes. The wine list offers a
wide range of price and the service is very professional.
In short, this place without any false note.

oOpen daily for lunch and dinner. Menu from E26 to E49.
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Sleeping

LE B D’ARCACHON***
4, rue du Professeur-Jolyet
& +33 5 56 83 99 91
www.hotel-b-arcachon.com
reservations@hotel-b-arcachon.com

oAcas
Open all year. Reception 24/24. 57 rooms (including 3 suites
and 3 rooms for the disabled). From E90 to E220. Closed
parking (from E10 to E15). Breakfast from E12 to
E15. Pets allowed (E20 extra). Free wi-fi. Satellite TV.
Safe and minibar in the rooms. Organization of Seminars.
At the foot of the seafront of the seaside town, B d’Arcachon has completely been stylishly renovated. Combining
comfort and elegance, the hotel offers modern, warm,
spacious and colourful rooms and suites. Air conditioning,
wi-fi, satellite TV but also hair-dryer, mini-bar, shampoo
and conditioner, moisturisers... Friendly and dynamic, the
team multiplies the smallest charming attention to allow
you to spend an idyllic stay. The hotel offers an à la carte
room service with the external restaurateurs, as well as
buffet-style breakfasts (hot and cold). For the organisation
of conferences, B d’Arcachon offers conference rooms
in the Palais des Congrès that is adjacent to the hotel,
adjustable up to 500 people and fully equipped. A very
professional welcome and excellent services.

CAMPING CLUB D’ARCACHON****
5, allée de la Galaxie
& +33 5 56 83 24 15
www.camping-arcachon.com
info@camping-arcachon.com

trxs
Reception open from 9 am to 12 pm and from 2 pm to 6 pm

(off-season) and from 8 am to 8 pm (July and August).
Ground of 6 ha. 274 campsites (including 85 rentals).
Exposure: shaded. Ground: sandy. Relief: undulating.
Mobile homes for 6 people from E340 to E1,015 per
week; bungalows for 4 people from E235 to E750. Tent
without car: E4. Person from E5 to E10.50. Electricity
from E4 to E5. Caravan for 4 people: from E350 to
E1035 per week. Pets allowed (E2 extra). Area for
camper van. Free wi-fi.
In the heart of a beautiful pine forest and only 1 km from
the city centre and beaches, where you can go to shuttle
for free or on foot in 20 minutes, you have what is best
around, in terms of outdoor hospitality. Everything is
arranged to spend enjoyable holidays: bar restaurant,
grocery, pool with water slide, spa bath, paddling pools
and heated spa, playground without forgetting the
activities with which a change of scenery is guaranteed
for the seasonal workers in summer, with activities for
both children and the sporty or the partygoers! Note that
all rentals are fully equipped with crockery, a showerroom, toilet, outdoor terrace with garden furniture and
the rentals for 6 people are composed of two bedrooms.
New in 2014; be sure to sleep in an unusual accommodation: the caravan! The campsite has created l’Espace
d’Antan (Space of yesteryear) where 4 caravans with
3 all equipped are well arranged for an original stay.


HOTEL DE LA PLAGE***
10, avenue Nelly Deganne
& +33 5 56 83 06 23
www.hotelarcachon.com
contact@hotelarcachon.com

cajs
Open all year. Reception 24/24. 53 rooms. Single room from

E87 to E139; double room from E92 to E144; triple
room from E100 to E155; suite from E190 to E290.
Buffet breakfast: E13. Parking included (private garage
E12 per night). Pets allowed (E8). Seminars. Free Wifi.
Cleaning service. Satellite TV, Canal+.
The hotel de la Plage is a 3-star hotel facing the casino.
You are a short walk from the seafront promenade and
beach. With contemporary architecture, the atmosphere
is pleasant and cosy. The rooms are decorated in the
spirit of the pool’s huts. Comfort is absolute there
and the amenities impeccable: hairdryer, bathroom
with walk-in shower, air conditioning, a flat-screen
television, welcome tray with biscuits and café, you
will feel immediately and completely at home, with
the fresh air on the balcony. They invite to relaxation
and tranquillity. For the services, guests have free
access and 24 hours a day to the very-well-equipped
gym and business corner. The hotel also rents bicycles
(electric or not) and offers an excellent buffet for a
sweet or savoury breakfast. The warm welcome is
enhanced with a whole bunch of attention and small
services. Faithful readers of Petit Futé will receive 10%
discount on room rates!

Bordeaux
To discover Gironde, you will have to visit Bordeaux
and its surrounding cities. The ancient Burdigala has
countless sites. With the most important preserved
medieval area and the biggest neoclassical façade in
Europe, the city has many reasons to be admired historic
buildungs passionates.
Wise tourists won’t forget to look up as often as possible
to admire balconies and façades, particularly along the
banks which enjoyed a renovation program. Bordeaux’s
charm undoubtedly comes from the harmony and
diversity present in each district. The influence of the 18th
Century, extremely strong all around the Grand-Théâtre,
contrasts with the small narrow streets of Saint-Pierre.
You will journey even deeper in the past going towards
the district of Saint-Eloi, then journey back to more recent
Centuries by crossing Pey-Berland square, entirely re
merged to allow tram circulation, and then find yourself
in 1970’s architecture in the Mériadeck district. Each sector
was able to wisely preserve its character but also a unity
which makes the whole urban space coherent. Finally,
since a few years, Bordeaux is trying to put the docks
of its river forward and revive its harbour tradition. The
docks have become a very popular stroll, all the more
during the Fête du Fleuve (River day) which takes place
every two years. Bordeaux is a Unesco Heritage Site.
Must-sees : the Grand-Théâtre, the Grosse Cloche (Big
Bell), the Cathedral of Saint-Andrew, Pey-Berland tower,
place de la Bourse (with the Miroir d’eau) and, of course,
the docks of the Garonne river. With a bit more time, visit
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MAISON DU TOURISME DE LA GIRONDE
L’Office de Tourisme de Bordeaux
12, Cours du 30 Juillet
& +33 5 56 52 61 40
www.tourisme-gironde.fr
contact@tourisme-gironde.fr
Low season: open Monday to Friday from 9 am to 6:30 pm.
High season: Monday to Friday from 9 am to 7 pm; Saturday
from 10 am to 1 pm and from 2 pm to 6 pm. High season
from April 1st to September 30th.

onl
Low season: open Monday to Saturday from 9am to

6.30pm; Sunday and public holidays from 9.45am
to 4.30pm. High season: Monday to Saturday from
9am to 7.30pm; Sunday and public holidays from
9.30am to 6.30pm. In May, June, September and
October: open Monday to Saturday from 9am to 7pm
and Sundays & public holidays from 9.30am to 6.30pm.
1st Sunday of the month from November to April: from
9.45am to 6pm.

Sightseeing

ARC EN RÊVE
CENTRE D’ARCHITECTURE CAPC
7, rue Ferrère
& +33 5 56 52 78 36
www.arcenreve.com – info@arcenreve.com

SOUTH-WEST


OFFICE DU TOURISME DE BORDEAUX
12, cours du 30-Juillet
& +33 5 56 00 66 00
www.bordeaux-tourisme.com
otb@bordeaux-tourisme.com
Tramway lignes B et C station Quinconces

Open Tuesday to Sunday from 11am to 6pm. Nocture
Wednesday until 8pm, closed public holidays. Adult:
E4 (reduced: E2). Temporary exhibitions: E6.50 and
reduced: E3.50.
Created in 1981, Arc en Rêve is dedicated to everything
that constitutes the contemporary forms of the city:
town planning, landscaping, graphics and design. The
exhibitions are wisely staged and are all published.
Educational activitiess, conferences, travels and visits of
buildings accompanied and commented by an architect.
The educational actions are conceived in an interactive
spirit. They allow you to touch,make, discuss, invent,
through a specific teaching equipment. Documentary
resources gathering works from 1950 until today supplements the whole. You will thus learn a little more on
modern Bordeaux and its future. The programme is
available on the centre’s website.

BASILIQUE SAINT-SEURIN
ET SITE PALÉOCHRÉTIEN
Place des Martyrs-de-la-Résistance
& +33 5 56 48 04 24
Guided tour (of the early Christian site with the Tourist Office).
Its porch and its crypt date back to the 11th century, the
apse and the transept from the 12th century, the NotreDame-de-la-Rose chapel dates back to the 15th century
and likewise the episcopal chair, beautiful alabasters and
sculpted stalls. However, this site had been occupied for
a longer time. Some excavations have unearthed a vast
Christian necropolis (the graves were superimposed from
the 4th to the 18th century) as well as traces of construction
of a religious building. Rich remains of Antiquity, tombs
decorated with frescoes, sarcophaguses and amphorae
should be discovered. This basilica is one of the three
monuments of Bordeaux that are among the steps of the
road to Santiago de Compostela, with the Saint-Michel
basilica and the Saint-André cathedral. The site is listed
as a Unesco World Heritage site.
© MARTINM303 - ISTOCKPHOTO

also the CAPC (Museum of contemporary arts), located in
the Lainé warehouse, former colonial warehouse tightly
linked to the city’s history.
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Pont de pierre, Bordeaux.
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CAPC –
MUSÉE D’ART
CONTEMPORAIN DE BORDEAUX
Entrepôt 7 - 7, rue Ferrère
& +33 5 56 00 81 50
www.capc-bordeaux.fr
B tram stop CAPC

oOpen on Tuesday and Thursday to Sunday from 11am

to 6pm; Wednesday from 11am to 8pm. Free for under
18-year-olds. Adult: E6.50. Reduced rate: E3.50. Free
admission on presentation of the card of priority for disabled
person. Ramp, lift. Accessible toilets and parking. Guided
tour (Saturday and Sunday at 4pm). Catering facilities
(coffee Andree Putman open Tuesday to Sunday from
11am to 5pm). Activities. Library.
CAPC musée d’Art contemporain de Bordeaux offers,
all year round, a programme of temporary exhibitions
and events around the history of contemporary art,
music or creation. Museum controlled since 1984, then
labelled « Musée de France » in 2003, CAPC has built
up a collection of 1299 works of 189 artists including
on the one hand purchases and donations and on
the other hand the works deposited. It is located in
the former bonding warehouse of colonial goods, a
customs warehouse, a great example of pre-industrial
building of the 19th century. We let you imagine its
size: 3,450 m² of exploitable surface including the
large Nave of the Warehouse which remains the setting
of new projects. Here, works of Andy Warhol, Louise
Bourgeois and the « hors-d’oeuvre » exhibition mixing
art and relation with food were presented. Thousands
of square metres of empty space where artists enjoy
themselves (sounds, lights, film screening, paintings,
sculptures...), a room with vaults and stone columns,
staircases in which you get lost and the permanence
of the architecture centre Arc en Rêve, dedicated to
town planning. The 2nd floor regularly exhibits works
of young artists. The museum also creates its own
editions (230 published titles). Meetings with authors
and personalities of the art are regularly arranged.
Climb onto the roof and stroll on the terrace of Café
Andrée-Putman.

MUSÉE DES BEAUX-ARTS DE BORDEAUX
20, cours d’Albret
& +33 5 56 10 20 56
& +33 5 56 10 25 13
www.musba-bordeaux.fr
musbxa@mairie-bordeaux.fr

onl
Closed public holidays. Open Wednesday to Monday from

11am to 6pm. Library of consultation by appointment
(Tel. +33 5 56 10 25 09), Monday to Friday from 9am to
5pm. Free for under 17-year-olds. Adult: E4 (reduced rate
E2). Permanent collections plus temporary exhibitions:
6.50 E/3,50 E. Tourism label & Disability. Guided tour.
Shop. Activities. Library. Temporary exhibitions with the
Gallery of the Art schools, ticket of Colonel Raynal, Tel.
+33 5 56 96 51 60.

Created in 1796, the first museum of the city has
8,000 Western works, from the Renaissance until
today. There, you will admire masterpieces by Eugène
Delacroix, Boudin, Matisse, Picasso, Titien, Rubens... In
2013, the museum began renovation works to optimise
scenography, lighting and accessibility. Integrated into
the Tourisme and Handicap network, it equips most
works of sign-language and subtitled videos as well
as touchscreen tablets, in order to immerse yourself
in the creation of the work, the life of the artist and its
restorations. Guests can enjoy the guided tours of the
museum and the gardens in a group, individually, in sign
language. Many activities are scheduled for children, like
drawing classes or the organisation of original birthdays.
In 2013, the museum has gotten a new website where
all works are digitised, as well as a Facebook page to
follow the events.

TOUR PEY-BERLAND
Place Pey-Berland
& +33 5 56 81 26 25
& +33 5 56 62 69 58
www.pey-berland.monuments-nationaux.fr
Low season: open Tuesday to Sunday from 10am to
12.30pm and from 2pm to 5.30pm. High season: every
day from 10am to 1.15pm and from 2pm to 6pm. Last
visit 30 min before closing. Free for under 18-year-olds
(and less than 25 citizens of the European Union). Adult:
E5.50. Group (20 people): E4.50. Free 1st Sunday of
the month from January to May and from November
to December.
This Flamboyant-Gothic building was built between
1440 and 1466. It is the bell tower of the cathedral. This
isolation of the cathedral results from the double desire
to build a Flamboyant-Gothic building in the 15th century
on the one hand and to equip it with larger bells whose
vibrations could have threatened the structure. It was in
1869 that the bumblebee of eight tons, called FerdinandAndré, was assembled. Truncated by a storm in 1667, the
arrow was rebuilt and crowned in 1863 by the statue of
Notre Dame d’Aquitaine, restored and regilded in 2002.
The building owes its name to its sponsor, the archbishop
Pey-Berland (around 1370-1458), craftsman of the revival
of the Church in the Aquitaine region then under the
domination of Plantagenêts. The visit requires a little
breath: 229 steps of a spiral staircase successively offer
the discovery of the belfry’s frame and the four bells,
then at 50 m, the exceptional view of Bordeaux and
its monuments.

Knife & Fork
AU BONHEUR DU PALAIS
74, rue Paul-Louis-Lande
& +33 5 56 94 38 63
abdp.free.fr
Open Monday to Saturday for dinner from 8pm. Set menu
at E55 (6 specialties + 1 dessert). À la carte: Around E50.
This gourmet restaurant is aptly named. For many, it is the
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CAFÉ DES GOURMETS
7, rue Fernand-Philippart
& +33 5 56 81 96 50 / +33 6 46 67 07 35
www.bordeaux-restaurant-gourmets.fr
letoile33@gmail.com
To lunch: from 12pm to 2pm (except Sunday and Monday)
To dine: from 7pm to 10.30pm (except Sunday). Menus
and à la carte for lunch and dinner. Lunch menus from
E11.50 to E14 - Menus: 16 and E24. Wine list. Wine
by the glass. Reception of groups by reservation.
Between place de la Bourse and place du Parlement,
the Café of the gourmets is the address made for food
lovers and wine connoisseurs. It is a Western Southern
cuisine prepared with fresh ingredients and homemade.
The à la carte menu offers various meats: beef fillet and
its terrine of foie gras, steak roasted with Bordeaux, a
whole duck breast in green pepper sauce but also a whole
bar, lemon-flavoured cod loin, prawns flambeéd with
whisky and pan-fried scallops and prawns. We also like
the homemade duck foie gras and its quince jam and
its omelettes. Freshness, taste and generously served!
A well-stuffed and varied wine list (the establishment
has a wine bar). Each month, a new suggestion for a
discovery of vine growers; there are even grands châteaus
sometimes and at an unbeatable price! Whether it
is red, white or rosé, you will find here the perfect
food and wine pairing for your dish and your palate.
The service is very cordial.

GLOUTON LE BISTROT
15, rue des Frères-Bonie
& +33 5 56 44 36 21
www.gloutonlebistrot.com
bonjour@gloutonlebistrot.com
Open all year. Tuesday to Saturday from 12 pm to 2:30 pm
and from 7:30 pm to 10 pm. 11 pm Friday and Saturday.

Daily menu: E14 (plat+dessert+café). Daily specials «to
share» E18, «starters» from E8 to E10, « main courses »
from E14 to E21, the cheese platter at E8, « desserts »
from E3.50 to E7.
This gourmet bistro started in July 2014 and what a great
discovery! Elizabeth and Ludovic Le Goardet, young and
keeping with the times, perfectly reflect the image of this
new cozy and warm concept. The welcome is friendly and
you will feel at home very quickly. The presentation of the
dishes makes your mouth water. The menu is simple and
refined. The offered products are fresh, high quality and
worked with passion. A crush for the beef cheek ravioli
served with early vegetables: a delight! The little plus of
Glouton is the fact that the chef is open to every type of
order, whether you’re vegetarian, group, or you want to find
the recipes of your grandmother in your plate! Some dishes
on the menu are also available to take away. On sunny days
you can enjoy the terrace which is a continuation of the
Pey-Berland place. This place is then a very nice surprise
whether you are small or big «greedy»

Sleeping

AQUITAIN HOTEL**
47, rue Eugène-Leroy
& +33 5 56 33 60 00
www.aquitain-hotel.com
contact@aquitain-hotel.com
Access tram line C Gare-Saint-Jean stop

oReception from 7am to 11.30pm. 17 rooms. Single
room from E65; double room from E80; triple room
from E108. Breakfast: E9. Extra bed: E15. Parking:
E10. 2 rooms to standards PMR. Seminars. Free Wifi.
Excursions.
Samira puts a lot of heart to welcome her guests in
the Aquitain Hôtel, ideally located within a walking
distance from the train station, near the city center,
which can be reached easily by tram. The 17 rooms
(including 2 for disabled people) are all decorated with
taste and attention. Samira likes to find accessories to
personalize the rooms in an original way and good taste
in African, oriental and Arcachon atmospheres... They
are comfortable, equipped with a full bathroom with
bathtub, a flat screen and free wi-fi, with views of the
internal courtyard or the street. The hotel is very quiet,
all the rooms will offer the rest you need, the atmosphere
is very pleasant, you feel safe. Completely renovated,
the breakfast room, very bucolic, allows you to take
a look at what happens in the street. On sunny days,
you can also enjoy the lovely courtyard with its small
flower garden, ideal for relaxing. The entire Aquitain
Hôtel team always has good pieces of advice for your
trips or sightseeing, they will inform you as much as
possible and prepare a panel corresponding to your
needs even before your arrival. A meeting room that
can accommodate up to 20 people is available for rent.
Enjoy the promotions on their website. An ideal location
for a customized welcome!

SOUTH-WEST

best Chinese restaurant in Bordeaux and that is explained
by a requested and meticulous cuisine. The decoration is
sober and very refined. As if the Shan brothers wanted
to focus all our attention on the essential: the dazzling
festival of Cantonese and sichuanaises flavors that are
presented in our dish. You can choose from the menu
(that changes daily) among 7 starters and 7 dishes.
An advice, let yourself to be surprised by the « découverte
confiance du marché » menu. As its name suggests, it is
necessary to completely trust in Mister Shan, who will
come directly to take your order. After a few questions
about your tastes and preferences (rather sweet, salty,
spicy?), he will select for you a custom menu, allowing
you to discover 6 homemade specialties. A truly personalized service and let yourself be guided with pleasure.
To name just a few starters or main courses: fish fillets
crispy Yuxiang, crayfish with unusual tastes, lobster
sautéed with wok, marinated duck with smoked spices
with tea or braised beef in six hours with spicy spices.
And as the Shan brothers know the Bordelais for over
25 years, they also showcase the wines menu, creating
beautiful alliances between nectars of our vineyards
and the gastronomic flavors from Asia. A pure delight
for the palate!
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HÔTEL CHOISEUL
13, rue Huguerie & +33 5 56 52 71 24
www.hotelchoiseul.com
contact@hotelchoiseul.com
B and C tram Quinconces stop

bOpen all year. Reception until 8:30 pm. 16 rooms. From

E34 to E64; double room from E51. Breakfast: E6. Extra
bed: E10. Internet access available at a fee. Free wi-fi.
It is a simple hotel in a very elegant neighbourhood!
A few metres away you can enjoy all that Bordeaux
has to offer, shops, heritage, discover the city and its
region. Just steps from the famous golden triangle, the
hotel Choiseul is the small hotel of the neighbourhood
(newspaper, bakery, a few steps shopping) as we like, far
from the large well-known brands. Impeccable rooms, a
simple décor, wooden floor everywhere and especially
a hotel offering unbeatable prices in this beautiful
neighbourhood where accommodation is expensive!
The managers, Eric and his Thai wife Gop, offer a small
hotel with their image: nice and discreet. The rooms are
well equipped and calm and internet access is available.
After a hard day’s sightseeing or working, Gop even offers
(by appointment) one hour fitness session thanks to its
traditional Thai massage to showcase all good waves of
your body! Good stay!
omers are unanimous: the welcome is very friendly.

MERCURE – CITÉ MONDIALE****
18, parvis des Chartrons & +33 5 56 01 79 79
www.mercure.com/fr – H2877@accor.com

obca
Open all year. Reception 24/24. 97 rooms (3 for disabled

guests). Single room. Low season: double room from
E119 to E199. Buffet breakfast: E17.50. Free Wifi.
Catering facilities. Satellite TV.
Very well located along the Garonne, on the quays and
the historic district of Chartrons, the hotel 4 star Mercure
Cité Mondiale is ideal to stay near a high place of wine
trade. The rooms and suites are air-conditioned, spacious,
comfortable and well equipped (minibar, hairdryer,
safe, courtesy plate). You will be seduced by the most
beautiful panoramic view of Bordeaux on the Garonne
and the rooftops of Bordeaux offered from the seventh
floor of the hotel, you will also appreciate its sunny
terrace for your breakfast. Your events will be precious
moments. The hotel is transformed into a convention
center for your meetings, seminars and conventions, with
two large panoramic lounges of catering, free wifi. The
bar-restaurant Le Parvis offers a regional cuisine and a
fine wine list. This hotel will give you total satisfaction.

QUALITY HÔTEL BORDEAUX CENTRE***
27, rue du Parlement-Sainte-Catherine
& +33 5 56 81 95 12
www.qualityhotelbordeauxcentre.com
quality.bordeaux@wanadoo.fr

Aca
Reception 24hours/24. 84 rooms. Single room from

E68; double room from E90; triple room from E161.
Breakfast: E14. Pets allowed up to 8 kg: E8. Internet

corner. Free Wifi. Reception 24hours/24. Partnership with
two restaurants located nearby for catering facilities in the
room. Partnership with the Parking des Grands Hommes
and free access at the Amazonia fitness centre. Free Wifi.
Ideally located between the majestic Place de la Bourse,
the Grand-Théâtre and the hectic restaurants of the
Saint-Pierre district, this 19th century hotel has entirely
been renovated and modernised. The Jeroboam lounge
bar and its leather club chairs invite you for a relaxing
moment after visiting the city or shopping. The rooms
are quiet, comfortable, air-conditioned and reserved for
non smokers. You can choose between the Cosy, Quality
and Supérieures. The decoration brings red touches which
come to heat a modern light wood furniture. A flat-screen
TV and beautiful paintings come and complete this sober
ambiance, chic and soothing, without forgetting the
magnificent bathroom for the pleasure of the eyes and
the body. The staff is pleasant and friendly. This hotel
has everything to please!

Cap Ferret
Located in Pays de Buch, Lège-Cap-Ferret stretches
along the peninsula of the same name that separates
the Bay of Arcachon from the Atlantic Ocean and, as a
result, protects the bay from the angers of the Ocean.
For a very long time, Cap Ferret has been just a place
for the bay’s fishermen, a place of pines and dunes...
Then, step by step, some fishermen started to settle on
the shores of the peninsula and the village gradually
took shape. The development of Arcachon as a seaside
resort facilitated the tourism growth on the whole bay
and it was at the start of the twentieth century that
the first «tourists» trod on the soil of the peninsula.
Even if this territory was long administratively part of
La Teste town, the Ferretcapiens always kept a sense
of independence in relation to their administrative
hierarchy... The peninsula has retained a wild side for
many years, which also contributed to the lifestyle of
the inhabitants... a very relaxed lifestyle compared to
Arcachon. And it is since 1976 that La Teste de Buch has
finally abandoned the village on the other side of the
world and that the Lège Cap-Ferret city has seen the light
of day, a town of 25 km long dotted with many small
villages and hamlets. From North to South, you will cross:
Lège (Le Bourg), Le Grand Crohot (Lège-Ocean), Claouey,
Les Jacquets, Petit Piquey, Grand Piquey, Piraillan (Sites:
port of Piraillan, natural reservoirs), Le Canon, L’Herbe,
La Vigne (marina), Le Cap Ferret. The first occupants of
the Peninsula were fishermen originally from villages
in the south Bay. During the fishing season they stayed
on the coast « noroît » which, sheltered from the wind
from West and North, benefits from a privileged climate.
Gradually they built work huts or settled in old stranded
boats. That was how the villages of the Jacquets, Canon,
Piraillan, L’Herbe and Cap Ferret were created, inscribed
since 1981 in the inventory of the picturesque sites.
Villages on the edge of the water, «cellars of work» or
home of sea professionals huts, exclusively wooden,
often display beautiful and bright colours. In the east,
more peaceful waters of the Bay d’Arcachon offers the
beautiful landscape of the island with Birds, to discover
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by sea yole, sea kayak or another traditional boat. Then,
by speedboat or pinasse, head for the Banc d’Arguin or
on the other bank, the dune du Pilat. But the peninsula,
it is also for almost half, a huge national forest in which
the 7,500 ha offer a great diversity of nature walks
and horseback riding, as well as bike paths thanks to a
network of over 50 km. Their narrow streets play with
the colour of the houses and the wooden huts, with
the coquetry of the small gardens lined with flowers in
bright colours and exotic plants. The promenade, head
to wind, followed by the tasting of a dozen oysters in
a hut of oyster farmer looks like a precious moment of
exchange here.

Knife & Fork


CHEZ HORTENSE
Pointe du Cap Ferret
Avenue du Sémaphore & +33 5 56 60 62 56
www.chez-hortense.fr
Closed from the beginning of October to the beginning
of April. Open Friday to Sunday for dinner from 7 pm
to 10:30 pm. Open every day during holidays. Booking
advised. À la carte: Around E50. Terrace.
A tasting visit at Chez Hortense is essential during your
stay; the cuisine is so much sincere in freshness and
generosity in this corner of paradise. In fact, this buccolic
setting, with a crazy charm, close to the water, is the
ideal place to eat or have a drink, facing the Dune of
Pyla. The beautiful covered and heated terrace allows
you to gain the maximum benefit from the exceptional
environment. The dishes are tasty; the cooking of fresh
fish from the catch of the day is always perfect; the
service very friendly and the reception impeccable.
It is no coincidence that the place has been popular with
celebrities on holiday for many years. In this authentic
and picturesque fisherman’s house with very friendly
atmosphere, you will give yourself a treat, it is certain.
It is absolutely necessary to discover the special recipe

of mussels that made the reputation of the address,
appropriately spicy, made from sandwich bread and
a little family secret, but especially very copious. Chez
Hortense, an institution of Cap Ferret! Reservation highly
recommended.

LA MAISON DU BASSIN
Bistrot du Bassin (restaurant)
5, rue des Pionniers & +33 5 56 60 60 63
www.lamaisondubassin.com
contact@lamaisondubassin.com
Open every day for dinner; the weekend for lunch. Open
daily for lunch and dinner during school holidays of the
area C. Bar open every day. Menu from E25.90 to E39.90.
Child’s menu E14.90. Terrace.
Le Bistrot du Bassin (Maison du Bassin) remains one
of the finest and gourmet addresses. You can slip on
the beautiful exotic terrace that invites you to travel.
In a wicker seat, surrounded by lush plants, you can
sip a cocktail or sit at the bar which is a reminiscent of
colonial times with a leather and wood decor. Le Bistrot
du Bassin cleverly combines the land and sea products.
John Dory, sea bass, bream or the delicious duo of prawns
and scallops will delight your taste buds. In their wake,
seafood and oysters of Joël Dupuch, obviously... to be
enjoyed natural or au gratin. You can also enjoy foie gras
and Aquitaine caviar. Undoubtedly, it’s one of our favourite
restaurants for its delicacy. The setting is beautiful...

Sleeping
LA MAISON DU BASSIN
Bistrot du Bassin (restaurant)
5, rue des Pionniers
& +33 5 56 60 60 63
www.lamaisondubassin.com
contact@lamaisondubassin.com

aClosed in January. Double room from 140 E to 250 E.

Breakfast: 15 E. Extra bed: 40 E. Seminars. Wifi. Catering
(menus 25.90 E to 39.90 E). Excursions.
La Maison du Bassin renovated by Nicole and William,
has changed ownership a year ago. Its new owner keeps
the character of this little haven of peace which has a
real charm, refined and timeless while bringing there
an extra touch of comfort and well being. Here, you
really have the feeling of being elsewhere. Windows
and blue wooded balconies, generously decorated with
green plants, with an old-style veranda and a restaurant
where wood is highlighted: from the first moment you
enter here, you will be charmed by the sweet tranquility
that reigns in this hotel. By discovering your room, you
will know you are in the right place for «a break that
is conducive to dreams» whether for one night, for a
passion weekend or a break for several days, the hotel
proposes night+dinner packages. You can choose a
room overlooking the garden, the pool or the patio.
Le Tchanqué, bar of La Maison du Bassin invites you to a
true exotic trip where you can taste Tapas and cocktail on
the menu or custom-made, or an aged rum or a cognac
after a billiard game with friends.

SOUTH-WEST


LA BARAQUE À HUÎTRES
Village ostréicole de l’Herbe
& +33 6 13 12 09 86 / +33 6 60 45 14 06
www.labaraqueahuitres.com
High season: open every day from 11am to 10pm. Wine
by the glass. From E7 to E12 the oyster plate. Groups
welcome. Terrace. Take-away.
At the end of the village de l’Herbe, you will discover,
pond side, wine storehouses and workshops of the
oyster farmers. Find Cap’Olivier at the waterfront, with
its beautiful wooden terrace that extends to the beach
and the bay of Arcachon. Can we taste fresher oysters?
No, impossible, you will tell me and you will be right, then
enjoy and admire the changing colours of the landscape,
the Île aux Oiseaux – Birds Island – and and the Pointe aux
Chevaux - Horses peak. Laurent and Ingrid, the Masters
of the place, will never be miserly of advice for tasting
or for an explanation about the finest, fleshy oysters or
over the four seasons. Whelks, shrimps, pâté of Ferret
will enhance your tasting dish and the must is a small
glass of a white or greay rosé wine will complete this
feeling of being in the most beautiful place in the world!
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Lacanau-Océan
In the first century, a small village of Gallic huts stood
at the mouth of the Canau River. This small port called
Port Maurice was occupied by the Romans who replaced
the huts by beautiful stone houses. In the 6th century, a
geological phenomenon brought forth a large amount of
sand from the depths of the sea that invaded the whole
region. It is in the 12th century that the first feudal castle
was built on the Boucs peninsula. It was moved and
replaced by another castle in the 13th century, wooden
as the previous one, but stronger. Lacanau is now a
Saint-Jacques de Compostelle step road, departing from
Blaye through Soulac, Sainte-Hélène-de-l’Etang and
Carcans. Around 1810, the engineer Nicolas Brémontier
thought of fixing the dunes with pines, but it was only
after the draining of the marshes that soils become
conducive to forest vegetation around 1855. In 1884,
Pierre Ortal, an owner in Lacanau-city and head of
service at the Landes Railways, announced his intention
to create a sea resort on the coastal dunes of the town.
In 1906, the first villas were built. For the first time,
the name of the resort: Lacanau-Océan appeared in
a document of the municipality of Lacanau. During
the First World War, Americans created a particular
seaplane base and a flight school in Moutchic. Today,
Lacanau is synonymous with surfing, as evidenced by
the Lacanau-Pro, a prestigious international surfing
competition (August). Equipment dedicated to the
practice of sports and the discovery of the environment
are many: tens of kilometers of bicycle paths, marked
hiking trails, the lake of Pitrot dedicated to water skiing,
the lake that delights fishermen, lovers of windsurfing
or even sunbathing on one of the islets after routing
motorboat rental ... Finally, the station has an equipment
of dream for golfers but not forgetting lovers of horse
riding, tennis, squash ...The inhabitants of Lacanau
are Caunaulais.

OFFICE DE TOURISME MÉDOC OCÉAN
Place de l’Europe
& +33 5 56 03 21 01
www.medococean.com
info@medococean.com
Low season: open every day from 9.30am to 12.30pm
and from 2pm to 5pm. High season: every day from 9am
to 7pm. In May, June and September, open from 9.30am
to 12.30pm and from 2pm to 6pm.

Knife & Fork

LA BRACONNE
13, allées Pierre-Ortal
& +33 5 56 03 20 68
Low season: open at weekends for lunch and dinner. High
season: daily for lunch and dinner. Service uninterrupted
all day in restricted à la carte. Menu from E18.50 to E26.
Children’s menu: E8. Lunch menu: E12.50 (starter, main
course and dessert). Terrace.
This place is run by the same family for generations;
it is a restaurant-bar-ice cream shop. A specialist of

seafood, and for a good reason, the father and son
Descarriere are professional fishermen who, when they
are not on their boat, go to buy at the Arcachon fish
market to supply the restaurant and the neighbouring
fish shop. The presentation is neat and regional, local
ingredients and sea products follow one another
in the plate: fish soup, spicy stuffed crab, pan-fried
foie gras, crab with mayonnaise... for starters. As for
the dishes: the famous Braconne mussels (cream,
mushrooms and diced bacon), marin godaille (fish
assortment), the delicious Porto pan-fried scallops,
Mauritian curry fish ... You will have to wait the fulll
season to enjoy a good seafood platter. Originality
yes, but also delicacy, the ice cream will delight you
and the cocktails will brighten you. Superb wine list
including Vic-Bilh pacherenc, Colombelle... The terrace
will delight you, under the sun, with pretty chocolate
contemporary furniture.
LE KAYOC
2, allée Pierre-Ortal
& 05 56 03 20 75
www.restaurant-lacanau.com
lekayoc@wanadoo.fr
Open all year. High season: every day from 9:30 am.
Continuous service. Menu at E30. Children’s menu: E11.
Lunch menu: E19.90 (until 3 pm, starter, main course or
main course, dessert). Terrace. Free wi-fi access.
Unmissable, in Lacanau Océan, the Kayoc! It stands
facing the sea right next to the dune in surfer’s paradise!
All in height, we appreciate its beautiful panoramic
terrace, seated there, daydreaming under a heatherstraw umbrella and dominating the ocean whims.The
Kayoc, both off season and in the summer, welcomes
you to savour nice dishes and if the restaurant is full,
because here no ones books, the staff will nicely make
you wait at the restaurant bar, just the time to get
you a table. For lunch and dinner, the chef offers a
wide choice of fishes (sole, grilled fish depending on
the market, prawns), seafood, oysters of the bay and
the southwestern homemade gastronomy like the
grilled sliced duck breast «honey sauce», duck leg
confit Maison Andignac or a lamb shank confit, spiced
caramel, fine ratatouille. The menu is gourmet and
displays the beef in carpaccio, tartar or grilled way. In
the evening, the place is idyllic for a drink in private in
front of the sunset...
LA TASCA BODEGA
8, avenue Jules-Ferry
Croisement rue Princeteau
& +33 5 57 70 56 09
tasca.bodega@orange.fr
Closed from November 16th to February 14th. Low season:
open on Monday, Tuesday and Friday for dinner; the
weekend for lunch and dinner. High season: daily for
lunch and dinner. Menu from E25.50 to E31.50 (regular
fish arrival). Children’s menu: E7. Royal paella: E18,
platos combinados about E10, tapas from E2.50 to
E6, parilladas with the plancha. Holiday voucher. Terrace.
Take-away. Activities.
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children under 10 years). Extra bed: 20 E (10 E for
a child). Closed car park. Seminars. Free wifi. Catering.
Phone. Satellite TV.
On the seafront, in a unique and protected environment,
the L’Oyat hotel offers calm and comfort and invigorating
fresh air at Lacanau Ocean. Get a room with a panoramic
terrace with a straight and clear view of the ocean, the
surfers, the waves, and the tide cycle. Close your eyes,
even for 5 minutes and listen to the sea... a real luxury. The
rooms are tastefully decorated; they are contemporary,
refined, stylish, with bare stone, wood, bamboo, paintings
on the wall, warm and relaxing colours, king-size beds...
the classy one! Charming rooms with cozy decoration or
family rooms, the choice is yours. The L’Oyat is a good
address for successful holidays and an exotic weekend on
seaside, L’Oyat offers its guests an outstanding quality of
service and a warm welcome. You will touch the delight
with the tip of your fingers.

Sleeping

Once you arrive at Verdon, you are on the municipality
in the northernmost county. The feeling of being in
the «Land End» is reinforced by the constantly striking
show of the mouth of the Gironde estuary, where the
waters of the Garonne flow into the ocean. In front of
you, on the other side of the Pointe de Grave, begin
the municipality of Charente-Maritime. That is it for
the presentation... So what more natural than the
Verdonnais focused on a maritime map to develop their
city. Gateway to Bordeaux or to the ocean, the Verdon
acquires lighthouses and ports for easy navigation. The
most impressive relic of this golden age is of course
the Cordouan lighthouse, nicknamed the «Versailles
of the sea». Port city since ancient times, the Verdon
continues its tradition of welcoming browsers with
the construction in July 2004 of the Port-Médoc, a
new marina in deepwater of 800 rings. Enough to
justify the slogan referred to the «three lighthouses
and four ports» More recently, Verdon was at the centre
of the Atlantic Wall package, put in place during the
Second World War. Many bunkers are still visible today.
Maritime tradition, however, should not overshadow the
activities that were developed in the town. The people
have once again used the natural resources offered by
their territory. Oyster farming, salt marshes: Seafoods
are exploited. A local and aquaculture tradition, that
highlights the Curuma association during tours. The
town is dominated by the 38 metres bell tower of the
Notre-Dame-de-Bon-Secours.


HÔTEL CÔTE D’ARGENT
3, boulevard de la Plage
& +33 5 56 03 21 58
www.hotel-lacanau.fr
info@hotel-lacanau.fr

aOpen all year. 7 days a week. 22 rooms (including two for

disabled guests). Low season: double room from E45 to
E68 per night, from E50 to E73 for a weekend. High
season: double room from E68 to E118. Breakfast
from E2 to E6, depending on fixed rate formula. Extra
bed: E15. Parking. Holiday voucher. Pets allowed (E6).
Seminars. Free Wifi. Catering facilities (bar, brasserie,
crepery, tea room).
Facing the ocean, on the seafront, the Grand Hotel de
l’océan dominates the waves and the seaside resort of
Lacanau. You just have one street to cross and you are
on the beach or a few metres from the entertainment
of the alley Pierre-Ortal. The rooms are nicely decorated
in red and white, equipped with a flat-screen TV and
bathrooms with walk-in showers. Some rooms have a
balcony, ideal for an aperitif or a quiet breakfast facing
the sea. Note that Côte d’Argent also serves as a bar and
tea room, with a pool table and giant screen. It has a
beautiful fireplace for stays in winter. A simple and
efficient hotel, as we like!
HÔTEL L’OYAT**
Front de Mer
& +33 5 56 03 11 11
www.hotel-oyat.com
contact@hotel-oyat.com

bca
Closed from November 7 to March 31 . 30 rooms. Double
th

st

room from 60 E to 119 E, suite from 90 E to 134 E.
Half board (add 21 E to the price of a room in low season,
31 E in high season). Breakfast buffet: 9 E (5 E for

Le Verdon-sur-Mer


OFFICE DE TOURISME
2, rue des Frères-Tard
& +33 5 56 09 61 78
www.ville-verdon.org
tourismeleverdon-sur-mer@wanadoo.fr
Low season: open on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and
Friday from 9am to 12.30pm and from 1.30pm to 6pm;
Wednesday and Saturday from 9am to 12pm. High season:
every day from 9am to 1pm and from 2pm to 7pm. Open
on Sunday (in July and August only).

SOUTH-WEST

The setting is warm, a real Spanish restaurant! with
Iberian hams hanging at the bar, high tables, wroughtiron chairs and dark-wood blinds ... Then the music!
A big bravo for the selection. You’ll have understood
then, the Tasca Bodega is ideal for sharing tapas between
friends or enjoying a good paëlla in family, even for
a snack (excellent churros chocolate and gourmet
coffee). Quality and quantity are in the plate with a
presentation that is always neat: plenty of tapas, platos
combinados (chicken/tortilla/salad or hake and lomo
version), pata negra and serrano to start, then enjoy à
la plancha fish: skewers of grilled cuttlefish, parilladas,
mussels or meat: lomo with candied orange peels or
meat parillada, with chips! Keep a little space for the
end, the homemade desserts are delicious: churros
with chocolate, crème brûlée and walnut with nata,
honey and chantilly. The place is beautiful; the music
is good; the welcome is warm; the nights are festive
with Salsa demonstration and introduction: we love...
we adore!
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LE BISTROT DU PORT
Port Médoc
Cellule 20A & +33 5 56 09 32 87
lebistrotduport33@hotmail.fr
Closed from mid-November to mid-February (open for
Saint Valentin). Low season: open Wednesday to Saturday
for lunch and dinner; Sunday for lunch. High season: daily
for lunch and dinner. À la carte: Around E20. Lunch
menu: E18 (starter, main course and dessert or coffee;
on weekdays and except July and August). Daily specials
between E13 and E29. Terrace. Air-conditioned room.
Since Marc and Rachel Descharles took over Le Bistrot
du Port, they have brought their personal touches to the
address. With a young chef at the helm, Le Bistro offers
well-prepared dishes, tasty and concocted with seasonal
and regional produce. They have a fixed menu, but here,
they work a lot with the daily specials displayed on the
blackboard, precisely to always offer fresh dishes and
according to the market. Off season, you may be surprised
by the new recipes, a real pleasure for guests. In terrace
on sunny days or in dining room safe from cold and bad
weather but also with a view of the port through bay
window, you will taste inter alia fresh fish or pan-fried
scallops. Don’t forget the homemade desserts and the
ice-creams of the prestigious Judici house. The caramel
fondant served hot with its caramel ice-cream with a
pinch of salt is a delight! Le Bistrot du Port, a safe bet
of Pointe du Médoc.

Sleeping

LE ROYANNAIS***
88, route de Soulac & +33 5 56 09 61 12
www.royannais.com
camping.le.royannais@wanadoo.fr

otzryHCBg
La Clef Verte. Closed from September 29 to April 4 .
th

th

Exposure: shaded/mid--shaded. Ground: sandy/grassy.
Relief: dish. Rate hiker: E7 per night off-season, E9 in
season (per person). Campsite + vehicle + 2 people from
E25. Chalets for 4-6 people from E270 to E800 per week;
mobile home for 4-6 people from E200 to E700. Coconut
sweet 4 places: from E180 to E370 depending on the
season. Tipi on pile: 4 tickets, from E200 to E550 per
week depending on the season. Campsite for extra person
E6.50. Child less than 10 years E4.50 (free for under
2-year-olds). Children’s club. Games for children. Bathroom
for babies. Pets allowed (E3.80). Sauna. Activities. Fitness
room, aquagym, zoo in the vicinity.
The Royan is a rather unique camp of its kind, located at
the tip of the Médoc coast to the Pointe de Grave. To begin
with, and it is good to point out that, this is an organic
campsite, which respects ecological commitments:
widespread use of eco-label products, water heated
especially by solar energy, organic snack and groceries!
Even the fried snack is organic so to say! In addition to
this commitment, the location of the campsite is ideal,
just 400 meters from the ocean, and perfect for family
holidays under the sign of rest. All accommodation
types are available depending on the desired comfort,

from a simple tent, to accommodation in chalets and in
a mobile home. There are activities for both parents and
children, but not too much of it, the atmosphere is zen:
Free Courses for adults aerobics, a surpervisor comes four
days a week to entertain your little ones, it offers among
others a weekly makeup workshop. There is an inflatable
castle as well as introductions to various sports activities
and some evenings, dances and karaoke. The pool and
water slide of 24 meters will delight the young and
the old. Since 2013, there is even a gym with a sauna.

Pyla-sur-Mer

This seaside resort located in the town of La Teste-deBuch was created in the twenties by Daniel Meller. It is
famous for its beautiful basco-Landes style villas we owe
to the contractor Louis Gaume. One of the most snapped
is probably the Tethys villa (14, avenue de la Plage), Art
Deco style, built in 1927 by the architect Roger Expert.
From the beach, you can see the bas-relief carving of
the sea goddess. Take that opportunity to stroll around
the beach towards the dunes, then you will find many
villas scattered among the pines. But Pyla-sur-Mer owes
its fame to the famous dune of Pilat , the first site for
number of visitors in Aquitaine, and reachable throughout
the year. The inhabitants are Pylatais and Pylataises.

POINT INFORMATION TOURISME DE LA DUNE
Aire d’accueil de la dune
LA TESTE-DE-BUCH & +33 5 56 22 12 85
www.tourisme-latestedebuch.fr
Open from April to mid-September and during All Saints
holidays. Area of reception with parking, catering facilities
and shops. Installation of guided tours on the sand dune
of Pyla. Staircase on the premises from April to beginning
of November.
The largest dune in Europe, with 104 meters high,
2.7 km long and 500 meters wide, the Dune de Pilat,
jewel of the testerin heritage, deserves amply its title
of classified site by UNESCO, obtained since 1978. With
nearly 1.5 million visitors a year, this great national
site accessible throughout the year, is the most visited
of Aquitaine. While enjoying the guided tours you will
discover the wonders of this place of nature outside the
standard. The inquiry point will give you all the necessary
information for your visit, and perhaps even a trick to
avoid the difficult return...

Knife & Fork

LA CO (O) RNICHE
46, avenue Louis Gaume
& +33 5 56 22 72 11
www.lacoorniche-pyla.com
contact@lacoorniche-pyla.com
Open all year. Open every day. Main course live E38,
menus from E53 to E58. Plate of the sea from E35.
29 room available from E255 to E865, breakfasts offered.
American Express. Terrace.
Waouh! The most beautiful view of the Arcachon Bay is
undoubtedly at La Co (o) rniche. This luxury hotel-barrestaurant offers a view consisting of Dune du Pilat,
the Atlantic Ocean, Banc d’Arguin, Pointe du Cap Ferret
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CAMPING DE LA DUNE***
Route de Biscarrosse & +33 5 56 22 72 17
www.campingdeladune.fr
reception@campingdeladune.fr

tzrxaFs
Closed from October to March. Campsite + vehicle +

2 people from E19 to E39. Mobile home from E630 to
E945 per week; chalets from E805 to E1,190. Holiday
voucher. Children’s club. Pets allowed. Catering facilities
(snack). Activities. Some scenes of the film Campsite were
turned in this campsite.
Right in the heart of the forest and at the foot of the dune
du Pyla, the place is exceptionally well-located for those
who want to be in communion with the sky, sand, the
sun and the ocean, just 500 metres away. It is here that
«Camping» was filmed. The cycle path is just in front of
the entrance. The setting is very well equipped: grocery,
shop, pool, paddling pool, tennis, laundries, mini-club
for children, restaurant and bar-club. In the evening,
entertainment is provided at the bar of the campsite: La
Cabane Bambou. In short, everything to to take it easy
and to be played with «Franck Dubosc» a stone’s throw
from the most beautiful ocean beaches.

LA CO (O) RNICHE
46, avenue Louis Gaume & +33 5 56 22 72 11
www.lacoorniche-pyla.com
contact@lacoorniche-pyla.com

ya
10 rooms (including 1 suite, 4 people max). From E255 to

E890. Breakfast included. Extra person: E70 per person
and per day (child 2-10 years: E50, 0-2 years: offered).
American Express. Pets allowed (E35 per day). Receptions
and weddings. Catering facilities (for lunch and dinner). The
institute is open Wednesday to Sunday and by appointment.
The address everyone talks about reopened in May 2010,
it’s «La Co (o) rniche». Upon your arrival, outside, you will
walk on a beautiful Art Déco floor leading to the hotel,
a small garden of aromatic plants and a giant chess
board will catch your eye. The façade is similar to a large
middle-class house of Basque style, the reception hall

and the corridors leading to the rooms with dim light
and dark colours literally contrast with the five spacious
rooms of immaculate white from floor to ceiling (about
28 m²), scattered with a few soft colours, pale pink and
milk-lemon. The decoration is like a breath of fresh air,
without agression, it must be said that the spectacular
view is sufficient in itself. It is a holiday home in design
version. As a guest, you will have access to the infinity pool
(28 °C) on the terrace, in first line. If you want to enjoy
the bar, you will benefit from a private space with padded
bench seats, which massive non-resident guests can’t
access. Five other rooms of 45 square metres with a terrace
of 18 square metres are available in huts.

Saint-Emilion

This beautiful medieval city was founded in the 8th century
by a Breton monk known as Émilion. Other men joined
him and founded the current city. At the end of the
11th century, the Benedictines undertook to dig the
monolithic church, an enormous work that demanded a
decade of work. Over the following centuries, clergymen
of other congregations built convents and churches in
the city and then reinforced them with ramparts. Jean
Sans Terre actually founded the city in 1199 and gave it
a political organisation in the form of a Jurade (a kind of
city council), with great privileges in place. Surrounded by
limestone hills, the village is devoted to wine, extended
its business and traded with England during the Hundred
Years War. The city was enriched and full of white stone
townhouses and private mansions, while the rich owners
stored their wine in 70 hectares of underground tunnels
to allow it get old. This village is one of the richest of
all villages of France in matter of historic monuments.
Indeed, you can find monuments such as the Saint-Pierre
Cave Church built from the 9th to the 12th century, quarries,
catacombs, the Madeleine Chapel, the commander,
the Cordeliers and the Dominicains convents. Ritual
stopover of the pilgrims, they honoured the relics of
Saint-Émilion in the underground church. Many graves
of pilgrims concealing scallops shells were discovered in
the Madeleine graveyard. Have a look at the collegiate
church and its cloister with its beautiful paintings and a
listed organ of the 19th century. The gate of the Jacobines
convent is decorated with a 15th century sculpture. That
of the Cordeliers dates from the same era. The tunnels
are arranged into barrel cellars and museum of Pottery
with beautiful objects of the 13th century. Saint-Émilion
is the first vineyard to be listed in the world heritage by
the UNESCO: the landscapes, heritage, flavours and the
charm of the place will certainly seduce you.

OFFICE DE TOURISME
DU GRAND SAINT-EMILIONNAIS
Le Doyenné
Place des Créneaux & +33 5 57 55 28 28
www.saint-emilion-tourisme.com
st-emilion.tourisme@wanadoo.fr
High season: open every day and public holidays from
9.30am to 8pm. Low season: variable opening hours
depending on period. Shop on the premises, to see site
www.boutique.tourisme-saint-emilion.com. Guided tours.
Groups welcome and seminars, ask for information to the
& +33 5 57 55 28 20.

SOUTH-WEST

and pine forest. The highlights of the Bay got together
to create a beautiful painting, visible from the open-air
terrace where the infinity pool reserved for guests of the
hotel and the restaurant is located. It’s the Starck designer
who was in charge of the decoration. The atmosphere is
chic and the staff all dressed in white. La Co (o) rniche
is probably one of the Bay’s most popular places. Enjoy
this exceptional place and admire the sunset with a
mojito (the flagship cocktail of the house) peacefully
seated in the wooden sofas. At the table, enjoy for
example the half-cooked duck foie gras, piquillo jam
and jelly of Espelette pepper and ham, followed by a
tuna steak grilled with sesame, stewed white onions
with coconut milk, tomato mango rougail. End with
a spéculos chocolate pie and ice-cream in the heart of
guanaja. La Co (o) rniche is a place to see at least once,
to have a drink or take breakfast served until 11am, just
to get plenty for the eye...
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Sightseeing
CHÂTEAU SOUTARD
1 lieu-dit Soutard
Château Soutard
& +33 5 57 24 71 41
www.chateau-soutard.com
contact@soutard.com

oThe Château Soutard, built at the 18 century, stands like
th

a mastodon in the middle of green rugs. Less than one
kilometer of Saint-Emilion center, the vineyard, located
in the middle of the so called chalky plateau, extends
now over 30 hectares (63% merlot, 28% frank cabernet,
7% Cabernet sauvignon, 2% malbec). In 2006, AG2R La
Mondiale, also owner of Château Larmande and Château
Grand Faurie La Rose, repurchase Château Soutard and
entrust its direction to Bertrand de Villaines. More than
ever, this man and his team work in the respect of the
vineyard, the methods of cultures traditional, are reasoned
and the wine harvest is done manually. Since 2011, so
that most curious can satisfy their thirst for knowledge,
Château Soutard developed an oenotouristic activity.
Between family or friends, you can visit this castle,
observe its vineyard along its 6,500 vines, learn all its
secrecies, until the development in practice of a Grand
Cru Classé. Of course, you will feel happiness that the
tasting of a fine wine procures you. Information and
booking on www.chateau-soutard.com.
The 14th Night of the Best Of Wine Tourism has rewarded
the best œnotouristic destinations in the region for 2017.
No fewer than 22 trophies have been attributed, in which
one in gold for Château Soutard in the categoryt «Wine
tourism Services».

© XIONGMAO – FOTOLIA


LE CLOÎTRE DES CORDELIERS
2 bis, rue de la Porte-Brunet
& +33 5 57 24 42 13
www.lescordeliers.com
contact@lescordeliers.com

La tour du Roy and the vineyards of Saint-Émilion.

Closed in January and February. Open in March, April and
October Monday to Friday from 2pm to 6pm, until 7pm
Saturday and Sunday. From May to September from 11am
to 7pm on weekdays, until 8pm the weekend. In November
and December, every day from 2pm to 6pm. Free for under
12-year-olds. Adult: E9. Rate for group by reservation.
Rate Duet: E7.50 per person. Reduced rate: E6.50. Guided
tour. Catering facilities. Shop.
Bright garden, old stones and fine bubbles: a beautiful
amount of romanticism to consume without moderation!
Cloître des Cordeliers, right in the heart of Saint-Emilion
is a superb site listed as UNESCO and historic monument.
The cloister dates back to the 14th century, it was built by
the cordeliers, monks who were given the permission to
establish their convent in the city. In this must of SaintEmilion, you will enjoy the lovely garden which exudes
romance and authenticity, as well as the fully-preserved
picturesque side. Cloître des Cordeliers is also outstanding
for its underground galleries of 20 metres deep. They lead
to cellars in which the wines age, and this has been the
case since 1892. You can thus enjoy and bring bottles of
sparkling, white, rosé, crude or semi-dry wines. Take part
in the guided tour lasting one hour, through the galleries
and the cellars, to understand the story and the know-how
of the cordeliers, obviously followed by tasting.

LA TOUR DU CHATEAU DU ROY
& +33 5 57 55 28 28
www.saint-emilion-tourisme.com
accueil@saint-emilion-tourisme.com
Closed from January 1st to February 15th. Open every day
from March to October, the off-season weekend. Free for
under 6-year-olds. Adult: E1.50. Family rate E5 (4 people).
You can’t miss this superb building: La tour du Château
du Roy. The only dungeon still intact in the Gironde, it’s
a must in Saint-Emilion. Whether you admire it at the
bottom or whether you head off to this witness of the
past, you will get plenty for the eye, but especially plenty
for the legs once at the top! Yes! you’ll have to climb the
118 steps. But the effort will very quickly be followed by
comfort: the panoramic view of Saint-Emilion is worth a
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LA CÔTE BRAISÉE
3, rue du Tertre-de-la-Tente
& +33 5 57 24 79 65
www.lacotebraisee.com
contact@lacotebraisee.com
Closed in January. Open Thursday to Monday from 7 pm
to 10 pm; Thursday to Tuesday from 12 pm to 2:30 pm.
Booking advised. Menu from E16.50 to E24.50. Children’s
menu: E12.50. Terrace.
Within a walking distance from the Place du Clocher and
the Tourist Office, it is a must in Saint-Emilion, thanks to
the multitude of menus and dishes offered and its typical
and original location, in a very steep street overlooked
by a small charming terrace. La Côte Braisée offers a very
pleasant place to eat, in a room with exposed stones and
contemporary furniture. The many menus mix with the
various dishes in suggestion of the moment. Here, you
can enjoy regional specialties such as the roasted duck
stuffed with foie gras and grapes or the duck breast with
orange. A very nice restaurant, with affordable price and
charming welcome. You can also sit at the bar opposite
the Côte Braisée, at l’Absolu, for the tasting of a fine
wine accompanied by tapas in a festive and friendly
atmosphere. It is good to know that the Côte Braisée
also offers guest houses, at the Logis de La Tourelle, a
little more at the bottom of the village.

L’ABSOLU
7, place du Marché-au-Bois & +33 5 57 51 76 41
Closed in January. Open on Monday, Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday, Saturday and Sunday from 12pm to 2pm and

8pm at 11pm. Le Mardi from 12pm to 2pm. Menu at
E17.50 and E19.50. Slates composed from E11.50 to
E20. Plate of tapas surprised at E15.50. Cocktails. Theme
parties. Wine bar.
On the square of Marché-au-Bois, Absolute is a very
nice wine bar to have a good time on a piece of heated
terrace by the first rays of sun or in the cozy dining room
with exposed stone walls. On the menu is displayed a
long list of tapas and composed dishes to accompany
the grand crus or light local wines by name exposed
to the bar and presented by the waiters if necessary.
The tone is set, to the table of the Absolute delicacy
goes hand in hand with friendliness and the festive
atmosphere.

Sleeping

LES CHAMBRES D’HOTES D’OVALINE
2, place Bouqueyre
& +33 6 60 42 70 69
www.chambres-ovaline.com
contact@chambres-ovaline.com

p4 rooms. From E80 to E110. Breakfast: E10. E25 per

person extra. Free Wifi.
It is in the heart of the very charming village of SaintEmilion that you will stay. An ideal place for exploring
the narrow streets on foot. You will be impressed as
much by the village than by the rooms. The latter are
surprisingly spacious each with their own bathroom just
as great! In some you can even enjoy a spa bath. Far from
being neutral, lovers of Rugby as well as connoisseurs of
beautiful things will like the decor! Equipped with parquet
floors, antique furniture in modern colours, your stay will
be most enjoyable in these places.The rooms at the very
top can accommodate up to four people and has a small
kitchenette. You will also appreciate the terrace where
you can stroll after a long day, or even have breakfast if
the weather permits. The Ovaline is a beautiful address
where it feels good to stay. As a bonus, great hospitality
from the staff for an ideal stay.

SOUTH-WEST

The Saint-Emilion village.

look! Built in the 13th century, it was used as a defensive
citadel, until the end of the 16th century. To completely
experience, pass then through Saint-Emilion on the third
Sunday of June or the third Sunday of September. On these
dates, the judgement of the new wine and the official
beginning of grape harvests are celebrated by the Jurade
de Saint-Emilion and from the top of the tower. Fancy and
colourful events that exude tradition and friendliness.
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Sauternes
A great name, for a village that is worth visiting! Located
40 kilometres to the south of Bordeaux, this village
of 721 inhabitants in the heart of the vineyards is
renowned for its white wine, the best sweet wines
in the world. The most prestigious of these wines is
produced at the Château d’Yquem. Unaffordable for
the average person, it can be given to other castles,
whose value will be affordable. The site is dotted with
castles and old houses. To be seen at the heart of the
village, the Sauternes church that has a beautiful
Romanesque apse. The proximity with the Ciron tributary
of the Garonne makes Sauternes a relaxing place, ideal
for nature lovers.

TOURIST OFFICE OF SAUTERNES GRAVES
11, rue Principale
& +33 5 56 76 69 13
www.sauternais-graves-langon.com
sauternes@sauternais-graves-langon.com
Open on Tuesday and Thursday to Saturday from 10am to
12.30pm and from 2pm to 6pm; Wednesday from 2pm to
6pm. Open from May to October. Open on Sunday (of the
21/07 to the 11/08 from 10am to 1pm).
The office offers bike rental and offers à la carte for hiking.
Do not hesitate to book a day Sauternes Prestige, you
can combine the discovery of raw listed Sauternes and
gastronomy in a michelin-starred chef: Claude Darroze,
from E150 per person (possible departure of Bordeaux).
Weekends and short stays are offered in the form of
packages turn-key (E135 for 2 people). From July to
mid-September, choose a discovery of Sauternes to the
current, or a visit to sporting fashion, descending Ciron
by canoe and arrive in a wine grower time to exchange
and make a tasting of the vintage (E12 per person).
Or take part in the minibus discovery of the vineyard,
visit and taste in a property in Serious AOC then in AOC
Sauternes E10 per person (transport, side dishes, tours
in French and English).

Sightseeing

CHÂTEAU D’YQUEM
& +33 5 57 98 07 07
www.yquem.fr
info@yquem.fr
Open all year. Free access with the chateau’s park Monday
to Saturday. Guided tour (of the wine storehouses at 2pm
and 3.30pm, on request written exclusively. For groups,
not more than 15 people).
Who knows the Château d’Yquem, the most prestigious
of the wines named Sauternes? Classified in 1855, it
is only the first wines in that name. In simple architecture, the castle is based on a fortified farmhouse
of the 15th century. For years, it was largely rebuilt. It
is characterised by round towers one was originally
colombier. The Wild family acquired this good from the
crown in « tenure simple » in 1593. It is in 1711 that
Léon de Sauvage repurchased the « tenure noble » of
the property. Yquem was brought by the association to

Lur-Saluces family in 1785. LVMH, main shareholder of
Château d’Yquem since 1999, entrusted its management to Pierre Lurton in 2004.

Knife & Fork

AUBERGE DES VIGNES
23, rue Principale
& +33 5 56 76 60 06
Open all year. Tuesday to Saturday for lunch from 12pm
to 1.30pm and for dinner from 7pm to 9pm; Sunday for
lunch from 12pm to 1.30pm. Menu from E16 to E39. À la
carte from E14. Lunch menu: E13.50 (coffee included).
Wine by the glass. Terrace. Parking.
In the main street The Vineyards Inn reserves nice
surprises. The lunch menu as an excellent value for
money. For E13.50, it offers a starter, main course,
dessert, a glass of wine and a coffee! The reception
of Arnaud is very friendly, setting a mix of rustic and
modern design with the coat rack design and paintings
in puzzle enhances the warmth. And we really appreciate
the intimacy offered by the small size of the very bright
room. Side dish, we suspected it, the meat grilled on the
vine shoots beat their complete: sirloin steak, fillet of
beef... Accompanied by fries. You can also try the foie gras
terrine cooked with Sauternes, the eggs with mushrooms
and varied fish. The smoked bar with leeks is delicate and
tasty. The chef Nicolas changes with the seasons. As for
desserts, chocolate, iced parfait with passion fruit, crème
brûlée... A fine wine list and Sauternes. A good address to
be discovered at the bend of a walk between the castle
and a decent in canoeing on the Ciron.

Sleeping

RELAIS DU CHATEAU D’ARCHE
& +33 5 56 76 67 67
www.chateaudarche-sauternes.com
Open all year. 9 rooms. Double room from E120 to E140;
suite from E150 to E160. Breakfast: E10. Extra bed:
E15. Seminars. Free Wifi.
Overlooking the Sauternes village, the beautiful
Charterhouse in the 17th century in the heart of the
wine estate of the Château d’Arche, offers a magnificent
panorama . The Relais du Château d’Arche is a haven of
peace and good taste allowing you to enjoy peaceful
moments in an elegant and refined setting. The rooms
overlooking the vineyards are very comfortable, spacious
and refined (quality of materials and furniture) with
private toilet and bathroom (retro bath) and have double
glazing, internet access, hair-dryer. Breakfast is served
in the room or on the terrace, in the china. In winter,
special rates. The Château d’Arche is also a wine estate
of 45 hectares that you can visit, and where you can taste
with pleasure Grand Cru Classé de Sauternes in the tasting
room. Avis of œnologists: Château d’Arche – Grand Cru
Classé, Sauternes 2002 for E27.50: beautiful golden
colour. Unusual wine named Sauternes. A nose with
notes of quince, apple jam and gingerbread. Wine without
fault ideal with foie gras, blue cheese and fruit tarts.

Parce que vous êtes

© I love photo_shutterstock.com

unique ...
... vous rêviez d’un gu
ide
sur mesure

a vous de Jouer !

mon guide sur mesure

www.mypetitfute.com
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Dax

Aquae, Acqs, of Acqs and Dax, these successive names
cannot hide the specificity of the city of water and
hydrotherapy with the famous hot spring fountain at
64 °C. This thermal water mixed with Adour silt gives
Terdax this famous Dax mud used in all the spas in the
city. The Romans called it the city «Aquae Tarbellicae»
from the name of Tarbelles who occupied the premises
upon arrival and because of the presence of hot springs.
This native tribe had built a lakeside town on the river.
Still in Roman times, a bridge was built which made
the city a strategic business centre. In the 12th century,
Alienor of Aquitaine marries the future King of England,
Henry II Plantagenêt; the city came under British rule
until the end of the Hundred Years War. During the
19th century, in order to open the city and to develop
the thermal activity, Dax inhabitants destroyed the
ramparts and the medieval castle as well. At the same
time, Dax enjoys the great Napoleon III’s taste and
Empress Eugénie’s for the spas. In 1894 was built the first
spa resort. Clemenceau, Sarah Bernhardt, Sacha Guitry,
personalities from all walks contributed to the prestige of
the Dax hydrotherapy.Now, nearly 50,000 hydrotherapy
patients go every year to the city whose therapeutic
values are recognised, particularly in rheumatology and
Phlebology. Located less than half an hour away from
the ocean, bordering the Chalosse and Marensin and
at the edge of the forest, Dax gathers many advantages
with its preserved environment. As a commercial and
friendly town, the fact that it is an important spa town
gives it a great capacity for hosting, which is marked
with multiple gourmet stopovers. Its commercial offer
is particularly important, with more than 400 shops.
Taurine and festive culture is very strong here and
every summer, 800,000 people are welcomed to the
Feria. As a human-sized city, populated by more than
22,000 (Dax) inhabitants, it forms with the urban area,
the first bay of the Landes County. But Dax is above all
a welcoming land where friendliness is a natural value.

OFFICE DE TOURISME ET DU THERMALISME
11, cours Foch
& +33 5 58 56 86 86
www.dax-tourisme.com
info@dax-tourisme.com
High season: open every day and public holidays from
9.30am to 12.30pm and from 1.30pm to 6pm. From
November to February Monday to Friday from 9.30am
to 12.30pm and of 14:00 at 6pm, closed at weekends,
from March to June Monday to Saturday from 9.30am
to 12.30pm and from 2pm to 6pm, September and
October Monday to Saturday from 9.30am to 12.30pm
and from 1.30pm to 6pm. Sunday from 9.30am to
1pm. Qualité Tourisme label. Tourist Office and of
hydrotherapy. Group rates with private guide-lecturer:
– 20 people E90, more than 20 people E4.50/person.
Visits E4/person, Terdax E6/person, E5/person Visits
investigation free for the -12 years, rate 4 at E4.14 for
4 visits with the choice.

Sightseeing

LES ARENES
Parc Théodore-Denis
Open of the 7/03 to the 26/11 Monday to Friday from
11am to 5pm. Closed of the 4 to the 19/08 (Fairs). Duration
of the visit 1am. Guided tour (organized by the Tourist
Office: information to the +33 5 58 56 86 86). Access to
10, boulevard Lasaosa.
They were built in 1913. But, in the thermal city, the history
of bullfighting starts first in Les rues de la ville in 1784,
then on the place th eplace of the race starting from 1813,
with the first arenas wooden. The current arenas designed
by architect Landes Albert Pomade, in a spanish-moorish
style, constitute an imposing building with azulejos and
red shutters on a white background. They were expanded
in 1932. In 2003, their renovation permited to highlight
the main façade of the building. Its architecture andalusian-style evokes a little squares of Seville’s toros plazas,
Cordoba and Granada. Today, 8,000 seats are available at
aficionados for corridas de la Feria in August and Toros
y salsa in September. In the entry of the park TheodoreDenis, stop in front of the superb bull statues and the
racing cow the works of Christian Maas, a sculptor from
Saint-Etienne, made of lost wax, ancient method from Iran.

LA FONTAINE CHAUDE
OU SOURCE DE LA NEHE
Place de la Fontaine-Chaude
Free. Transformation of the place into pedestrian area.
Symbol of the thermal spa, it is named a Nordic goddess
of water. Built at the beginning of the 19th century on the
presumed site of the ancient roman baths , in the heart
of the city, the hot fountain had a flow of 2,400,000 litres
per day. The temperature of 64 °C is acquired in more
than 2000 metres depth. The emergence of Dax sources
comes from a fault dating from the erection of the
Pyrenees. From the benefits of Dax’s water was born
a legend, which is the Roman legionary. When he was
garrisoned at Dax and convinced that his dog crippled
with rheumatism and could not follow him during his
missions, he decided to put an end to the sufferings of
the canid and threw it into the Adour. On his return from
Spain, the legionary found his dog cured by the mud of
the river and thermal waters. It is here, one says, that
the history of dacquoise hydrotherapy begins.

Knife & Fork
LE BISTROT DES VIGNES
40, rue Neuve & +33 5 58 58 45 39
Closed the second week of July and during Christmas
holidays. Closed all day on Sunday and on public holidays.
Closed Tuesday at dinner time and Wednesday at dinner
time. Child’s menu: E7. Lunch menu: E14 (starter + main
course + dessert). (For lunch only except Saturday). Wine
by the glass. Carte menus E37(starter + main course +
dessert). Aperitif dish E18, starter E10, dessert E7.
1 main course: E17, 2 main courses: E22.

Landes - AQUITAINE

mirrors ... there is nevertheless, new: tables, temporary
exhibitions of painting, a small terrace in summer! Our
two friends are looking for local producers: Pyrenees lamb
milk, farmer ewe sheep cheese (silver medal), Cagnotte
farm duck (Landes) line caught hake or other fish from the
Saint Jean de Luz auction. That said, these little wonders
are found; in roasted pig ears salad with poached egg in
red wine, in seared foie gras with green asparagus, in
farm roasted pigeon with garlic, in ray wings buttered
with fresh spinach, or in chorizo crust, mashed carrots for
hake. Before the tasting of your dessert, local French toast
with apples for example, you must have appreciated the
quality of service: Justine and Marilyn recommend and
accompany you with a natural efficiency and kindness.


ESCALE SUR ADOUR
1, boulevard Carnot & +33 5 58 56 82 82
www.daxhotel.com – reception@daxhotel.com
Open from mid-February to mid-December. Open 7 days
a week for lunch and dinner. Children’s menu: E9 (up
to 12 years). Fixed rate formula: E16.50 (buffet starter
+ main course + buffet dessert). Starter and main course
or main course and dessert E12. Carte according to the
seasons containing fresh products of local suppliers: Starter
from E8 to E13 main course from E13 to E17 dessert
E5. Wine by the jug (Chalosse) 25 Cl E3 50 Cl E5. Holiday
voucher, Chèque Restaurant. Groups welcome. Terrace.
Activities. Payments: Amex, cash, cheques.
This restaurant inside Dax Hôtel is open to all. By following
the banks of the Adour river, you can reach it by the terrace
of 300 square meters that connects the bar to the restaurant.
In this space opened 7 days a week at lunchtime and
dinnertime, you can enjoy lunch, dinner, meeting friends
or share a meal with colleagues there, after a meeting
(equipped dining rooms). Example of dishes à la carte:
starter «the duck in all its forms» consisting of rillettes,
duck breast marinated with red salt and stuffed with foie
gras, grandmother’s way pâté, friton bread, smoked duck
breast, steak with pickled peppers for meat lovers. As for fish,
sea bream fillet in Spanish way. Fresh dessert: strawberry
cream, strawberry/tomato/basil sorbet. To prolong these
gourmet moments, the bar offers, musical evenings and
cocktails. Exhibition of local artists. Stopover at Adour:
calm just a few hundred metres from the city centre.

cDpa
Open from 29/01 to 10/12/2017. Reception 24 hours a


LA TABLE II
4, rue de la Fontaine-Chaude & +33 5 58 74 89 00
Open Tuesday to Saturday for lunch and dinner. Closed on
Sunday, public holidays and between Christmas and New
Year. Booking advised. À la carte: Around E48. Starter from
E10, main course from E17, dessert E7.50, wine by
the glass: rosy E2.50, red from E4. Wine of the month.
American Express, Luncheon voucher. A hat in Gault and
Millau. Small terrace in summer.
Everything is moving on well in the best of all worlds for
Xavier and Benjamin. Table II now has its true identity.
Although the bistro atmosphere is always present, red
banquettes, plates with the names of the streets of Paris
on the walls, menu boards with proposed menus, screen

Sleeping

DAX HOTEL***
1, boulevard Carnot & +33 5 58 56 82 82
www.daxhotel.com – reception@daxhotel.com

day. 110 rooms. Room as from E 55, spa visitors rates,
contact us. Breakfast buffer E 10. Stop-over as from E
66. Holiday Voucher. Pets allowed. Seminars. Free Wifi.
Catering. Satellite TV. Activities. Conference room. Paintings
and sculptures exhibitions.
This hotel enjoys a privileged location some hundred
metres from the town centre near the Bois de Boulogne.
Bordered by Adour, it benefits from the calm area and the
surrounding nature: view on the banks or on the forest (all
the rooms are located in R + 1), private parking, double
glazing, private balcony, always not overlooked. The double
rooms have king size beds, or you can have a twin room
with flat screen TV, free Wifi. Bedding set up can be done
on request (perfumed linen), flat screens. The outdoor
layout transforms the existing terrace in a real platform
connecting the hotel, the bar and the quality restaurant
open 7 days a week. Information scroll on the screen in the
reception hall, meeting rooms are available. This hotel will
correspond to your way of travelling, for work, for pleasure
and will allow you enjoying your spa therapy serenely.

HOTEL DE LA VILLA DACQUOISE
86, avenue Francis-Planté & +33 5 58 74 04 60
www.lavilladacquoise.fr
lavilladacquoise@yahoo.fr

pa
Open all year. Reception 24/24. 5 rooms. Single room from

E45; double room from E55. Breakfast: E7. Parking.
Catering facilities. Satellite TV.
In 2014, Solène and Nicolas took over “institution” La
Villa Dacquoise, unmissable hotel and restaurant of Dax.
Since they seduce their guests with a cuisine made by
local produce. After opening 3 rooms last year, 5 are now
available. It is in a guesthouse spirit with breakfast offering
fresh fruit juices, homemade jam, fresh bread, that you
will stay in rooms reviews, all different with combinations
of styles and colours. Simple and functional rooms, one
of which you can enjoy a clear view of Dax cathedral
towers, another full is on the plane trees on the terrace.
This warm welcome is perfect for clients who will benefit
from tariffs and schedules adapted for their breakfasts.

SOUTH-WEST

This restaurant in the city centre is warm, with its bar
on the ground floor, and the upstairs dining room: zebra
armchairs, warm colours, visible cave. Stéphanie and
Stéphane complement each other with energy to offer
pretty dishes where seasonal ingredients are honoured.
Of Breton origin, Stéphanie makes sure that the traditional cabbage dish is rightly prepared. It is in this spirit
that she likes to change her menu, according to your
desires! Coco beans chickpeas salad squid Basque, duck
tournedos Rossini way foie gras sauce, cod loins in coconut
broth pumpkin ginger and melting vegetables. In winter,
gourmets can enjoy a board of Mont d’Or or a camembert
à la plancha accompanied by salad, meats, serrano and
potatoes. There is always a fine wine of the 170 wines
available to accompany these dishes or the aperitif dish.
A tasting takes place every two months: 6 wines to taste,
accompanied by tapas. Log on to Facebook to know the
date: to make things simple, as Stéphanie says; get
registered on the Le Bistrot des Vignes Dax search engines.
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